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FOREWORD. 

WOULD that some abler and worthier pen than mine 

were near to clothe my " Gleanings" in a more 

presentable dress for public display; but that not 

being available, they must needs go forth in their 

poverty and shortcomings, and be left to the indulgence 

of the reader. At the same time, all that is here 

presented has been gleaned by a careful and prayerful 

search of the field; while due consideration has been 

given to the findings of others, especially those looked 

upon as taught in the subject, and to whom we are all 

deeply indebted. 

The reader must not, however, expect to find a 

detailed exposition of the book; nor yet a general 

unfolding of prophecy. There are numerous and 

valuable works where those can be obtained if desired. 

This little volume is merely an attempt, however poor, 

to set forth as simply and concisely as possible some 

of the writer's gleanings in this remarkable book, and 

more especially for those interested in its study. The 

Chart, too, is felt to be very crude and deficient, but 

will, I trust, serve to present to the eye the main 
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FOREWORD {continued). 

thought intended to be conveyed, and help to make 

clear the divisions of the book, as understood by the 

writer. We are all learners, and in great measure learn 

from one another ; " gleaning " and " beating out " 

(Ruth 2. 17), and putting together what each can 

contribute as taught of God, through grace, for the 

benefit of all, leaving each one responsible to 

" prove all things, and hold fast that which is good" 

(1 Thess. 5. 21). 

On such a difficult subject as " The Book of 

Revelation " it behoves both speakers and writers to 

be diffident and guarded in their statements. We must 

not dogmatise ; especially when we enter the field of 

symbol and figure. There are, no doubt, certain well 

defined " land marks " and divisions, so clearly marked 

off in the book that there need be no mistake as to 

them ; but when we enter into the midst of symbols 

we must state our convictions, or make our suggestions, 

and leave readers to judge as before the Lord. One 

thing, and one thing alone, will stamp any interpreta¬ 

tions as truth, and that is, there must be either direct 

statements from the Word, or teaching on the subject 

consistently maintained throughout from the Word, so 

that it can be said it fits, and fits without man's 
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FOREWORD (continued). 

" hammers and axes" to make it fit (1 Kings 6. 7), 

and does not contradict other portions. Prophecy is 

God given and perfect, and one connected whole (see 

2 Peter 1. 20, 21, with its foot note, N.T.). 

Some of these gleanings may be new to many, and 

outside the usually accepted lines of interpretation of 

this book, and so may be in danger of being refused on 

that account. All that is asked is, that readers will 

reserve their judgment until they have thoroughly and 

patiently tested them, not by the writings of other men, 

however valuable and highly esteemed, but by the 

only standard on the subject—the Word of God itself. 

May the Holy Spirit guide both writer and readers, and 

preserve us from error for His glory whose " Revelation" 

it is, and who alone is worthy of our adoration and 

praise. 

WILLIAM EASTON. 

31 MERIVALE LANE, 

CHRISTCHURCH, N.Z. 
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Gleanings in 
The Book of Revelation. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE Book is " The Revelation of Jesus Christ." A 
revelation given to Him by God, " to show unto His 
servants things which must shortly come to pass ; " and 
passed on by His angel to His servant John, " Who 
bare record of the Word of God and of the testimony 
of Jesus Christ and of all things that he saw "( vv. I, 2), 
and should therefore be of the deepest interest to all the 
people of God. John not only bare record of " the 
Word of God," and " the testimony of Jesus Christ," 
but he was a prisoner and a sufferer himself in the isle 
that is called Patmos for that " Word and testimony " 
(v. 9). In chapter 6. 10 we see those who had even 
laid down their lives for that same " Word and 
testimony"—"They loved not their lives unto the 
death" (chap. 12. 11). What noble faith and 
devotedness is thus disclosed to us—" Faithful unto 
death ! " Well may we take it to heart and say to 
ourselves, whose faith and devotedness follow ! 

Thus then it is from God—to Jesus Christ—to the 
angel—to John—to us. All this implies distance, and 
not the nearness of the family relationship as with 
Father and children ; or the sweet confidences of the 
blessed Lord to His friends (John 15. 15). We shall 
look in vain for those blessed unfoldings of the moral 
glories of the Person of God's beloved Son as seen in the 
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Gospels. Nor have we the results of His exaltation to 
the right hand of God and the wealth of blessing which 
He has procured for us by His atoning sacrifice on the 
Cross, and which He makes good to us here and now by 
the Holy Ghost, according to the eternal purpose 
purposed in Christ Jesus before the ages began, and 
unfolded in the Epistles for our comfort and joy as 
" in Christ," as well as members of the body united to 
the Head in Heaven by the Holy Ghost, and revealed 
to the Apostle Paul. All this precious ministry is 
absent in this book. 

On the other hand, in the midst of the clouds and 
darkness, the lawlessness and wickedness of sinful men, 
and the execution of divine and well merited judgment, 
as it falls in its various forms " at sundry times and in 
divers manners" on the different companies, and 
measured out by divine, holy, measurement as He 
lays claim to " the purchased possession" (Matt. 13. 
44) ; even there we got glimpses of our glorified Lord 
as " in wrath He remembers mercy," caring for His 
earthly saints, whose experiences He had passed 
through, in perfect grace, when here Himself, so that 
He might be able to succour them when in the midst of 
the waves and billows of trial and persecution through 
which they have to pass, until by His glorious appearing 
" He brings them into their desired haven," and judges 
their oppressors. 

It is, however, a book to be read and understood; 
not one to be treated as wholly mystical and not 
intended to be understood, and especially so in view 
of its revealing " things that must shortly come to pass," 
and the time of fulfilment being "at hand" (v. 3). 
A blessing is therefore promised to " him that readeth ; " 
and they " that hear the words of this piophecy," and 
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" keep those things which are written therein " (v. 3). 
This is again emphasised in the last chapter of the 
book, showing its value for us in these days (chap. 22, 
vv. 6, 7, 16, 18, 19). This is surely important, and 
has a voice to us all. May we be found answering to it. 
" Thy words were found and I did eat them : and Thy 
Word was unto me the joy and rejoicing of my heart," 
said the prophet of old (Jer. 15. 16). So may it 
be to us. 

It has often been noted and is generally accepted by 
expositors of this book that the Spirit of God has given 
us its first and great divisions in chapter 1.19," (1) Write 
the things which thou hast seen, and (2) the things 
which are, and (3) the things which shall be hereafter." 
And until this threefold division is grasped, the book 
cannot be understood. This is the only key that fits 
the lock and opens the door for us to enter and explore 
its treasures. 

" The things which thou hast seen " is the subject of 
chapter 1, Christ in His judicial character and seen 
judging in the midst of the candlesticks. " The things 
which are," is the time history of the Assembly in its 
character as the vessel of testimony, or light-bearer in 
this world, from its commencement to its close, and seen 
in chapters 2 and 3. While " the things which shall be 
hereafter," or " after these things" (N.T.), are unfolded 
in the rest of the book. They commence with chapter 4, 
or to be more exact, with chapter 6, and go on to the end, 
but they cannot possibly begin till '' the things which 
are " are finished, and the Assembly has been taken 
from the scene and is on high with the Lord, along with 
all the saints of the previous dispensations (1 Cor. 15. 
23 ; 1 Thess. 4. 16-18). " This ought to be a source of 
great comfort to the Lord's people in view of the 
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present-day delusions of some who assert that we are 
in the beginning of the judgments of the Book of 
Revelation. The divinely-given division of chapter i. 
19 effectually settles that, and steadies the troubled 
or wavering soul. 

It is exceedingly beautiful to see the way in which 
the Lord Jesus is set before us in verse 5, " The faithful 
witness;'' recalling His lowly, lonely, lovely, and 
perfect life on earth, and in contrast to all other 
witnesses. " The firstborn from among the dead ; " 
telling us of the dignity of His Person, as well as of His 
death and resurrection ; and assuring our hearts of a 
" first resurrection " (chap. 20. 6), seeing He is " the 
firstfruits " (1 Cor. 15. 20), " The Prince of the kings of 
the earth," reminding us of His place of supremacy over 
all other potentates. The first Beast of chapter 13 will 
be Satan's counterfeit and head of the confederated 
ten kingdoms, which will form the revived Roman 
Empire at the time of the end. But Jesus is " the 
Prince of the kings of the earth," and all potentates 
will have to submit themselves to Him—blessed be 
His holy and worthy Name for ever and ever ! 

" Kings shall fall down before Him, 
And gold and incense bring ; 
All nations shall adore Him, 
His praise all peoples sing." 

No wonder the saints are seen to burst forth in holy 
and rapturous worship as they see their beloved 
Saviour and Lord set forth in that blessed threefold 
way, and say " Unto Him that hath loved us, and hath 
washed us from our sins in His own blood ; and hath 
made us kings and priests unto God and His Father ; 
to Him be glory and dominion for ever and ever. 
Amen." Surely as we read it our hearts burst forth 
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in glad response " Amen ! O Lord, Amen ! " How 
could it be otherwise, as we view that precious Saviour, 
and think of the value of that precious blood! 

But there is another word, a solemn word, which 
produces another Amen. " Behold He cometh with 
clouds, and every eye shall see Him ; and they also 
which pierced Him ; and all kindreds of the earth 
shall wail because of Him. Even so, Amen." This, 
though primarily referring to the Jews and the land, 
has, no doubt, a wider application. Yes, every eye 
shall see Him, sooner or later. Even the wicked, 
impenitent, Christ rejecting, God dishonouring 
multitudes will see Him ! And those of that class who 
see Him not when He appears, will see Him on " the 
great white throne." It will be the same Jesus coming 
in the clouds of Heaven, but not in humiliation. No ! 
the day of His humiliation and rejection will then be 
past for ever. He is there in the glory, and seen 
coming forth in majesty, and " power, and great glory," 
to take possession of His earthly kingdom; and 
when the great white throne is set up at the end, and 
Jesus is seen seated on it, all the impenitent will receive 
their sentence from the lips that once breathed forth in 
love and tenderness offers of eternal blessing to any and 
all who would accept it. No longer will it be,'' Come unto 
Me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give 
you rest " (Matt. 11. 28); but, " Depart from Me, ye 
cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and 
his angels " (Note—not prepared for men) (Matt. 25. 41., 
Rev. 20. 12-15). And again, even to such solemn and 
awful facts the saints can and will say, Amen ! O Lord, 
Amen ! 

We meet with a beautiful touch not to be overlooked, 
in verse 8 and verse 11. The dignity, majesty, and 
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all-comprehensiveness of the One whose Revelation it 
is. " I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the 
ending, saith the Lord, which is, and which was, and 
which is to come, the Almighty." How beautiful this 
is ! The lowly " Man of Sorrows," Jesus of Nazareth, 
is all that. It is a lovely setting forth of His Deity, 
and endears Him to our hearts ; causing us to exult 
and sing : 

" Lord Jesus we -worship and bow at Thy feet. 
And give Thee the glory, the honour that's meet." 

But I will not dwell on what has been taken up so 
often, and expatiated on by abler tongues and pens 
than mine. I leave that, and draw attention to the 
fact that Jesus is here seen in His judicial character and 
judging in the midst of the Churches. It is necessary 
to remember, however, that it is not the Church viewed 
as the body of Christ: nor is there any allusion to the 
discipline which saints may be called upon to exercise in 
the house of God. It is the Lord Himself, in the 
midst of the Churches giving His judgment of what 
He sees existing among them, and what He has to 
say to and of such ; for " he that hath an ear to hear." 

These seven different existing Churches or Assemblies 
were chosen from the many others of that day, because 
of their state, to set forth the time history of the 
Church as a whole in its different phases from its 
beginning to its close when, on account of its unfaithful¬ 
ness it is "spued out of His mouth" (chap. 3. 16). 
It is the Church as the vessel of testimony on earth— 
the candlestick—set to hold forth Christ, the Light. 
How miserably she has failed in her responsibility to do 
this we are only too sadly conscious of, commencing 
with " leaving her first love " as in Ephesus, and 
ending with open apostasy as in Laodicea. What a 
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sad, sad history of that which made such a lovely 
display for Christ at the start in her unselfish and new 
found " first love." Thank God, the true saints will be 
taken out at His coming in spite of it, and the mere 
empty professors will be rejected and judged in 
connection with His appearing; and all will be found in 
glorious and blessed perfection when she is seen 
descending from Heaven as "the Bride, the Lamb's 
wife" (chap. 21). 

John was no stranger to the Lord Jesus, and had 
been a favoured companion and witness of some of the 
special events in that unique pathway of His. Yea, 
he knew what it was to " lean on His bosom ; " but he 
had never seen Him in this character before. The 
bosom he had leaned on was now bound up with 
" a golden girdle," divine righteousness. Those eyes 
of love were now like " a flame of fire." His very voice 
was altered. No longer the sweet voice of tender 
compassionate love for poor, wretched, needy, sinful 
men ; but " as the sound of many waters." It was 
all so different, so new, so unthought of before, no 
wonder it says, " And when I saw Him, I fell at His 
feet as dead" (v. 17). But would the Lord Jesus 
leave His loved servant in that state of fear and dread ? 
No! No! The heart beating behind the golden 
girdle was the same. It was still unchanged, whatever 
His appearance or manner might be. He was still 
" Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, and to-day, and 
for ever." O beloved in the Lord, do not our hearts 
run out to Him as we look at Him, and think of Him as 
the One who loves us with a deathless and changeless 
love ? Surely they do ! How could it be otherwise ! 
It is love that begets love, and calls forth our worship 
and praise. 
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" And He laid His right hand on me saying, Fear 
not. I am the first and the last. I am He that liveth 
and became dead ; and behold I am alive for evermore. 
Amen; and have the keys of death and of hades" 
(vv. 17, 18). Can anything be more beautiful than 
this ? That right hand of power which had been 
pierced by the nail, and motionless in death, was now, 
on the other side of death, stretched forth to lift up, 
and support the fainting apostle. While the well-
known voice removed his fear by reminding him of 
Who He was—where He had been—and what He was 
possessed of now—" the keys of death and hades." 

What a sight ! What a revelation ! Just as the 
victorious David came forth from the Valley of Elah 
with the giant's head in his hand, the witness of his 
triumph, so " we see Jesus " standing before us in this 
lovely picture. He has come out of the valley of death 
with the witness of His triumph and victory. The 
entrance into the unseen world is in the hands of Him 
who lo.ved us and gave Himself for us. Death claims 
the body, and hades the soul, but Jesus has the 
keys of both. He has conquered the giant, and come 
forth as the Victor. He knows when to let us in if 
needs be, and He will unlock the door when the time 
comes to take us out if we are there. Aye, and not 
only take us out, but give us " bodies of glory, fashioned 
like unto His own body of glory" (Phil. 3. 21), and 
thus shall we " ever be with the Lord." Yes, Jesus is 
the Victor, and commands the affections of our hearts ; 
and as we gaze on Him we burst forth in song : 

His be " the Victor's Name," 
Who fought the fight alone ; 
Triumphant saints no honour claim. 
His conquest was their own. 
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CHAPTERS II. AND III. 

CHAPTERS 2 and 3 give us the time history of the 
Church as the candlestick or lightbearer for Christ in 
this world ; and these seven messages may be viewed 
in three different ways, as has been noted by others. 
First, as messages to seven existing Assemblies whose 
condition at the time needed the words spoken to them. 
Second, we see in them the time history of the Church 
as a whole, prophetically set forth from its commence¬ 
ment at Pentecost, until it is totally rejected by the 
Lord, who says to Laodicea, " I will spue thee out of 
My mouth." Third, we can view them as containing 
messages to any who have " ears to hear " at any time 
during the Church's history on earth. A brief outline, 
however, must suffice for " the things that are." There 
are many valuable works on the subject which readers 
can procure if desired, wfiich enter into minute details 
as to these seven letters to the seven Churches. 

It is interesting to note that while the Churches 
follow each other in order, they divide into three and 
four. The first three, however, do not exist together. 
The first passes away and is succeeded by the second, 
and it is succeeded by the third, then all three cease to 
exist as characteristic states of the Church. But we 
must not forget that while those states have passed 
away, the letters to each remain in force, and have a 
voice for any individual to-day who finds himself in 
any of those conditions and has " ears to hear." 

The last four differ from the first three. They, too, 
follow each other as the previous three, but they do 
not each pass away to make room for something else j 

B 
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they continue to run together until the rapture when 
Philadelphia is taken away (chap. 3. 10). The rest 
continue up to the last vial (chap. 16. 19), when 
Thyatira—Popery, and manifested then as " Babylon 
the Great "—is destroyed by the Beast and the ten 
kings (chap. 17. 16) before the Lord appears. Then 
Sardis will be treated as the world (chap. 3. 3), and 
will practically coalesce with Laodicea, and reach the 
end, meeting their judgment at the hands of the Lord 
Himself when He has " descended from Heaven in 
flaming fire taking vengeance" (2 Thess. 1, N.T.) 
{see Chart). 

The seals, chapter 6, divide into four and three, not 
three and four like the Churches. The first four 
connected with the living creatures and their call; the 
last three not so. The trumpets divide into four and 
three, the last three being " woe trumpets." The vials, 
too, are divided in a similar way, only that they follow 
each other in rapid succession, and are compressed into 
the last part of the division of the week (Daniel's 
seventieth week), and end just before the seventh and 
last trumpet sounds which ushers in the Lord. The 
divisions in this wonderful book are therefore irregular 
divisions; and it is of the greatest importance to 
remember this. 

The first four Churches give us what may be termed 
the ecclesiastical history of the Church. It is seen in 
its outward visible unity on earth, a new thing, as 
contrasted with Judaism and heathenism. It was one 
complete, visible, and united whole at the commence¬ 
ment. There were no outstanding divisions or sects 
acknowledged in contrast to it to break that oneness, 
such as are seen at the present day to the sin and shame 
of all the Lord's people, and the dishonour of the Master. 
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The candlestick, therefore, I take it, sets forth that 
visible, united, and exclusive Church testimony. It 
existed up to and included Thyatira.* Then on 
account of the corruptions allowed in her midst, and 
her refusal to repent after space had been given her to 
do so, the candlestick was removed. The Lord had 
threatened Ephesus with its removal from them 
(chap. 2. 5), but it was only consummated in Thyatira. 

The Roman Catholic Church, we know, still boasts 
of being the Church—the only true Church outside of 
which there is no salvation—and outwardly, ecclesi¬ 
astically, she is such, but she is given up by God, and 
condemned to complete and final overthrow, and total 
extinction by and by when God executes His fierce 
wrath and judgment upon her by means of the Beast 
and his confederate ten kings (chap. 17. 16, 17), 
under the seventh vial (chap. 16. 19). 

Decline is seen to have set in with the very first 
Church—Ephesus. Indeed, as a matter of fact, it begins 
with decline, not with its Pentecostal freshness. It 
came in, too, in such an insidious way that no one 
realised it had begun and was there. But the Lord's 
piercing eye saw and noted it, and so He warned them 
and urged them to repent. That there was a measure 
of response and recovery, at least, is seen from the 
message to the second Church, Smyrna. The Lord 
has nothing to say against them. The fire of persecution 
seems to have driven them back to Himself, and He 
encourages their hearts, and exhorts them to "be 

* Of course there were seven candlesticks in John's day, 
representing the seven actually existing Assemblies to whom he 
wrote ; but when we think ot the time history of the Church as a 
whole, the candlestick was removed in Thyatira. That is, the 
united testimony as owned of God disappeared then, and there is no 
candlestick after Thyatira. Others are owned of God, but as 
outside, and in contrast to the ecclesiastical system. 
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faithful unto death " in view of receiving " the crown 
of life." 

The third Church, Pergamos, is viewed as slipped 
down right into the world and dwelling where Satan's 
throne is. Illicit intercourse with the world has 
corrupted them and, as a consequence, they are seen in 
such a low moral state that they are tolerating those 
who hold doctrines which the Lord hates. And this 
shows us that the holding evil doctrines is a much more 
serious matter than most people think. If our Lord 
hates the doctrines, so must we, whether held or taught, 
and not excuse them. Then they are exhorted to 
repent or else He would come quickly and fight against 
them with the sword of His mouth. But when we 
reach Thyatira, corruption is complete, it is rampant 
and allowed; exhortation is resisted and repentance 
refused, and she is therefore given up and the candle¬ 
stick removed. She exists still, unrepentant and 
unconcerned, but set aside as the testimony for God. 

It is of the last importance to note that in Thyatira 
there is, for the first time, a remnant owned by God, 
in contrast to the mass who are given up. The New 
Translation reads, " But to you I say, the rest who are 
in Thyatira, as many as have not this doctrine, etc." 
To these the Lord gives special encouragement. They 
are comforted by having " the Morning Star " held out 
to them as their consolation and hope in the midst of 
the corruption. They are the real and true saints, 
and owned of God in their moral separation from, while 
yet in the midst of the evil. A wonderful thing surely 
to be found standing for God and His truth in the 
midst of such a terrible state of things as existed in 
Thyatira ! To such " the consolations of God are not 
small" (Job 15. 11). God takes delight in such souls, 
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and they find promises to brighten their lives, to which 
the mass are utter strangers. 

What an honour to be found numbered, through 
grace, amongst such a company to-day ! Alive to the 
corruption and idolatry around, wherever it may be 
seen, but separate in heart and ways, " holding fast " 
to what He has given us " till He come." It is to 
such that the coming of the Lord is a reality, a hope in 
the heart. " The Morning Star " is given as our hope— 
the Christian's hope—not " the Sun of Righteousness." 
The latter is the hope of the Jew. The former the hope 
of the Christian ; and seen at its brightest before the 
sun rises. What a sweet thought for us! But we 
shall see more as to this ere we finish our gleanings. 

As I have already noted, the last three Churches do 
not give us the ecclesiastical or Church history as suck. 
Sardis is a fresh start, as it were, and continues the 
history of that which began with what we might call 
the remnant, noticed in the previous Church—" you, 
the rest in Thyatira." Sardis dates from the spiritual 
decline of the Reformation. It is so-called Protestant¬ 
ism when it had become the " State " religion of the 
day, and embraces in its fold every so-called Christian 
profession outside the idolatrous system of Popery. 
It began as a protest against the corruptions allowed 
in the Church as such, and has now become itself a huge 
professing mass with " a name to live, but dead," and 
will be treated as the world when the Lord appears, 
though there are a few recognised in it who " have not 
defiled their garments," and who, the Lord says, 
" shall walk with Him in white, for they are worthy " 
(chap. 3. 4). Precious commendation and promise ! 

Philadelphia, the sixth Church, is a state of soul 
suited to the Lord, characterising individuals—all the 
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godly—not a system, or any company of Christians as 
contrasted with other godly saints. She is to be 
" Kept from (not kept in) the hour of temptation 
which is coming on all the world, to try them that 
dwell upon the earth " (apostate Jews), but we shall 
meet with this expression again farther on in the book, 
and have more to say as to it. " The hour of tempta¬ 
tion " covers a much wider area than " the time of 
Jacob's trouble." The former reaches out to " all the 
world," the latter is confined to the Jews in the land. 

Philadelphia seems to have commenced, I judge, 
with that Evangelical movement which began in the 
eighteenth century with Whitefield and Wesley, and 
others ; waking up souls out of the deadness of Sardis. 
Real vital godliness and love to Christ characterised 
the true saints of God in those days. They valued and 
held fast His Word, and denied not His Name. It was 
not a question of the amount of their intelligence, but 
their heart for, and devotedness to Christ. 

How manifestly, too, the Lord opened doors for His 
Word that " none could shut!" Administrative 
authority was, and is still, blessed be God, in His hands, 
" the key of David ; " and He used it then in marked 
and interesting ways. It was even more manifestly 
seen in the nineteenth century, in the further and fuller 
light which He gave in His grace ; mostly through John 
Nelson Darby ; and which not only led individual souls 
into the liberty of a full Gospel, but to the gathering 
together of saints on Scripture principles as members 
of the body of Christ, also to a greater value for the 
Written Word, and intense devotedness to the person 
of Christ, and separation from the world. But it is 
not, I judge, any special company of Christians, as 
distinct from other companies, who may be equally 
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devoted to Christ, though perhaps with less light. For 
any company of Christians to assume to be Philadelphia 
to-day, is surely a presumptuous and nauseous thing, 
and betrays the spirit of pharisaism. At the same 
time, it becomes us individually to cultivate the spirit 
of Philadelphia, if so be we may be found true Phila-
delphians in heart and ways, and thus answering to the 
mind of Him who is " the holy and true." It is the 
godly, the true hearted and devoted souls everywhere 
to whom Christ and His Word are everything, and they 
are everything to Him. Their " little strength " is 
known by Him, and He marks how it is used, and 
knows how to reward it in the day of manifested glory 
by and by. What a cheering and sustaining thought! 

Laodicea is the final and awful state of so-called 
Protestantism. It becomes pure and unadulterated 
infidelity with the name of Christianity still attached to 
it, until at the end the very profession is thrown off in 
open apostasy, and is " spued out of His mouth." It is 
rejected at the rapture, left to be judged shortly after 
His appearing. 

Then with regard to the rewards promised to the 
overcomers in these seven Churches, I gather there is a 
striking difference between the first three and the last 
four. The first three seem to indicate present rewards 
rather than future ; whereas the last four point to 
what is distinctly future ; and this is in keeping with 
the fact that the last four Churches run together till the 
rapture and after. A glance at them may help us. 

Declension had commenced in Ephesus ; and where 
there is a return to " first love," and which leads to 
" first works," the Lord promises to the overcomer 
" I will give him to eat of the tree of life which is in the 
midst of the paradise of God." It is not that he has to 
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wait till he reaches paradise by and by in order to 
partake of it, but a present appropriation of Christ 
who is there, a God-given present reward for faithful¬ 
ness. It reminds us that through sin " the tree of life " 
was barred to man in the earthly paradise, and guarded 
by the cherubim and flaming sword; whereas now, 
access to it in the paradise of God is granted to the 
overcomer, and thus a present enjoyment of Christ to 
feed and minister strength is given, which the others 
miss, and know nothing of. 

To Smyrna the promise is present comfort in the 
fact that the overcomer " shall not be hurt of the second 
death." And comfort this surely would be in view of 
persecution even unto death, and calling for faithfulness 
and courage. Could those who might fail and fall 
under the stress of the fiery trial abounding then have 
such comfort ? Is it not more likely they would be 
racked and torn with doubts and fears on account of 
their failure, and thus fear the second death ? Comfort 
then, as a present reward, is given to the overcomer in 
being assured of exemption from it. 

To Pergamos, where the Church had slipped down 
into the world, and was " dwelling " where Satan's 
throne is, the promise is " the hidden manna," and 
" a white stone, and in the stone a new name written 
which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it." 
This then cannot possibly be the portion of all Christians, 
nor yet that of the overcomers when they have reached 
Heaven, for there will be no "hidden" manna then to 
feed on. No. No ! It is a present and real enjoy¬ 
ment of Christ as suited to those specified circumstances 
here, and the added sense of the secret approval of 
Christ (the white stone) unknown to all but the over-
comer himself. 
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To Thyatira it is future, and the overcomer has to 
" Keep My works unto the end " before he receives it, 
and then he gets " power over the nations " with his 
beloved Lord and with Him " rules " and " breaks " 
them. But added to that, and ere that comes, he has 
a present and heart-stirring reward, " I will give him 
the Morning Star," the Lord's coming is to be the 
hope of his heart. 

To Sardis, where, in the midst of the deadness, there 
are a few " who have not denied their garments," the 
overcomer is to be clothed in white raiment," and his 
name will " not be blotted out of the book of life " as a 
mere professor, but his name confessed by the Lord 
before " My Father, and before His angels." Surely 
that also is at the end, and not present reward. 

To Philadelphia there is what will be true of all, both 
in verses 9 and 10, all will be " kept from the hour of 
temptation which is coming on all the world to try them 
that dwell upon the earth," and which embraces " the 
great tribulation "—all saints will be " kept from it." 
But besides that, there is that which is special to the 
overcomer, " I will make him a pillar in the temple of 
my God, and he shall go no more out: and I will write 
upon him the Name of my God ; and the Name of the 
city of my God . . . new Jerusalem which Cometh down 
out of Heaven from my God; and . . . my new name." 
See verse 12, and that too is future, not present. 

To Laodicea, where lukewarmness reigns, and they 
are at last " spued out of His mouth," the overcomer is 
to " sit with Christ on His throne, as He overcame, and 
is set down with His Father on His throne "—all future 
in the most distinct way. Thus I think we can see the 
present and future rewards as applying to the first 
three and last four Churches. 
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It appears to me that there are two streams running 
side by side to-day, and will continue to do so up to a 
certain point still future. First, Ritualism, affecting 
more or less all the various parties of the so-called 
Established Church, all of which will find their way 
back, sooner or later, into the Romish fold. Individuals, 
of course, may be delivered from it, but it is the system, 
as such, I speak of. 

Secondly, Rationalism, affecting every form of 
Dissent, though finding more or less place in the 
Establishment as well, and all these finding their level 
in the infidelity of Laodicea. The Lord is seen outside 
the latter, and not one single feature to denote spiritual 
life on the part of those within ; so that Sardis becomes 
swamped in, or coalesces with Laodicea. And while 
Babylon (Popery), the ecclesiastical system, is destroyed 
by the secular powers before the Lord appears, the 
whole of the Protestant infidel mass outside (but 
doubtless embracing the individuals left who formed 
Babylon, after the system as such has been destroyed) 
will be judged by the Lord Himself when " He shall have 
come from Heaven in flaming fire taking vengeance on 
them that know not God, and obey not the Gospel of 
our Lord Jesus Christ " (2 Thess. 1, N.T.), as already 
pointed out (see Chart). 

Such a thing as " the union of Christendom," of 
which Rome forms part, and indeed the greater part, 
and which we occasionally hear much about, will never 
take place. It is but a dream. Rome knows too 
much, and has too much at stake to ever give up her 
pretension to ecclesiastical supremacy and be placed on 
a level with Dissent. There may be, yea doubtless 
will be, as I have said, a union of Churches—of all 
Dissent—but with Rome never ! The doors of her fold 
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stand open for any and all who care to return and 
recognise her ecclesiastical position and authority, 
and yield submission to the Vicar of Christ; but to 
come down to amalgamation, or union with schismatics 
is as unthinkable as " the Ethiopian changing his skin, 
or the leopard his spots," and arises from a lack of 
apprehension of the real teaching of Scripture as to her 
place in the time history of the Chuich, and her doom 
near the end. 

What has already been pointed out as the termini of 
the last four Churches, with a glance at the Chart, makes 
clear from Scripture that no such union is contemplated 
or possible. The ecclesiastical system (Thyatira) does 
not go on to the end and suffer as the other two (Sardis 
and Laodicea), sharing their judgment when the Lord 
" has come in flaming fire taking vengeance." Nor do 
the others share her doom at the hands oi the Beast and 
ten kings. Her judgment takes place apart from the 
others and before the others ; her present exclusive 
ecclesiastical history continuing till then. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE divine division of the book is here well defined 
for us. " After this I looked, and behold, a door was 
opened in Heaven; and the first voice which I heard 
was as it were of a trumpet talking with me ; which 
said, ' Come up hither, and I will show thee things which 
must be hereafter.' " The time history of the Church has 
closed in chapter 3 ; and now we are to have unfolded 
" the things which shall be hereafter," or " after these 
things" (N.T.). The rapture, as it is sometimes called, 
or catching away of the saints when the Lord comes 
into the air (1 Thess. 4. 16-18) (admittedly not a 
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Scriptural term, though a Scriptural truth), is not 
mentioned in this book. But it is evident that it is 
assumed; and they are seen in Heaven, symbolised by 
the twenty-four crowned and robed elders, from 
chapter 4 to chapter 21. 10, when those who form the 
Church are seen coming down out of Heaven as the holy 
city—" the bride, the Lamb's wife." 

It has often been pointed out that the heavenly 
saints, an expression which includes those of the Old 
Testament as well as those of the New, are symbolised 
by the twenty-four elders, seen in their priestly 
character (white raiment) and kingly character (crowns 
of gold) (v. 4). They are seated on thrones (N.T.) and 
surrounding the throne on which the Creator, the self-
existent One sits ; and they are never seen elsewhere 
throughout the book until we reach chapter 20. 4, 
and there we see the three different contingents, which 
comprise the first resurrection, all " living and reigning 
with Christ a thousand years." This shows that they 
all alike share in the Millennial reign " over the earth" 
(N.T.). Though none but the Church form " the Bride, 
the Lamb's wife," and only she is mentioned as seen 
" descending out of Heaven from God " (chap. 21. ro). 
Information as to the descent of the others has not been 
vouchsafed to us, though we see them reigning over 
the earth, as already pointed out, possibly they may 
descend when the Bride does, and as her companions, 
and " the friends of the Bridegroom." 

The apprehension of this important fact will 
materially help in the understanding of the book, and 
be a cheer to the heart of the saint. Nothing between 
chapters 6 and 22 can possibly take place while the 
Church is still on earth. Everything recorded between 
those two points must of necessity occur after the saints 
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have been taken up. But I will not enlarge on, or stay 
to prove this; I judge it will be seen from what I have 
already stated. 

In chapter 1 John's mind had been turned towards 
the kingdom, when the voice behind him called his 
attention to " the things which are"—the seven 
Churches. Here in chapter 4 the voice is above him, 
from Heaven; and immediately he was in the Spirit 
and taken up to behold " the things which shall be after 
these things." It reminds us of Balaam under the 
controlling power of God's Spirit, and compelled to 
bless instead of curse. He had to say, " From the top 
of the rocks I see him, and from the hills I behold him ; 
lo, the people shall dwell alone, and shall not be 
reckoned among the nations" (Num. 23. 9). How 
necessary it is that we should be in the right position to 
get the Spirit's view, and catch the Spirit's mind about 
the picture He is drawing attention to. We need, like 
John, to be above, to look down with Him, as it were, to 
get a correct view of these Apocalyptic visions. 

Observe, the One on the throne was like a jasper and 
a sardine stone. Similar language is used of the Bride 
in chapter 21. She is seen " descending out of Heaven 
from God, having the glory of God : and her light was 
like unto a stone most precious, even like unto a jasper 
stone, clear as crystal." That sets forth divine glory in 
contrast to human gk ry. It is conferred glory. The 
walls, as well as the foundation of the city are jasper, too. 
Thus, " the glory of God," in the hope of which we are 
said to rejoice (Rom. 5. 2), is symbolised by a jasper 
stone, and the Bride is seen reflecting that same glory. 
Indeed, it characterises the city, and is surely an answer 
to the Lord's prayer in John 17. 21-23—the glory given 
to Christ, given by Him to us, that the world may see 
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and know Him as the sent One, and we loved as He is 
loved. What a wonderful portion and prospect! 

Then there was " a rainbow round about the throne, 
in sight like unto an emerald." This carries our minds 
back to Gen. 9. 12-14, to God's covenant with the 
earth—" with Me and you, and every living creature." 
It is not a covenant with Israel, nor with Christians, 
but with the world at large. It takes in Heaven, and 
earth, and sea, and spans them all, though only the 
heavenly part can be seen at present. By and by, of 
course, when everything is headed up in Christ, and He 
takes the reins in connection with both Heaven and earth 
(Eph. 1. 10), then, we may say, the whole bow will be 
seen—the perfect circle—and earth will be spanned as 
well as the Heavens; as here in our chapter it has 
changed its place and is seen " round about the throne." 

Moreover, it is no longer the many-hued glories 
caused by the breaking up of the light as it shines into 
the storm cloud, but the concentrated light on the 
emerald green making it resplendent with its refreshing 
and comforting colour as it spans the throne and its 
occupant and surroundings, and reveals itself and them 
to weary, suffering saints for the eye of faith. 

Verse 14 of Gen. 9 is very beautiful in this 
connection and worthy of notice. God says, " When 
I bring a cloud the bow shall be seen." There 
is no bow seen except when there is a cloud. There 
had been a cloud—a dark one, too, and no bow 
seen in it—no ray of brightness of any sort. The 
" windows of Heaven " had been opened to let the rain 
down, and " the fountains of the great deep broken 
up " to let the waters up to engulf human wickedness. 
It was a time of " darkness and gloominess, of clouds 
and thick darkness," of pitiless judgment; while 
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mercy was confined to the ark and its freight as it 
floated above the storm-swept waters.* 

How marvellously expressive and typical of that 
passage, " deep calleth unto deep at the noise of Thy 
waterspouts : all Thy waves and Thy billows are gone 
over Me" (Psa. 42. 7). And this when the blessed Lord 
was on the Cross and bearing the judgment of God 
against sin—" forsaken ! " No mercy for Him—no 
light—no rainbow to gladden the eyes and heart of the 
Holy Sufferer, left alone " in the floods of great waters," 
in order to shield, shelter, and save us who ought to be 
engulfed by them—blessed, precious, Holy Lord! 
But that is all past for Him and us forever. Now we 
can sing : 

" The storm that bowed Thy blessed head 
Is hushed for ever now : 

And rest divine is ours instead. 
While glory crowns Thy brow." 

•Seeing that " the waters prevailed exceedingly upon the 
earth ; and all the high hills that were under the whole Heaven 
were covered. Fifteen cubits upward did the waters prevail; 
and the mountains were covered " (Gen. 7.19, 20) ; it would seem, 
from the language used, as though God once more put forth His 
power and gradually sunk the earth into the waters from whence it 
had emerged on the third day (Gen. 1.9), as well as letting a 
deluge of rain fall from above ; and then, in the same gradual way, 
raised it again with all its trees and foliage intact for Noah and 
the inhabitants of the ark when they came out. 

In chapter 6. 17 God said to Noah, " And behold I, even I, do 
bring a flood of waters upon the earth to destroy all flesh, etc." 
And seeing that the tops of the high hills were covered and lay 
fifteen cubits below the surface of the water, one could hardly 
think it a mere huge tidal wave rolling in over the earth, but 
rather as though God did as suggested above. Surely He could 
do this just as easily as He stopped the earth in its course for 
Joshua until Israel avenged themselves of their enemies at a 
subsequent period (Josh. 10. 12, 13). 

Miracle it would be, of course, as all such acts of the Almighty 
were ; but what an answer to the sceptics who, in cold blooded 
reasoning, deny a universal deluge, and limit the power of God, 
and deny the revelation of God, because, forsooth, they with their 
puny minds do not think it could be. We are told that science 
proves the earth to have been under water several times since 
Creation. Well, if so, then this Noachian deluge is but one, and 
the last of those occasions. 
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What a different picture is next presented to us. 
A little group of human beings, " saved by water," 
stand beside a still smoking altar to listen to " the 
gracious words " of Him who had accepted the sacrifice 
and its sweet savour, and who would remove from their 
hearts all fear of such a catastrophe occurring again, 
and give them the token of the bow in the cloud. 

There will still be for us, saved though we be by the 
atoning sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ, as there was 
for those in Noah's day, clouds—clouds of various kinds 
and origin. Some originating as the result of our own 
folly and sin. Some God-formed, and God-sent, and 
God-placed in His holy and Fatherly government for 
our chastening and education as may seem good to Him 
in His ways with us. But, blessed be His holy Name, 
there will never be another storm cloud like that which 
burst on Jesus on the Cross. Jesus can never die again. 
And God would assure our hearts by the resurrection 
of His Son of being past condemnation (John 5. 24, 
Rom. 8. 1), as He assured the hearts of Noah and his 
sons that no water flood should ever again destroy the 
earth; and He gave them a token, and a remembrance 
to Himself, by placing the bow in the cloud, with a 
threefold repetition that " the bow shall be in the 
cloud," while for nearly 6,000 years the inhabitants 
of this globe have witnessed the token of a covenant-
keeping God spanning the sky. 

But the point is, what does it say to us ? What is 
God's token for us to-day ? Of what is the bow a type ? 
Where are we to look when the cloud is darkening our 
sky ? Is it to be up, down, around, or where ? 
Blessed be God we look up. Jesus is risen ! He has 
gone up and been set as the Centre and Sun of God's 
vast^universe of bliss, though that ig not publicly 
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displayed yet. All the light of God is centred in Him 
and emanates from Him—the risen Man in the glory of 
God. And that light coming down from Him, shining 
through the cloud, is broken up by it into its primary 
and prismatic colours, displaying the varied graces and 
glories of Jesus, and the glory of God shining in His 
holy face, and we learn the manifold grace of God who 
has set Him in that place of exaltation and focused all 
His glory in the face of Jesus Christ His beloved Son. 

The clouds are but vehicles to convey to us the 
glories of Christ which would otherwise be missed. The 
bow is thus Christ glorified in Heaven—seen and enjoyed 
by us in varied and fresh glories as they shine through 
the cloud of trial, suffering, or sorrow, and the glorious 
reminder to God Himself of His assurance to us in 
Christ of exemption from future and eternal judgment. 

Then there is another thought ere we leave this 
interesting subject. God surrounds Himself with it— 
it is seen in our chapter " round about the throne." 
Just as He surrounded Himself with the cloud of 
incense on the day of atonement (Lev. 16. 13). He is 
about to pour out His judgments on a guilty world, 
but would remind our hearts that He has not forgotten 
His own who are in the midst of the scene, and " in 
wrath He remembers mercy " (Hab. 3. 2). He puts His 
bow where those who have faith will look and see its 
refreshing green—" like unto an emerald." It is at 
such times the true hearts will turn to God on His 
throne and see His token—the reminder for God Him¬ 
self of what He had promised. 

What a contrast the refreshing emerald green 
presents to the brightness of the glory as seen in the 
jasper stone ! What a contrast, too, to all that which 
proceeds from the throne ! And therefore all the more 

c 
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refreshing to suffering saints whose faith will recognise it 
in days of persecution and trial when the clouds have 
gathered thick and black. 

The throne here seen is not the throne of Hebrews 4, 
connected with priestly mercy and grace, and to which 
saints may come boldly and find " seasonable help." 
It is the throne from whence divine government 
proceeds in whatever form, whether providential or 
direct; and from which issue the terrible and awe-
inspiring signs of judgment—" lightnings, and 
thunderings, and voices, etc." The Spirit of God, too, 
is here seen in His perfection of testimony in connection 
with judgment—" seven lamps of fire ; " and then the 
four living creatures. 

It seems to me that these four living creatures are 
probably real heavenly beings, distinct from angels ; 
and the representatives of these particular attributes of 
Him who sits on the throne, set forth in verse 7, and 
in connection with the judgments about to be executed 
therefrom. It is they who call forth the horses and 
riders in the first four seals (chap. 6). And also give 
the seven vials " full of the wrath of God " to the 
seven angels in chapter 15. 7, as though they were the 
executive in these judgments. They are seen " in the 
midst of the throne," as well as " round about the throne." 
Thus they have a place of nearness to the One who sits 
upon the throne that no others occupy, but which 
from this very fact precludes them from being a symbol 
of the Church, as some have thought and taught. 

Their unceasing ascriptions of holiness expressed in 
that threefold way—" Holy, holy, holy "—to the 
Lord God Almighty, the Eternal, and self-existent One, 
again seem to connect them with the thought of the 
execution of judgment emanating from the throne. 
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Then their giving " honour, and glory, and thanks " 
to the Eternal One, moves the elders to prostrate them¬ 
selves in adoring worship before Him who created and 
sustains all things for His own pleasure. The creatorial 
titles of the Lord are thus seen owned by the elders. 

It has been remarked by others that " the four 
living creatures partake of much the same character as 
both cherubim and seraphim ; and are connected with 
the holiness of God, as well as with His judgments," 
The cherubim are mentioned as soon as sin entered the 
world. They were the beings to whom were entrusted 
the guarding of the tree of life. The emblem of their 
power was the " flaming sword which turned every way " 
(Gen. 3. 24). In Exod. 25. 20 they are seen looking 
down on the mercy-seat—gazing on the blood of atone¬ 
ment sprinkled there, and so they are for, instead of 
against man. In Solomon's day (2 Chron. 3. 11) they 
are looking towards the house, because that day 
typifies the day of glory when the Prince of Peace 
shall reign and blessings abound. 

Then we see in our chapter they are " full of eyes," 
i.e., perfect discernment. Their " six wings " would 
denote their supernatural rapidity. And their appear¬ 
ance was like " a lion "—strength. " A calf or ox "— 
patient endurance. " A man "—intelligence. " An 
eagle"—swiftness. Thus we have portrayed the 
strength, patience, intelligence, and swiftness of God's 
dealings, symbolised in these living creatures, and 
connected with the execution of His wrath and judg¬ 
ment when He begins to deal with the earth. 

The Lord is here worshipped as the Creator. The 
living creatures give glory, honour, and thanks to Him 
as the self-existent One ; and the four and twenty 
elders fall down and worship, and cast their crowns 
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before the throne saying, " Thou art worthy, O Lord, 
for Thou hast created all things, and for Thy pleasure 
they are (or exist) and were created." How very 
beautiful! And what else can we do, dear brethren, 
if He gives us crowns, than cast them down at His 
blessed feet, as the only One worthy to wear the crown, 
who once wore one of thorns when here in lowly guise 
and in perfect grace for our redemption. How little 
they knew its significance when they put it on His holy 
head ! Shall we not all say, and say it here and now : 

" We adore Thee evermore. Hallelujah ! 
Saviour, for Thy boundless grace : Hallelujah ! 

For Thy Cross whereby to us, Hallelujah ! 
Sure is made eternal bliss : Hallelujah ! " 

CHAPTER V. 
THIS chapter presents to us the Lamb. Hitherto we 
have only had the throne, and Him who sat on it in His 
creatorial character, and connected with government ; 
consequently the praise of the elders only goes that far. 
There is no new song till chapter 5. A book (or parch¬ 
ment roll) is seen in the hand of Him who sat on the 
throne, with a fullness of revelation. It is not merely 
written on the inside, but on the outside as well; and 
sealed with seven seals. A universal challenge to open 
the book is next heard ringing through Heaven, but no 
one is seen to take it up, which causes the apostle to 
weep. How strange to find weeping in Heaven ! How 
blessed to know there is a day coming when " God shall 
wipe away all tears ! " There will be no more, either 
in Heaven or earth. 

It is striking that neither the living creatures nor the 
angels seem to have full intelligence as to the mind of 
God, hence one of the elders is seen to address the 
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apostle and comfort him by informing him that " the 
Lion of the tribe of Judah had prevailed to open the 
book, and to loose the seven seals thereof." John 
immediately looks round to see the Lion, when to his 
surprise he sees " a Lamb as it had been slain," and 
occupying the central place " in the midst of the 
throne" and its surroundings. It was a familiar 
object to him, and his heart is at once at rest. 

Observe here, however, it is not the Lamb in his 
sacrificial character that John sees, and of which he 
wrote in his Gospel (John 1. 29), and which Isaiah 
prophesied of (Isa. 53), and Philip preached about to the 
eunuch (Acts 8). It is a different word that is here 
used, and expresses a different thought. It sets forth 
Jesus as the despised and rejected One—the Holy 
Sufferer who was slain, but is now exalted to the place 
of power and glory, and given a kingdom, and a Bride 
to share that glory. What a precious thought! What 
an answer on God's part to His rejection on man's 
part! The " seven horns " would denote the perfection 
of power that is His. And the " seven eyes " His perfect 
intelligence. Thus perfect power and intelligence for 
judgment and government on earth are what characterise 
this once humbled, despised, and rejected One—now the 
central and supreme object of Heaven's worship and 
adoration. Eternal praise be to His blessed Name. 

" And He took the book"—the book of God's 
purposes in connection with the earth, and which He 
alone could open. He had " prevailed to open the 
book." We know how He had accomplished that, 
and the heart of the believer loves to dwell on that 
unspeakably precious sacrifice of our blessed Lord and 
Saviour, which gives Him title for it. Sin had come 
in and dishonoured God—ruined the sinner—and 
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defiled both Heaven and earth. Who then could meet 
such a bill as that ? Only the One who could say, 
" Lo, I come to do Thy will, O God ; " and at the close 
could likewise say," I have glorified Thee on the earth ; 
I have finished the work Thou gavest Me to do." That 
agonising cry and sweat of blood in Gethsemane, and 
the still more awful cry of Calvary, out of the midst of 
the darkness and gloom, and the felt distance as 
forsaken of God, alike tell their tale of what it meant 
and what it cost that Holy One who knew no sin, to 
vindicate the holy nature and character of God, 
uphold His throne in righteousness, meet the deepest 
need of the human heart, and meet it to the glory of 
God; and do a work which affects both Heaven and 
earth for eternal blessing, eventually putting away 
sin, and bringing in a new Heaven and a new earth. 

It was this infinite sacrifice of His that had earned 
for Him fresh titles—redemption titles—to open the 
book and lay claim to the whole scene, and bring it 
once more into suitability for God to find His pleasure 
in it in His own time after the execution of judgment on 
the evil, and the establishment of the good. We see 
angelic agency commencing with the trumpets, and 
it continues in the vials; but it is the Lamb 
alone here. He had prevailed to open the book, 
and is now seen taking it, in order to break its seals 
and let its contents be known. 

How beautiful to see that the moment the Lamb 
takes the book, the whole of the heavenly host are 
interested at once, and render their tribute of praise 
and acknowledgment of His worthiness, according to 
their position and intelligence. The living creatures 
and the elders fell down before Him. The latter, I 
judge, alone have the harps and golden vials full of 
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odours, which are the prayers of the suffering saints on 
earth, and they (the elders) sing a new song—the song 
of redemption by blood. Thus they are here seen in 
their priestly character, as they were seen in their 
kingly character in chapter 4, seated on thrones and 
crowned. The mighty host of angelic beings forming 
the outer circle round the throne break forth with loud 
voice and acclaim the worthiness of the Lamb, but do 
not sing the song of redemption : that wholly and 
solely belongs to sinners saved by grace. 

But what a wonderful and glorious song to sing ! 
Hark to it ! " Thou art worthy to take the book, and 
to open its seal; because Thou hast been slain, and 
hast redeemed to God, by Thy blood, out of every tribe, 
and tongue, and people, and nation, and made them to 
our God kings and priests ; and they shall reign over 
the earth " (N.T.). Redeemed to God I And redeemed 
by blood ! " The precious blood of Christ, as of a 
lamb without blemish and without spot." And those 
who are the subjects of the song, recognised as brought 
right out from the bondage of Satan and sin, on the 
ground of that precious blood, and by divine power ! 
Their condition of slavery exchanged for that of 
perfect freedom, and the glorious and holy dignity of 
kings and priests ; to be displayed as reigning over the 
earth during that Millennial day with their Lord. 
O the marvellous grace of God ( Well may we sing : 

" Now tne full glories of the Lamb 
Adorn the heavenly throne, 

While saints on earth that know His Name, 
Their Lord and Saviour own. 

How blest are we, wbo have a part 
In the immortal song ; 

Wonder and joy become our heart, 
And praise and thanks our tongue." 
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There is a most interesting thought suggested here by 
the language used by the angels. Moreover, they do 
not whisper it among themselves as though they feared 
it might be heard ; but they sound it out with " a loud 
voice " that all may hear both in Heaven and earth. 
They say, " worthy is the Lamb that was slain to 
receive." Now observe this verse closely and you 
will notice seven distinct things are mentioned, and 
seven is the number of perfection, " power, and 
riches, and wisdom, and strength, and honour, and 
glory, and blessing." 

Now if you think of it for a moment this is the sum 
total of what man has sought after ever since he became 
a fallen creature, but has never succeeded in gaining. 
He aspires to be in the place of power—the possessor 
of riches, wisdom, and strength—and the receiver of 
honour, and glory, and blessing ! And with all his 
six thousand years efforts he has not got there yet! 
His nearest approach to it will be when, with con¬ 
summate and blasphemous wickedness and effrontery, 
the Beast sets himself up in the temple of God at 
Jerusalem as an object of worship, saying that he is 
God (2 Thess. 2. 4), but only to find himself at last 
" cast into the lake of fire " (Rev. 19. 20). 

Blessed be God there is One who is worthy to receive 
it all! The only Man who never sought it, is the only 
Man that will ever get it—the despised Man of Nazareth 
—'' the Man, Christ J esus, God over all, blessed for ever!'' 
Praise be to His blessed and peerless Name ! His path 
was down, not aspiring to what He had no right to ; 
but giving up what belonged to Him and going down. 

How blessed to read it ! How the heart lingers over 
it with adoring worship ! " Who being in the form of 
God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God ; but 
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made Himself of no reputation, and took upon Him the 
form of a servant, and was made in the likeness of men ; 
and being found in fashion as a man, He humbled 
Himself, and became obedient unto death, even the 
death of the Cross" (Phil. 2. 6-8). O wondrous grace! 
O mighty stoop in unutterable love to God and us, and 
in absolute and perfect dependence. 

But listen! " Wherefore God also hath highly 
exalted Him, and given Him the Name that is above 
every name, that at the Name of Jesus every knee 
should bow, of things in Heaven, and things in earth, 
and things under the earth : and that every tongue 
should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory 
of God the Father." That is God's estimate of, 
and answer to that stupendous stoop of Jesus, His 
beloved Son. 

Well may we join with the angelic host and say, 
" Worthy is the Lamb that was slain " to receive it all. 
His the place of power ! He the possessor of riches, 
wisdom, and strength ; and He the receiver of honour, 
glory, and blessing, our hearts break forth and sing : 

" Jesus Thou alone art worthy, 
Ceaseless praises to receive : 

For Thy love, and grace, and goodness 
Rise o'er all our thoughts conceive." 

We have then in this chapter five things very 
prominent. (1) The Song of Redemption. (2) The 
angelic announcement of the worthiness of the Lamb. 
(3) All Creation's responsive note. (4) The living 
creatures' Amen. (5) The prostration and worship of 
the elders. Thus we are privileged to see in chapters 
4 and 5 the interior and occupation of Heaven after the 
saints have been caught up, and before they return to 
reign with Christ. They are seen sitting on thrones in 
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the full result of Christ's work. Unmoved by the 
terrors of the throne they have the fullest fellowship 
with Him who sits on it in all that is taking place. 
Well may we say of them in the fullest sense, as will 
be said of God's earthly people in a coming day, 
" 0 happy people ! satisfied with favour, and full 
with the blessing of the Lord ! " But never let us 
forget the cost of all this, seeing it is we who have part 
in that immortal song which is sung there. We have 
been " reconciled to God by the death of His Son" 
(Rom. 5. 10). The agony of Gethsemane and Calvary 
had to be endured by that sinless One in order to bring 
us into life and blessing, and " hereby perceive we the 
love, because He laid down His life for us." 

CHAPTER VI. 

As we enter upon the symbolic part of this book in 
connection with " the things which shall be hereafter," 
we must bear in mind it is not a consecutive history of 
events that is set before us. We are shunted back¬ 
wards and forwards—are stopped by parenthetic 
portions and chapters—taken right on to the Millennium 
as in chapter 11. 15, and events connected with 
the Lord's appearing (v. 18), or to the eternal state 
as in chapter 21. 1-8, and then brought back again to 
view some of the same events from another standpoint; 
or get a side-light thrown on some important event; or 
view the chief actors in different connections as they 
are brought upon the stage ; and thus constant care 
and dependence is called for to grasp the connections 
and get the Spirit's mind about the whole. It also 
entails more or less repetition, and makes it unavoidable. 
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If this is not seen, and the spirit of dependence exer¬ 
cised, it will be impossible to get a correct under¬ 
standing of the details of this marvellous book. With 
this caution before us we now enter this new part of the 
field and continue our gleanings. 

The Lamb now commences to open the seals. They 
evidently take the form of providential dealings and 
judgments. Events seem to arise in an ordinary and 
natural way ; probably the result of political move¬ 
ments ; or personal ambition seeking to gratify and 
satisfy itself at that time. But as I have before 
remarked, faith knows who is behind them, ordering, or 
allowing them all for the carrying out of His own 
purposes, and for the glory of the Lord Jesus Christ. 
We are introduced in the very first one, to one of the 
chief actors in those tragic events which will be 
witnessed during the last week of Daniel's prophecy, 
but they must not be confounded with them. 

A grave mistake has been made by many in supposing 
that the seventieth, or last week of Daniel (a week of 
years really—seven years) commences immediately the 
Church is removed But this is a great mistake, and 
could not possibly be the case. That week is a week of 
judgment. It is what Isaiah calls " the day of 
vengeance of our God" (Isa. 61. 2). 

You will remember the Lord closed the Book in the 
synagogue of Nazareth when He was reading that 
portion of Isaiah. He read " the acceptable year of 
the Lord" (Luke 4. 20), but He did not read the next 
sentence, " and the day of vengeance of our God." 
He closed the Book and sat down and said, " This day 
is this Scripture fulfilled in your ears." A comma (,) 
only separates those two sentences, yet in between lies 
the whole of the present Church period. " The 
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acceptable year of the Lord " will have ended when He 
is seen as the Lamb taking the book and opening its 
seals. He alone can do so and continue as it were from 
where He left off in the synagogue. When Daniel had 
received his prophecies he was told to " shut up the 
words and seal the book, even to the time of the end" 
(Dan. 12. 4). That time is here seen to be near, but the 
seals must be broken ere the contents of the book can 
be disclosed. 

It is supposed by many that the seals embrace the 
whole of the judgments right up to the appearing of 
the Lord ; but further consideration will show this to 
be impossible. The fact that the seventh seal ushers in 
the seven trumpets shows that the trumpets extend 
beyond the seals; and it is during the sixth trumpet 
the seven vials are poured out; so they, too, extend 
beyond the seals. It is impossible therefore to interpret 
them as covering the whole period to the appearing. 
The more carefully the subject is studied, the clearer it 
will be seen that the seals are what I have called 
preliminary and providential, the week only com¬ 
mencing with the trumpets. I must add a little more 
just here because of its importance and to make this 
point clearer if possible. 

Daniel informs us in his prophecy of the seventy 
weeks (Dan. 9. 26), that " after three score and two 
weeks shall Messiah be cut off and have nothing " 
(see margin). Now these sixty-two weeks, with the 
previous seven of verse 25, making sixty-nine weeks of 
years, were to be counted from the time the command¬ 
ment went forth to restore and build Jerusalem 
(Neh. 2. 5-8) to the time when " The Messiah the Prince " 
should present Himself to His people in that character 
(Dan. 9. 25). Thus we see a period of 483 years between 
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those two events; showing clearly that literal weeks 
are not meant, but weeks of years. 

Observe it is not up to the time of His crucifixion, as 
commonly expressed, but up to " the Messiah, the 
Prince." That is, up to the time when He presented 
Himself to the holy city and people in that character 
and as their King (compare Zech. 9. 9 and Matt. 21. 
4, 5). His crucifixion, which was His being cut off and 
having nothing, did not take place until three days 
after that event, so that there was an interval, though 
a short one, between those two events. There was 
also an interval of forty days between the Lord's 
resurrection and His ascension. Also another one of 
ten days before the Holy Ghost came down at Pentecost, 
and Christianity commenced. And this helps us to see 
the force of the word " after " as used by Daniel in 
that verse. 

Surely then we are warranted in gathering from 
analogy, if in no other way, that after the translation of 
the saints there will be an interval, long or short, as God 
may see fit, before the seals are broken which secure the 
secret contents of the book. Then there is the time 
occupied in the breaking of the seals themselves, the 
duration of which God has not been pleased to reveal 
to us before the trumpet judgments commence " the 
day of vengeance of our God," and the last week of 
Daniel's seventy begins, and which closes with the 
appearing of the Son of Man in the clouds of Heaven 
with " power and great glory." His glorious appearing 
will therefore close the seventieth week as literally and 
exactly as His presentation to the Jews as " the 
Messiah, the Prince," sitting on the ass, closed the 
sixty-ninth. 

Indeed, as a matter of fact, it is absolutely necessary to 
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admit this interval between the rapture of the saints 
and the commencement of the last week of Daniel; or 
else allow the seals themselves to form one ; otherwise 
saints cannot possibly look for the Lord's return at any 
moment (as Scripture surely teaches), but will be 
governed by events and found looking for their fulfil¬ 
ment—indeed, must do so. It is the imperial head of 
the revived Roman Empire that confirms a covenant 
with the many (the ungodly mass of the Jews) for one 
week (Dan. 9. 27). The Jews must therefore be back in 
their land. Their temple must be rebuilt, and the 
Antichrist accepted and reigning as their king in 
Jerusalem. The empire, too, must be in existence and 
governed by its imperial head ere the covenant can be 
confirmed. Now, none of these things have eventuated 
as yet, so that it is not possible for the Lord to come till 
they have, if the week begins immediately the Church 
is gone. If, however, we admit an interval, then we 
can look for the Lord at any moment, assured that, 
though these things are not in evidence as yet, He can, 
and will bring them into being, and quickly too, in 
order for the week to commence as foretold in the 
Scriptures. 

Then again, it must be noted there is still another 
period mentioned before the kingdom is actually 
established. We have 145 days more to account for 
out of Daniel's 1,335 (Dan. 12. 12), over and above the 
1,290 days, or last division of the week, and which, I 
doubt not, leaves room, after the Lord's appearing, for 
various events to take place, such as His warrior judg¬ 
ments, and the sessional judgments of Matt. 25. 31, 
before the kingdom is fully established ; hence we 
read, " Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the 
x.335 days." And happy indeed will such be, for they 
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will then enter into the blessedness of the Millennial 
reign, after God's governmental judgments have been 
executed, and the world subjugated to His beloved Son. 

Another important point to bear in mind, and which 
calls for repetition, is the divisions in this book are 
irregular. The Churches divide into three and four. 
The first three following each other and ending. The 
last four running together till near the end. The seals 
divide into four and three, not three and four like the 
Churches. The first four connected with the living 
creatures and their call—the last three different. The 
trumpets divide into four and three like the seals. 
The first four distinct from the last three which are 
characterised as " Woe " trumpets. I judge we may 
see a similar division in the vials also. The first four 
embracing the same symbols as the first four trumpets, 
but not limited in any way to " a third part " like them. 
And the last three distinct; dealing with the Beast 
and his kingdom as seen in the fifth. Then in the 
sixth, the preparation of the way for the kings of the 
East to the great battle—and the preparation of the 
people themselves by the unclean spirits sent forth by 
Satan—the Beast—and the false prophet. Then lastly, 
in the seventh, the judgment of Babylon just prior to 
the Lord's appearing, and the great battle of " that 
great day of God Almighty," and the events detailed 
under that vial. The recognition of these irregular 
divisions will materially help us to understand later on 
in our " Gleanings " the division of the week itself as 
given in this wonderful book. 

The four living creatures call to the riders on the 
horses in the first four seals. The first living creature, 
we read, was like a lion. When he called " Come," it 
was not a call to the prophet to come and see—but to 
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the rider on the horse. " And behold, a white horse ; 
and he that sat on him had a bow ; and a crown was 
given unto him; and he went forth conquering, and 
to conquer." A white horse—twice mentioned here 
and in chapter 19. 12, indicates imperial and 
victorious conquest. This we gather from chapter 19, 
where we see the Lord coming out of Heaven on a white 
horse, and " many diadems on His head," denoting 
His imperial and victorious conquest, and sets Him 
forth as " King of kings, and Lord of lords." How 
appropriate this is. The caller is like a lion, the 
majestic king of beasts ; and at his call forthwith 
there is seen a mighty warrior. A conqueror to whom 
victory in his career is assured at the very start—" a 
crown was given him." 

It seems clear to me that we have here the advent on 
the scene of him who is afterward styled " the Beast; " 
that is, the first Beast of chapter 13, the conqueror who 
revives the empire, and becomes its imperial head. 
From whence he arises we are not told. He springs on 
to the stage with a startling suddenness and success 
which is irresistible. " A crown was given him." 
Not a diadem. Crowns denote victors, as 1 Cor. 9. 25, 
Rev. 2. 11 and 6. 2. Diadems denote imperial power 
and rights, as chapter 12. 3 and 19. 12, as others have 
noted. Victory is therefore assured to this warrior ere 
he sets forth on his mission of conquest, for he goes 
forth not merely " conquering," but, " and that he 
might conquer," which latter is seen in his subsequent 
history. 

Whether he will be a king by hereditary right, or 
merely"a remarkable and successful military genius, and 
a born leader of men—a sort of super-Napoleon—it is 
difficult to determine. The mere fact of a crown being 
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given to him proves nothing, as that is simply a symbol 
of victory being assured to him, as stated above, not of 
his royalty. Nor can we view his victories as bloodless 
ones, as some think, especially if we identify him with 
the little horn of Daniel 7. 8. 

The second living creature, like a calf, calls, and the 
second horse and rider appears, a red horse ; and we 
see the signs of civil war and fearful carnage—peace 
taken from the earth and men slaying each other. The 
burden-bearing masses revolt, I take it, against the 
despotic and iron rule of the conqueror of the previous 
seal. A sort of repetition of French history. An out¬ 
burst of the clay against the iron (Dan. 2). Democracy 
and Socialism ; in other words, man in his lawlessness 
bursting bonds and resenting, and for the time being 
extinguishing imperialism. Again, how appropriate 
the caller with the character of the judgment, the 
patient, burden-bearing ox or calf. 

As this identification of the conqueror under the 
first seal—with the personal head of the empire as seen 
in chapter 13—has been questioned by a writer on 
prophecy as " mere conjecture," and " lacking Scripture 
authority," it might be well to make a few further 
remarks just here on the subject. 

It is frankly admitted that Scripture does not say in 
so many plain words that the conqueror of chapter 6. 2 
is the Beast of chapter 13. 1, any more than it says 
there are three Persons in the Godhead. Yet what 
Christian would dream of denying that great founda¬ 
tion fact of Scripture and of the Christian faith, simply 
because it is not stated in so many plain words ! It 
teaches it clearly enough. We only need to take the 
first book of the New Testament to see it (Matt. 3.16,17, 
28.19). And so we take the teaching of Scripture on 

D 
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the other subject and see, I judge, that beyond dispute, 
the introduction of the conqueror of chapter 6. 2 is 
the advent of the Beast of chapter 13. 1, and the 
revival of the Roman Empire in its ten-kingdom phase. 

The Book of Revelation is not occupied with the 
history of God's dealings with outside heathen nations, 
not even with Israel as such, but with the close of 
Gentile supremacy and oppression of the people of God 
in the land of Palestine ; and with the Beast and Anti¬ 
christ in their connection with apostate Christianity 
and Judaism. Therefore, when the Church is removed 
to Heaven, and the Lord begins to break open the seals, 
and chapter 6. 2 announces the ADVENT of a mighty 
conqueror on the scene, we certainly do not expect him 
to be OUTSIDE that sphere of interest, or unconnected 
with it. And while this conqueror may be " like a 
Cyrus, or Alexander, or Napoleon in triumphs and 
conquests," as the same writer says, he is certainly 
that WITHIN that sphere of interest. Who then 
could he be if not the mighty warrior who becomes the 
head of the empire, whose history in its final stage the 
book takes up ? I confess I know of no other person 
in the Revelation to whom such a description would be 
applicable. Nor can I see the force of introducing such 
a personage in that one verse never to be mentioned or 
seen again in the book if he is OUTSIDE that sphere of 
interest. 

If we turn to Daniel, chapter 7, he is there speaking 
of the Beast in its last phase, and says, " and it had ten 
horns " (v. 7). Then he adds, " behold there came up 
among them another little horn, before whom there were 
three of the first horns plucked up by the roots" 
(v. 8). Then in verse 24 in the explanation it says, 
" and the ten horns . . . are ten kings which shall 
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arise ; and another shall rise after them ; . . . and he 
shall subdue three kings." Certainly victory over three, 
at any rate, is assured to this warrior (prophetically) 
ere he comes on the scene. Surely there is some 
resemblance here then to Rev. 6. 2, " he went forth 
conquering, and to conquer! " And it is admitted by 
most expositors that " the little horn of Daniel 7 is the 
Beast of Rev. 13. It is easy to say " merest assump¬ 
tion ; " but is it correct ? Is it reasonable ? Is it a 
Scriptural assumption ? Does it fit with the rest of the 
history in the book without clash and confusion ? If 
it does, then we know it is a Scriptural assumption, and 
the mind of God on the subject. 

The third living creature, like a man, calls, and a 
black horse with its rider appears, and we behold the 
symbol of famine, but which only affects the poorer 
classes, as the luxuries of life, " the oil and wine," are 
left untouched. This we can easily understand as a 
natural sequence to the state of things seen in the 
second seal. Once more we see the appropriateness of 
the character of the caller with the judgment which he 
calls forth, needing discrimination and ability to 
distinguish between the classes and the masses and 
that which would affect each. 

The fourth living creature, like a flying eagle, calls, 
and the fourth horse and rider appear with their grim 
following. A pale horse is seen, and his rider is named 
" Death," and Hades (the unclothed state) followed 
with him. Now we witness the swift (eagle like) but 
natural results of the breaking of the previous seals, and 
a fourth " part " of the earth is visited by death, 
through the sword, seen in the first and second seals; 
famine, seen in the third seal; and death and beasts 
of the earth, seen in the fourth seal, answering to 
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Ezek. ig. 21. This closes the called-forth judgments 
connected with the living creatures. 

As before remarked, the seals are providential judg¬ 
ments, hence the events occur in that manner. They 
are not direct inflictions from God like the vials. Thus 
we see in the fifth seal the first company of martyrs— 
not Christian martyrs of course, for Christianity has 
ended. Like the apostle himself who was banished to 
Patmos for " the Word of God and the testimony of 
Jesus Christ" (chap. 1. 2-9), so these martyrs were 
slain " for the Word of God and the testimony which 
they held" (chap. 6. 9). Hated, and eventually slain 
by the godless Jews on earth because of their testimony, 
they had likewise been accused in Heaven by a relentless 
and cruel foe (chap. 12. 10); but God does not forget 
to record their faithfulness in their testimony and 
suffering (v. 11), nor will it be forgotten in the day 
of manifestation and reward. Moreover, we are told 
that both they and their fellow-servants subsequently 
slain will have part in the first resurrection (chap. 20. 4). 

We see at once that we are on Jewish ground here, 
and the testimony of these witnesses is that of the 
kingdom. The King was shortly coming to establish 
His kingdom. But that is exactly what these 
" dwellers on earth " do not want. They are satisfied 
with their then ruler, and the existing state of things. 
The Holy Ghost had gone with the Church (2 Thess. 2. 7), 
so there is no longer the restraint on man which His 
presence caused when here ; and Satan's delusions will 
be the more readily accepted, and the way paved for the 
recognition of the Antichrist who is about to appear on 
the scene. Hence, when God's King is announced in 
the Gospel of the kingdom, both message and messengers 
are rejected, and the latter slain. 
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It is a striking thing that at the commencement of 
Christianity, during the time of the persecutions, the 
Christians were blamed for any and all calamities that 
befell the people, and tortured and slain accordingly. 
Here again the same spirit is witnessed. Not only is 
the testimony of these witnesses rejected, but how easy 
to suppose that these godly Jewish saints will be 
blamed by their godless brethren for all the distress 
which wars, famine, and pestilence has caused, and 
thus another reason furnished for their death. Observe 
they are not slain under the fifth seal; they are only 
seen there " under the altar," the place of sacrifice, 
crying for vengeance. They had been slain previously 
under the first four. And this shows how very early 
persecution and death will be met with by the godly 
Jewish witnesses, even before Daniel's last week begins. 
The Lord warned His disciples of all these things in 
Matt. 24. 4-14, telling them of these very things which 
take place under the seals, and that they would be but 
" the beginning of sorrows." 

This is corroborated in chapter 12, where Satan is 
seen cast down from Heaven, and all Heaven rejoicing 
over i t ; and it is recorded what he did prior to that 
event, viz., he " accused their brethren before God 
day and night." And we are told they overcame him 
by the blood of the Lamb, and preferred death, rather 
than dishonour their Lord and Saviour. These are 
they then that are seen in the fifth seal. It does not 
speak of those slain under the Beast's power, as that is 
subsequent to Satan being cast out. 

Then their cry for vengeance shows it is not Christian 
language. It is the cry of godly Jews, and consistent 
with their place and portion as earthly saints. White 
robes were given them—that is, their righteousness and 
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purity was recognised. God vindicates them, however 
much both man and Satan might accuse and condemn 
them. Besides, they are comforted. They know their 
prayer has been heard, and will be answered in due 
time, only they must wait a little longer till their 
fellow-servants are slain under the Beast's power. 

I incline to think that they, with all the martyrs of 
that period, will rise with the two witnesses (chap. 9.12). 
If not then, when ? They all share in the first 
resurrection, and to me, it seems to be the most likely 
moment for it to take place, though it is probable that 
only the two witnesses will be seen to ascend. Their 
prayer finds its fulfilment under the seventh trumpet, 
when the Lord comes from Heaven with His army 
following Him (chap. 19. 11). " The time of the dead 
that they should be judged " or avenged (chap. n . 18) 
is clearly the answer to their prayer, and does not 
describe the great white throne judgment as is generally 
taught. 

When the sixth seal is opened, a great earthquake is 
felt. I see no reason to reject the thought of literality 
in this. There have been many, and great ones, and 
will be others, as the Lord foretold His disciples. The 
worst one of all will be felt under the seventh vial 
(chap. 16. 18). But whether literal or not, the 
symbol would show a perfect upheaval of all governing 
bodies. Both Heavenly and earthly symbols are used 
to show how general and terrible will be the state of 
things then, but in connection with " the earth " 
only, that is, a certain specified sphere known as 
"the earth" in contrast to " the sea." All classes in 
that sphere are affected by it, from kings down to 
slaves. All are in abject terror at the state of affairs, 
and imagine that the last day has come, and final 
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judgment commenced. Ah, conscience will speak, 
whether men will or not, and testify in their fear to 
their guilt! Such scenes, on a small scale, have been 
witnessed before in the world's history, when people 
have thought the end had come, and manifested their 
terror. What will they do when it does come ? 

It is quite evident that the most of the events here 
recorded are set forth in symbolic language, and not to 
be taken literally. Sun, moon, stars, mountains, 
islands being used to convey the thought that every 
form of consolidated power, and every form of govern¬ 
ment connected with that sphere " the earth," gets 
such a shaking that it certainly looks as though the end 
of earth's sad and guilty history had been at last 
reached. No wonder that fear and terror lays hold of 
all clagses ! But the end is not yet. That will only be 
reached when the Great White Throne is set, and 
earth's guilty and impenitent inhabitants, from the 
first to the last, stand before the Son of Man, whom men 
rejected and crucified, to receive their sentence and 
doom (John 5. 22, 27; Rev. 20. 11-15). Then, there 
will be no rocks or mountains to cry to, to " fall on them 
and hide them," for " Heaven and earth have fled 
away." Time will then have rolled out, and eternity 
rolled in, and the pronounced and executed sentence 
is an eternal one. Solemn thought! 

We must not lose sight of the fact that all these 
events under the sixth seal are connected with the 
earth, not the world as such. It is what is commonly 
called the Western or Roman earth. The East does 
not come into the account in Revelation, except to be 
once mentioned in chapter 16. 12, as gathering 
together the kings of the East for that awful day of 
God Almighty when the Lord appears. The word 
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earth has to be taken in connection with its context, as 
it is used in different ways in Scripture. We shall look 
at this more fully farther on in our " Gleanings." 
" The kings of the earth " are evidently the kings of 
those countries which compose the Western or Roman 
earth. The seventh seal is not opened till we reach 
chapter 8. 

CHAPTER VII. 

THIS chapter gives us the first parenthesis of the book. 
It is a break between the sixth and seventh seals, and 
before the seventh seal introduces the angels with the 
trumpets and their judgments, which commences the 
week. How blessed and how gracious of our God to 
give us this parenthetic chapter, assuring our hearts oi 
the safety and blessing of those mentioned therein, 
spite of all that is about to take place. 

Four angels are seen holding the four winds of the 
earth, and thus restraining them from blowing on the 
earth, or on the sea, or on any tree. These winds are 
evidently furious judgments, probably caused by 
political conflicts ; and two symbols are mentioned as 
the spheres for the display of their power, the earth and 
the sea, noted farther on in our " Gleanings." We have 
here another and very marked evidence of the symbolical 
character of the language used, for if the winds 
were to blow on the earth, and we take it literally, it 
would be impossible for trees to escape its fury. But 
it is manifest that both earth, and sea, and trees also, 
are used in a symbolic way. The first two setting 
forth distinct spheres, and the last signifying eminent 
persons, as see, for example, Daniel 4. 
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Observe, these angels are standing on the four 
corners of the earth, and have authority given to them 
to hurt the earth and the sea (v. 2). In other words, 
swift and furious judgments are about to rush in on 
both earth and sea, the whole of professing Christendom; 
but before the storm bursts there is a hush, a stillness, 
caused by another angel who ascends from the East, 
the place where the sun rises, and staying the hands of 
those angels with their destructive winds, until the 
servants of God are sealed in their foreheads (v. 3). 
Then we read of " one hundred and forty-four thousand 
of all the tribes of Israel " being sealed. (This is the 
only time we have Israel mentioned as such in the 
book). It is not to be taken as a literal number, but 
as signifying that a perfect number (twelve times 
twelve) of every tribe are to be preserved through the 
awful judgments about to fall on earth and sea. They 
are called " the servants of our God." " The Lord 
knoweth them that are His," and marks them for 
blessing. It does not follow that because they are 
sealed the winds will not blow on them. But whether 
or no, they are marked by God and will be brought 
into blessing spite of the winds. Whether it be into 
heavenly blessing as being martyred saints, or as 
preserved through the judgments and blessed on the 
Millennial earth. Another evidence, surely, of divine 
care for them, and God-given comforts for us. 

What a contrast the sealed company mentioned here, 
and called " the servants of our God," present to the 
ungodly and apostate portion of the Jews who receive 
the mark of the Beast in their foreheads, or in their 
hands! (chap. 13. 16). And what a blessed contrast 
to both these is our portion in this day! We, too, are 
sealed, but not in either forehead or hand, nor with any 
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outward mark, but sealed with " the Holy Spirit of 
promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance, until 
the redemption of the purchased possession, unto the 
praise of His glory" (Eph. i. 13, 14). We have the 
indwelling Spirit Himself as the seal. Blessed thought! 

As already pointed out, these first eight verses speak 
of a time and event prior to the awful judgments on 
earth and sea, and the great tribulation of Matt. 24, 
all of which are to take place in the last week of Daniel's 
seventy. The last nine verses of our chapter, however, 
carry us beyond the tribulation and all the judgments, 
and disclose to us both companies in the Millennium, 
when the Lamb tabernacles over those who have " come 
out of the great tribulation" (v. 14), and who are 
before the throne—not in Heaven but on earth—and 
" hunger and thirst no more," but are the objects of the 
Lamb's unceasing and tender solicitude and care. 

Blessed be God, we may again say, for such a 
comforting chapter. Before the judgments fall, our 
hearts are assured that God will care for His own in the 
midst of the confusion, and wickedness, and apostasy 
that reigns supreme, and spite of all the power and 
malignity of Satan against them. A principle as true 
to-day for faith to grasp and benefit by as it will be 
then. Then after the judgments are all past, we see a 
second company—the " great multitude which no man 
can number "—not of Jews, but a Gentile multitude 
out of " all nations, and kindreds, and peoples, and 
tongues" (but none of those who are characterised as 
" they that dwell on the earth," a most remarkable 
and significant omission) who have passed through 
these judgments, and are now seen in blessing along 
with the saved Jews, and all tears wiped away from all 
eyes. Doubtless there had been much hardship, and 
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pain, and suffering, and sorrow to endure, and many 
tears had flowed ; now all is past, and the hand of our 
God " wipes the tear from every eye " of His earthly 
people in the Millennium, as He will do again in 
connection with the inhabitants of the new earth in the 
eternal state (chap. 21. 4). 

I would add a word or two here for any who may 
have difficulties with regard to this innumerable 
multitude and believe them to be a heavenly company. 
(1) They are distinguished from " the elders," the 
representatives of the heavenly saints. They ascribe 
salvation to our God . . . and to the Lamb, and as 
they do so all the angels who stand round about the 
throne, and the elders, and the living creatures fall 
before the throne on their faces, and worship God. If 
they are a heavenly company, they must be embraced 
in the term " the elders," and not distinguished from 
them as a separate company, seeing the term " elders " 
embraces all the heavenly saints who form what I 
might call the first contingent of the first resurrection— 
that is, the Old Testament saints and the Church. The 
martyrs of chapter 6. 10 and 15. 2 subsequently find 
their place as the second contingent, thus making the 
three companies seen in chapter 20. 4, and forming the 
sum total of those who have part in the first resurrection, 
and are heavenly and in Heaven. 

(2) If they are a heavenly company, then they must 
have died and risen to have that place ; whereas they 
live through, and come out of " the great tribulation," 
and are a company, not of Jews, but of saved Gentiles 
as distinct from Jews, and we read of no such company 
in chapter 20.4. Nor of any such company who have died, 
or been changed, and are so distinguished from the three 
companies mentioned as forming the first resurrection. 
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Also the fact that " they are before the throne, and 
serve Him day and night in His temple," and that 
" He that sitteth on the throne tabernacles over them "— 
as also the last verse. All this makes it clear, I judge, 
that it is an earthly company, saved out of the judg¬ 
ments and seen in earthly blessing, for there is no 
temple in Heaven (chap. 21. 22). If thus taken, then 
the symbolism used is easily and intelligently read. 
They have a standing before God and His throne in 
righteousness and as victors (white robes and palms), 
and God wipes the tear from every eye. Blessed be His 
Holy Name for ever and ever ! 

CHAPTER VIII. 

THE first thing, and a remarkable thing, too, is seen 
on the opening of the seventh seal—" there was silence 
in Heaven about the space of half an hour" (v. 1). 
Six of the seals had been broken. When the seventh 
is broken it introduces the seven angels with the seven 
trumpets, and the last and eventful week of Daniel's 
seventy begins. The seven-sealed book is now open, 
and its contents can be made known ; but it is a book of 
dreadful judgments, both on Christendom and Judaism, 
and this is their commencement. What will guilty 
man do now ? He showed his fear and terror when the 
sixth seal was broken, will he now repent and turn to 
God ? Alas, no ! It would almost seem as though 
there was this silence and anxious expectancy in 
Heaven as to what he would now do, but he does not 
repent. 

An angel is next seen to come and stand at the 
golden altar, with a golden censer, and much incense 
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was given to him to offer it with the prayers of all 
saints (v. 3). Note, the incense was " given " to 
him. I can hardly think this is the Lord Jesus, 
though it may be so. Why should it not be an angel ? 
They are holy beings and competent surely to do such 
work if so commanded. Moreover, they are the active 
agents in the execution of the judgments, and here we 
see the same angel fill his censer with fire off the altar 
and cast it into the earth, and there were thunderings, 
and lightnings, and an earthquake (v. 5). It seems 
to me more consistent to take it literally, as an angel, 
but one would not dogmatise about it. 

There is another thought, a sweet one, too, and not to 
be overlooked. There are saints on earth, and they 
find their relief in prayer, even though their prayers 
are prayers for vengeance. Thank God for the 
privilege of prayer—" Ye people pour out your hearts 
before Him, God is a refuge for us " (Psa. 62. 8). Thus 
whether it be then or now, God is still the hearer and 
the answerer of prayer, though sometimes we may have 
to wait long ere the answer which we desire be given, 
in order that our faith may be tried and God proved 
(1 Peter 1. 7); but He does not forget. He forgets our 
sins, but never our prayers. Blessed, comforting 
thought! 

From Exod. 30. 1-10 it would seem that the golden 
altar was the limit of the priests' approach to God; 
the high priest alone going into the holiest once a year, 
and "not without blood" (Lev. 16 andHeb.9). The 
altar and its object being described in that chapter we 
seldom hear it mentioned afterwards in the Old 
Testament. When we come to the New Testament we 
read of Zacharias officiating at it according to Exod. 30 ; 
and its mention here shows that that order of things 
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which showed God shut in and man shut out is once 
more recognised as in existence. 

In Christianity, however, after the death and 
resurrection of the Lord Jesus and the descent of the 
Holy Ghost, there is no golden altar. It is omitted in 
Heb. 9, because the veil is rent and the two parts of the 
tabernacle are now one, and the saint is brought right 
into the presence of God in the holiest Heaven itself. 
We stand in a new and nearer relationship to God than 
Old Testament saints, even as children and sons, as 
well as priests. To introduce the golden altar into 
Christianity would be to put us back into the twilight 
of Judaism with the veil still unrent and God behind it, 
and we able to go only that far, but outside it. That 
would never do. 

In this our chapter (Rev. 8. 3-5) we see we are no 
longer on Christian ground, but taken back again to 
the Old Testament relationship, with God still 
unrevealed to the saints then on earth, and needing a 
priest to do what they cannot do for themselves. Thus 
we have the angel-priest to whom much incense is 
given, offering it with the prayers of the saints, and 
then filling it with fire from off the altar and casting it 
on to the earth. It is obvious that the old relationship 
is once more taken up and characterising saints in that 
day. The same altar is again mentioned in chapter 9. 
13. If Christ is the angel-priest here, then it only 
shows how differently He reveals Himself to saints in 
that day to what He does to us in this day. It implies 
distance, not the nearness that we know, nor yet the 
nearer relationship to Him as members of His body 
(Eph. 5- 30). 

But to return to our chapter. If the trumpets 
commence the week, as I think they do, and as many 
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writers admit they do, it would almost seem as though 
while the silence was taking place in Heaven, and God 
was, as it were, waiting to see what men would do on 
earth, the ungodly mass of Jews, instead of repenting, 
were busy seeking to get the covenant confirmed by 
the Beast (Dan. 9. 27). If so, Heaven might well be 
silent at such an awful sight! What a dreadful thing 
to " make a covenant with death, and an agreement 
with hell " instead of repenting of their sins ; and yet 
fancy that " the overflowing scourge" would not 
overtake them when it passed through the land 
(Isa. 28. 15). Well might it be said, " Be astonished 
0 heavens at this ! " How vain their thoughts, and 
how ineffectual their supposed refuge proves to be, 
however, we learn from Zech. 14. 2. How true is the 
Word of the Lord, " I t is better to trust in the Lord 
than to put confidence in princes," no matter how 
powerful they may be. They are all " broken reeds." 

The seven-sealed book now lies ready to be unrolled 
before us, and its judgments inflicted. The Lamb has 
broken all its seals. These preliminary and providen¬ 
tial judgments have all run their course and we now 
enter upon the last, great, and eventful week of 
Daniel's seventy, and commence " the day of vengeance 
of our God." Daniel was told to " seal the book, even 
to the time of the end " (Dan. 12. 4, 9). That time has 
now been reached ; the Lamb has broken the seals; 
and consequently nothing remains but to deal with the 
apostate profession by the execution of unmitigated 
judgments. 

I take it that the trumpets are still providential 
judgments, though I would not speak decidedly as to 
it, but when we come to the vials, which commence 
under the sixth trumpet, we have direct infliction of 
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judgments from God Himself, for we read " they are 
the seven plagues, the last, for in them the fury of God 
is completed" (chap. 16. i, N.T.). That is, His fury 
against those with whom He is dealing in trumpets and 
vials—apostate Christendom and Judaism. God's 
" indignation ceases " with the great tribulation. That 
is. His indignation against His people, the Jews. And 
" His anger," with the destruction of the Assyrian, 
their great enemy subsequently (Isa. 10. 25), and of 
course all the other nations that will be gathered at the 
same time against Jerusalem (Zech. 12. 3, Joel 3. 2). 
But those two things are quite different, His 
" indignation " and His " anger," and must not be 
confounded. 

We do well to bear in mind here that the division of 
Daniel's seventieth or last week is not an exact division 
of three and a half years each. Not observing this has 
led most students astray in their study of the book. 
The Lord Jesus will come as the Deliverer of His 
people as literally at the exact close of the seventieth 
week as He came and presented Himself as their 
Messiah at the exact close of the sixty-ninth when He 
entered Jerusalem on the ass amid the Hosannas of the 
multitude; though, alas, only to be rejected and 
crucified later on. How could we think otherwise ? 
God is"very exact in His dates. The division is really 
three years and five months; and three years and 
seven months. The foot note in Mi. D.'s N.T. helps in 
this. He says, " literally in the dividing of the week." 
Not in the midst (or middle) of the week, as though it 
were an exact division of it. It might be divided at 
any point. 

One fact alone will make this point clear I think. 
The two witnesses are slain, and their dead bodies lie 
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in the streets of Jerusalem for three days and a half, 
then they rise and ascend up to Heaven (chap. 11). 
Now they are not slain till the end of the 1,260 days, or 
three years and a half. If then the 1,260 days ends the 
last half of the week, it must bring the Deliverer. And 
if so, then the bodies of the witnesses lie in the streets 
for three and a half days after He has come and is 
present; and they then ascend to Heaven and have 
part in the first resurrection (chap. 20. 4) when Christ is 
not there ! This in itself ought to make clear that the 
week is not and cannot be divided into two literal and 
exact periods of three years and a half each. There is 
one month more after the tribulation ceases, as we 
shall see presently, during which judgments are yet 
falling, but not from God on the Jews, ere the Deliverer 
comes at the sounding of the seventh trumpet. 

The dates of Dan. 12. 7, 11, 12, guide us as to the 
probable length of these trumpet judgments. In 
verse 1 Daniel is told of a time of trouble to come upon 
his people such as never was before, but out of which 
they are to be delivered. On inquiry as to how long it 
shall be to the end of this tribulation, Daniel is informed 
that it shall be " for a time, times, and a half," until 
God has scattered the power of the holy people. That 
is, the Jews. They are reduced to utter helplessness, 
and then their trouble ceases by divine intervention. 
God graciously shortens the days or "no flesh would 
be saved." He limits it to 1,260 days, instead of 
allowing it to go on to the 1,290 days, which is one 
month short of the advent of their Deliverer, and 
their deliverance from outside enemies who then surround 
Jerusalem, but do not succeed in their plans. 

Not only is the duration of the great tribulation 
made known—1,260 days—but another 30 days or one 

E 
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month is mentioned, making 1,290 days (v. n ) ; and 
this evidently carries us up to the appearing of the 
Deliverer, as already noted. Both these periods 
commence from the time the daily sacrifice is taken 
away, which is at the dividing of the week (chap. 9. 27). 
Then verse 12 gives us 1,335 days, which is 45 days 
beyond the 1,290, and which will probably carry us up 
to the commencement of the Millennium proper. In 
the opinion of one competent expositor this extra 45 
days will reach up to the Feast of Tabernacles, which 
celebrates Israel's rest in the land after their journeyings 
have ended. If this be so, it is another proof of the 
perfection of the divine Word. 

With these dates before us, I think we are enabled 
to form a fairly accurate idea of the duration and 
place of these trumpet judgments in this last week of 
Daniel. 

Let us not forget we are limited to the space of one 
week—seven years; and we cannot dispose of its 
events as we choose, merely to fit our own interpreta¬ 
tions. We get light, however, if we observe the times 
already given to us in two of these trumpet judgments. 
The sixth, or second woe trumpet, embraces the great 
tribulation which lasts 1,260 days, as stated above. 
It also includes the 30 extra days which carry us up to 
the seventh trumpet which brings the Deliverer 
(chap. 11. 14, 15). Then the fifth trumpet, or first woe 
(chap. 9. 5, 10), which falls on the ungodly Jews who 
have not been sealed for blessing (v. 4) is a five 
months' judgment—no more and no less. 

Now, this being so, we have two notes of time 
divinely reckoned for us. First, 3 years and 7 months. 
Second, 5 months, thus accounting for 4 years out of 
the seven. We are justified, therefore, in concluding 
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that the first four trumpets occupy the rest of the time 
—3 years, seeing that the trumpets commence the 
week. Thus we have 3 years and 7 months +5 months 
+3 years=7 years. Then as stated already, there is 
the extra 45 days of Dan. 12. 12, making the 1,335 ; 
and there might be a longer period allowed by God ere 
the Millennium begins, but not necessarily so, as He 
can quickly head up events at the end if it so please 
Him. 

Some writers speak of only the last half week as 
being mentioned in Scripture, and that the first half 
was fulfilled in the ministry of the Lord Jesus for those 
who had faith (whatever meaning may be attached to 
that). But this is altogether too arbitrary and 
imaginative to be entertained. Besides, they seem to 
have forgotten that the Lord's ministry was while the 
sixty-ninth week was still running its course, and before 
He was " cut off," and not in the seventieth week, and 
so could form no part of it. The dates are too clear 
and exact to play fast and loose with. 

It is not even correct to say that only the last half 
week is named. Certainly there are periods of time 
mentioned which constitute a half week ; but Scripture 
never speaks of any of them thus, but as connected 
with certain events. It speaks of 1,260 days (chap. 11. 3) 
as denoting the length of the two witnesses' testimony 
and the woman's persecution (chap. 12. 6). It also 
speaks of 42 months (chap. 11. 2—the same period of 
time) as denoting the length of Gentile oppression 
and the Beast's Satanic-given authority (chap. 13. 5). 
Likewise it speaks of "time, times, and an half" 
(Dan. 7. 25 ; 12. 7—the same period of time as the two 
previous ones) as denoting the duration of the 
tribulation and the woman's nourishment (chap. 12. 4); 
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but it never speaks of any of them as " the last half 
week." This expression has been read into it because 
of a rooted idea that " in the midst of the week " 
means the literal and exact half of it. 

The very fact that there is a five months' judgment 
on the ungodly Jews under the fifth trumpet, and that 
the sixth trumpet embraces the three years and six 
months of the tribulation, besides the extra month 
ere the seventh trumpet sounds, is surely clear 
evidence that the whole week is contemplated if not 
mentioned, seeing it carries us back into the first half, 
and accounts for five months of it. And, as said 
before, if this is so, then it is a justifiable conclusion 
to come to that the first four trumpets occupy the 
previous portion of the first half of the week, and 
accounts for the whole week and not merely the last 
half. 

We now take up the trumpets themselves. The 
first four fall on the nations forming " the earth and 
sea," that is, the so-called Christian nations or 
Christendom. We must not, however, confound 
Christianity with Christendom. The former, as one 
expressed it, " is like the beautiful snow as it falls in 
all its softness and purity from Heaven. The latter is 
like the slush when the snow has been trampled into 
the mud." The first falls on that which forms the 
sphere of the Beast's government, the earth. The 
second falls on " the sea," the so-called Christian 
nations, I take it, outside the Beast's influence ; so the 
two combined (earth and sea) would embrace the 
whole of professing Christendom, as I have said. Thus 
apostate Christendom is the first to be made to feel 
the direct infliction of judgment when " the day of 
vengeance of our God" begins. " Judgment must 
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begin at the house of God " (r Peter 4. 17). Then we 
have " the rivers and fountains of water " affected in 
the third trumpet; and the heavenly luminaries, 
sun, moon, and stars, in the fourth, each of which 
would still be connected with that sphere called 
Christendom. Then God's special dealings with the 
Jews (though they may have been affected in some 
measure by the previous judgments on earth and sea) 
begins with the fifth trumpet, and continues under 
the sixth till " the great tribulation " is ended, and 
then " the indignation ceases." The sixth also 
occupies the extra 30 days or one month, and then the 
seventh sounds and " the mystery of God is finished " 
(chap. 10. 7), and the Lord appears in Person for the 
deliverance of His people by the destruction of their 
enemies. 

Perhaps it might be well to state my reasons here for 
thus interpreting " earth and sea." When power was 
taken out of the hands of the Jews on account of their 
sin, and vested in the hands of the Gentiles, and " the 
times of the Gentiles " commenced (Luke 21. 24), God 
gave Nebuchadnezzar " dominion to the end of the 
earth" (Dan. 4. 22). Then Cyrus, the Persian, the 
head of the second kingdom could say, " The Lord God 
of Heaven hath given me all the kingdoms of the earth " 
(Ezra 1. 2). The third kingdom is said likewise to 
" bear rule over all the earth " (Dan. 2. 39). The fourth 
and last, which runs on to the end, is said to " devour 
the whole earth " (Dan. 7. 23 ; Luke 2.1). Then there is 
Isa. 24. 1, which speaks of the land of Palestine as being 
" the earth " and also " the land." 

It seems to me, therefore, that Palestine was viewed 
as " the earth " when Israel was owned of God and 
government was vested in His people ; but it was 
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taken from them because of their sin, when they were 
cast off and had become Lo-ammi (Hos. i. 9), and then 
the term " the earth " applied to the sphere where 
these Gentile monarchies governed. At" the time of the 
end " it will be the fourth and last Gentile power, the 
Roman, in its revived and ten-kingdom form, governed 
by the first Beast of Rev. 13. Hence " the earth," so 
often mentioned in the Book of Revelation, I take to be 
the sphere of the Beast's power, but the context must 
decide. The " third part " spoken of in chapter 8, 
I should incline to think, will be that part or those 
individuals which have had most light—made the 
greatest profession—and therefore, had the greatest 
responsibility, and consequently receives the severest 
judgments, whether it be in the East or West. 

" The sea," I should incline to think, at least as 
spoken of here, would embrace the rest of the smaller 
Christian nations outside the Beast's government, 
such as Germany, the United States, and Canada, and 
all such so-called Christian countries outside the Roman 
Empire. I do not think the outside heathen nations 
are taken into account in Revelation, but if so, then 
they would be embraced in the term " the sea." At 
any rate, I do not for one moment think that the 
expression " the sea " as here used denotes " a state of 
dire anarchy owing to want of government—the 
struggling and opposing forces of a wild and tumul¬ 
tuous democracy," as has been said. That may be the 
force of the expression in some passages, as Dan. 7 and 
Rev. 13, but I do not think it can be so taken here. 
I adhere to the thought that it is that part of Christen¬ 
dom outside the sphere of the Beast's power, otherwise 
there is no judgments seen in this book falling on that 
part of Christendom outside the Western earth. Great 
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care, however, is needed in interpreting these symbols, 
the context alone deciding their use. 

To return and touch a little more in detail as to these 
trumpets. The first is " hail and fire," carrying with it 
death (blood), and the third part of the earth feels the 
direful effects of it. Professing Christendom is the 
first to be visited in " the day of vengeance of our God." 
How little they dream of i t! Alas, that they should 
be so blinded to their danger, and refuse the blood of 
Christ whose death has given God the righteous title 
to bless them on acceptance of His terms, viz., repent¬ 
ance and belief of the Gospel. Devastation and 
destruction fall on the third part of the earth, probably 
where there has been most light, greatest privileges, 
and, consequently, most responsibility, therefore the 
most guilty part. The third part of the trees are 
affected also. Evidently the great and notable leading 
men suffer. The leaders come first, and dire disaster 
falls on them. How awful! Yet they boast in their 
knowledge and ability, and use it all against God and 
His Christ to-day (Psa. 2). But not only do they 
suffer; both leaders and led suffer. Hence the people 
themselves are likewise affected—" all green grass was 
burnt up." The general prosperity of the people is 
touched and withered up under divine judgment. It 
must be so. If the great and wealthy leaders suffer, 
the masses are bound to suffer also, and allowed by God. 

The second trumpet affects " the sea." A mighty 
power, symbolised by " a mountain " is cast into it, 
carrying death to a third part, and also to a third part 
of the creatures in it, and destroying a third part of 
their commerce—ships.* This is not the fall of a 

*Th« use of huge airships and submarines has shown us how 
easily such an end can be accomplished, and that the symbolic 
language used is no meaningless use of words. 
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heavenly power, such as Satan, in chapter 12, but is an 
earthly power, a mountain. Not only so, but it is 
under the judgment of God itself, " burning with fire." 
It is difficult to interpret some of these symbols, as 
nothing can be stated in a certain and dogmatic way. 
It may be easier as time goes on and things develop on 
earth. We can but suggest, in some cases, possible 
meanings, and leave others to judge. This may be 
some action on the part of the Beast affecting the rest 
of Christendom not under his direct control, and there¬ 
fore not " the earth," but " the sea." The creatures 
in it " which had life " may possibly denote individuals 
who still make some profession, which is then given 
up—moral death overtakes them, apostasy. 

We read in Jer. 51. 25, 26, of a " destroying 
mountain" (Babylon); but it is rolled down from the 
rocks and " destroyed "—not rolled among other nations 
to destroy them. She had done that when God had used 
her as " the hammer of the earth " to beat to pieces and 
destroy the sinful nations; now her own judgment 
takes place, and is recorded by Jeremiah. In the second 
trumpet, it is a burning mountain cast into the sea, not 
to be destroyed, but with a view to the destruction of 
others. It is a mighty power in terrible activity 
(burning) that is " cast in " to the sea of nations for 
their judgment—God casts it in; it is the day of His 
vengeance and recompenses. It might even be the 
Northern power, but this is suggestive only. 

The third trumpet affects the third part of the rivers 
and fountains of water ! These are the channels and 
sources by which the earth is fertilised and sustained. 
Both earth and sea would therefore be affected by 
these channels and sources being embittered by the 
wormwood. It appears to me to be legitimate to take 
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" rivers " as denoting companies or unions of men, 
formed or banded together (as trade unions of one kind 
and another) by certain principles of whatever kind, 
and acting accordingly for one common end or purpose, 
like rivers confined by banks, and flowing in restricted 
channels. 

" Fountains " might be looked upon as the rulers of 
the communities, who suggest and frame their laws, and 
thus form the conduct or morals of the others. But 
both fountains and rivers are corporate, not individual 
like trees. And again it is to be noticed that only a 
third part is touched. Indeed, in all these first four 
trumpets which evidently fall on Christendom, it is 
only the third part which is directly affected, though, 
doubtless, the mass suffer in some measure, as would 
necessarily be the case when the general prosperity of 
the community (" all green grass ") and their commerce 
(ships) is touched. The vials, however, reach the mass 
when they are poured out. 

The instrument of this bitter judgment is " a great 
star called Wormwood" which " fell out of the Heaven." 
It is not an earthly power that is here symbolised, it is 
one out of Heaven, but affecting the earth in its rivers 
and fountains. The morals of the people are poisoned 
by this fallen star among them. It " burns as a 
torch," so that there is a profession of light, or so-
called light, whatever it may pretend to be, and these 
companies are affected by it! Even in this day Satan 
is transformed into an angel of light, and his ministers 
as ministers of righteousness (2 Cor. 11. 14, 15), with a 
view to deceiving the saints. Who this star may 
symbolise, we would not venture to affirm. It might 
be Satan himself, and his fall from Heaven ; but the 
result of his presence, whoever it is, is disastrous, for 
many die from the bitter waters. 
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The fourth trumpet affects the third part of the 
heavenly bodies—sun, moon, and stars—and so both 
day and night are affected. How such a thing could 
take place it is impossible for us to explain. But 
nothing is impossible with God. I see no reason for 
not taking it literally, like the darkness in Egypt. But 
whatever the burning mountain or the falling star, or 
the darkness may apply to in their literal interpretation, 
it is evident from their effects that dreadful calamities 
will fall on all these unhappy creatures in that awful 
day, seeing they reject the truth of God in this day 
(z Thess. 2. n ) . And yet these judgments are to be 
followed by still more fearful ones in the three " Woe" 
trumpets; and the eagle flying in midheaven announcing 
this, let us see that it is a far-reaching announcement 
which is being made, not merely for a few, or affecting 
a few, but all. May the gracious Lord turn many more 
hearts to Himself ere it be too late. The prospect is 
appalling, yet men turn a deaf ear to all God's warnings 
and pleadings by His servants in this day of His 
grace. 

With regard to " the third part," mentioned in the 
first four trumpets, some speak of it as signifying " the 
Western Roman Empire, then revived." One writer 
says, " the recurrence of the expression ' third part' 
(ten times repeated in our chapter) points to the 
resuscitated power of Rome," and then refers us to 
" chapter 12. 3, 4 for the import of a third part." 
But if " the earth " itself is the Western or Roman 
Empire, as I believe it is, and have already given my 
reasons for so interpreting it in this same chapter, we 
may well ask, what then does the other two-thirds refer 
to, seeing the empire is one and under the sway of its 
imperial head ? 
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Moreover, when we turn to chapter 12. 3, 4, to find 
the import of a third part, we read, " the dragon's tail 
drew the third part of the stars of Heaven, and did cast 
them to the earth." Are we then to infer that the 
third part of the stars of Heaven is the Roman power 
also ? And that the dragon's tail casts it down to the 
earth ? We can understand " stars " as being teachers, 
and " the tail" of the dragon as being " the prophet 
that speaketh lies " (Isa. 9. 15), and so probably denot¬ 
ing the Antichrist exerting his influence over such, and 
casting them down and they become apostate ; but it 
is difficult to think of the third part of the stars of 
Heaven as symbolical of the resuscitated power of Rome, 
and under the power of Antichrist rather than the first 
Beast. I feel compelled, therefore, to adhere to the 
thought I have already expressed, that" the third part" 
seems to me (but readers must judge) to be that part 
of the empire (or those individuals in it) where there 
has been most light, and the greatest profession, and 
consequently the greatest responsibility, and therefore 
experience the severest judgments. And seeing that 
the third part of " the sea " is affected as well as " the 
earth," I judge it shows that the whole of Christendom 
in its third part is thus dealt with in these first four 
trumpet judgments. 

CHAPTER IX. 

IN the fifth trumpet we are clearly on quite different 
ground. The judgment is on " the men who have not 
the seal of God in their foreheads." It is Judaism, not 
apostate Christianity. A perfect number out of the 
twelve tribes were seen sealed in chapter 7 ; now 
judgment is to fall on those who were not thus sealed. 
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It is judgment on ungodly Jews, the people who are 
termed throughout this book " them that dwell on 
the earth." 

The star is not here seen falling from Heaven; but 
it is the tremendously awful effects of the fallen star 
being on the earth. It makes one shudder to think of 
the diabolical delusions of Satan, and the discriminating 
and frightful judgments of God on those ungodly 
sinners who not only had rejected and crucified His 
Son, but had resisted the Holy Ghost, and refused 
every offer of blessing made to them, and filled up the 
cup of their iniquity by receiving the Antichrist; and 
in giving up the very profession of piety under the 
delusions of Satan and the Antichrist, and the power 
of the Beast. 

Probably we have here symbolised Satan, who has 
been cast out of Heaven, and some of the results now 
seen on the earth, but we merely suggest this. What 
a fearful state of things arises when the bottomless pit 
is opened and a hitherto restrained power is let loose ! 
" The bottomless pi t" is the place where evil is 
restrained for the time being. We get that thought 
here in our chapter. We see it also in chapter 20 as the 
place where Satan is shut up for r.,000 years, so that he 
cannot deceive the nations of the earth till he is again 
liberated. " The lake of fire " is the place where evil 
is judged. The two must not be confounded. This 
awful power is seen first in the form of smoke—a 
darkening, blinding, irritating, and stupefying influence 
direct from the pit; both sun and air affected. 

Then we see the swarms of locusts come out of it, and, 
the wonderful thing is, they are not to hurt the grass, 
nor any green thing, nor any tree, the very things 
(naturally) locusts would do, but the men who have not 
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the seal of God on their foreheads. Nor were they to 
kill them, but torment them for five months. What a 
fearful outlook for these wilful and wicked men I It is 
a discriminating judgment, and only falls on those 
unsealed ones. 

But I will not attempt to interpret here. The 
symbolism is dreadful enough! What must the 
reality be when it takes place ? " Skin for skin," said 
Satan, when speaking to God about Job ; " what will 
a man not give for his life ? " To-day men will 
sacrifice anything in order to live—they do not want 
to die; they fear to die. Well they may indeed, when 
conscience begins to wake up and make itself heard, 
and God is about to be met, and their sins cleaving to 
them skin-fit—and the only Saviour rejected ! Well 
may they fear to die ! 

In that day " men will seek death, and shall not find 
it; and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from 
them." What a contrast! No death for these un¬ 
godly men ! No one will be allowed to commit suicide 
and thus end his miserable life ! Their recompense 
from God has begun, and they must suffer it. It is 
measured out for them and there is no escape ! " Five 
months " God has measured out for this judgment to 
last, and during that time of horror no ungodly Jew 
will die. They will be compelled to suffer, and will 
" gnaw their tongues for pain." Then there is another 
dreadful thought; the one who deceived them will be 
the king over the instruments who execute the judg¬ 
ment, and cause them the pain. Oh that poor un¬ 
converted souls would be warned in this day, by these 
horrors of that coming day, and be saved from " the 
wrath to come " both here and hereafter. And this is 
but the first woe ! 
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The sixth trumpet is now sounded, and the order for 
the judgment comes in a voice from the horns of the 
golden altar (v. 13, 14). How striking! The 
golden altar, where incense was offered with the 
prayers of saints (chap. 8. 3, 4), sends forth its 
answer again in awful judgment as it had already done 
in that chapter, and we behold an enormous army 
making a successful attack on the land, and coming from 
the direction of the Euphrates, by which the third part 
of men are killed. All is judiciously timed ; and the 
very hour of the day, of the month, of the year is 
settled when that attack has to take place and " the 
time of Jacob's trouble " begins. There is no possibility 
of evasion—" Forever, 0 Lord, Thy Word is settled in 
Heaven ; " and so it will come to pass. 

It seems to me, that here we have symbolised the 
first great attack of the Assyrian or king of the North ; 
for he makes two attacks. The first is evidently at the 
early part of " the great tribulation," or " time of 
Jacob's trouble," when he so successfully overruns the 
land as " the overflowing scourge" (Isa. 28. 18), and 
treads down the people as mire in the street, and those 
awful atrocities take place recorded in Zech. 15. 2, and 
God allows it, and there is no deliverer. His second 
and last attack will be later on, at the end, and is 
unsuccessful; for the Lord interferes on behalf of His 
people, and strengthens them to fight and conquer 
their foes, as well as fights for them, and thus delivers 
His people, as we see in Zech. 12, Ezek. 38 and 39, 
Isa. 14. 24, 25, as well as many other Scriptures. He 
destroys the Assyrian, along with the other nations 
gathered there at that time for the great battle of 
Armageddon. 

Under this sixth trumpet then, I take it, we have the 
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first attack of the Assyrian. But, alas! fearful 
beyond expression as is the judgment, yet it produces 
no repentance. Nothing will change the fallen and 
depraved nature of man, not even " the lake of fire " 
itself; showing that the grace of God producing a new 
birth is an absolute necessity, and the only thing that 
will do ; but men refuse and resist all such efforts on 
the part of God to bless them. Alas ! O that the 
Lord's dear people might have a deeper sense of the 
immensity of the favour conferred upon them by God, 
in making them partakers of a new life and nature, and 
sealing them with the Holy Ghost, and thus saving 
them for ever from " the wrath to come " by the death 
and resurrection of His beloved Son. And not only so, 
but giving us to know our place and portion as "in 
Christ "—dead and risen with Him—and Christ our 
righteousness before God, and we " accepted in the 
Beloved," besides innumerable other blessings that are 
ours here and now, and glory with Christ hereafter. 

Surely our hearts can say, " Not unto us, O Lord, not 
unto us, but unto Thy Name give glory, for Thy mercy, 
and for Thy truth's sake " (Psa. 115. 1). 

CHAPTER X. 

IT is very noticeable that after the sixth seal, with all its 
horrors, we had a parenthesis to show us the sealing of 
the 144,000 out of all the tribes of Israel; as also an 
innumerable company of Gentiles out of " all nations, 
and kindreds, and peoples, and tongues," for Millennial 
blessing, ere the seventh seal ushered in the trumpet 
judgments. So here, after this awful judgment of the 
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sixth trumpet, and before the sounding of the seventh 
and last, which ushers in the Lord Himself, we have 
another parenthesis, seen in chapter 10. Nor can we 
shut our eyes to the fact that the events narrated in 
chapter n are all connected with the sixth trumpet or 
" second woe ; " for only when we reach verse 14 of 
that chapter do we hear the words " the second woe is 
past; and, behold, the third woe cometh quickly." 

From the description given of the angel in chapter 10, 
it would seem as though the Lord Jesus Himself were 
set forth here in angelic form; and more especially 
seeing that the little opened book is in His hand. The 
contents of the seven-sealed book could not be known 
until He who had " prevailed to open it " had done so. 
Here, too, the contents of the " little book " are not 
known except to Him who holds it in His hand. It is 
not a large one ; or filled to the full both within and 
without, with an abundance of revelation like the first 
in chapter 5 ; it is " a little book open." Much of 
what was contained in the first had now been fulfilled, 
but the end was now drawing near ; and while He who 
hadfright and title to possession of the earth sware 
" that there should be no longer delay; " but that 
" in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he 
is about to sound the trumpet, the mystery of God also 
shall be completed" (N.T.). Still, the work of the 
prophet was not yet ended ; and with the eating of the 
book there were more communications for him to tell 
forth in relation to " peoples, and nations, and tongues, 
and many kings," and these we shall find farther on in 
the book. 

Doubtless it was " sweet " to get from God divine 
communications—a favour, indeed, surely ! But when 
His mind was known and entered into, and the full 
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significance of those remaining and tremendous judg¬ 
ments still to fall on these various classes mentioned 
when the vials are outpoured, and when the Lord is 
revealed from Heaven in person, it made the revelation 
" bitter " surely to him who was in the mind of God, 
and loved his nation, as well as the souls of men. 

I take it, that this " little book open " is not Old 
Testament prophecies, and therefore something already 
revealed and known, but events still future, known 
only to Him who has the book in His hand, and 
concerning those mentioned in the last verse, but to be 
made known by the seer of Patmos subsequently. To 
me it seems to be what is unfolded in the vials in 
chapter 16. 

The mystery of God was still going on; but this 
mighty angel sets his feet on both earth and sea, 
showing, as it were, His right to possess both, and 
swares by the Creator-God that there shall be no longer 
delay ; that He intends to finish this strange anomaly 
and take possession according as the prophets of old had 
declared He would do. This strange " mystery of God," 
of a hidden King in Heaven, and the presence of blatant 
and blasphemous wickedness on earth, and Satan and 
his emissaries leading men to their eternal ruin, and 
having it all their own way unchecked by God, was 
now to end. Its days were numbered ! The time was 
near ! And at the sounding of the seventh trumpet it 
was to cease. He was about to appear " whose right 
it is," and He would take the reins of government into 
His own hands and execute judgment on the evil, and 
deliver His people—His suffering saints. 

What a welcome sound to hear from the lips of 
" Judah's Lion ! " And how certain of accomplish¬ 
ment. This putting down of evil by divine power was 

F 
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the good news which He had in the past declared by 
His prophets throughout the Old Testament. But now 
He says when it is to take place—" at the sounding of 
the seventh trumpet." 

CHAPTER XI. 

WE have already seen by the loosing of the four angels at 
the great river Euphrates (chap. 9. 14) the consequent 
invasion of the Holy Land by an immense army, 
which I take to be the first and successful attack of the 
Assyrian or king of the North (Isa. 28.14-22). But even 
then, for we must not forget that in the sixth trumpet 
we are in the last division of the week, and the world 
appears to be entirely in the hands of Satan, God does 
not leave Himself without a witness; yea, He provides 
Himself in the midst of that state of human apostasy and 
Satanic wickedness with two special ones, who stand for 
Him, like rocks in the midst of the torrent, and 
prophesy 1,260 days, besides the godly remnant, 
some of whom are slain under the Beast's power. 
Others " endure to the end" and are thus saved 
through it, while doubtless many will escape to the 
mountains as directed by the Lord's word in Matt. 24. 
15-22. In this chapter, therefore, we are introduced to 
the two witnesses, and learn about their actings, testi¬ 
mony, and end, before we hear the words " the second 
woe is past; behold the third woe comes quickly " 
(v. 14), that is, the appearing of the Lord Himself 
with all its accompanying judgments. 

The measuring of the temple and altar in verse 1 
would teach us that man and his responsibility to 
acknowledge and worship God are in view, and being 
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noted by God. Those who do so are remembered by 
Him. The rest are connected with the outer court and 
city, and given up to be trodden under foot for forty-two 
months by the Gentiles (v. 2). This would seem to 
indicate a connection with the first attack of the king 
of the North shortly after the division of the week, 
when Zech. 14. 2 takes place. 

It is evident that after the Jews return to their land 
their temple is rebuilt, and up to the division of the 
week worship is carried on, and sacrifices offered in 
connection with it. Then at the dividing of the week 
the Beast " causes the sacrifice and oblation to cease " 
(Dan. 9. 27), and the abomination of desolation is set up 
shortly afterwards by the Antichrist. The act of 
measuring is symbolical, and teaches us " the Lord 
knoweth them that are His." The rest are given up. 
He cares for His own while the city is trodden under 
foot and His worship forbidden, and leaves not Himself 
without a witness, no matter what the times may be ; 
and so we see these two witnesses raised up and pre¬ 
served till the time of their testimony is fulfilled. They 
are invincible till then. 

These two witnesses I take to be two men, not two 
companies of men, nor yet a mere symbol of " adequate 
testimony." There could be no need for more than two 
as we are in a limited sphere—the city of Jerusalem. 
Moreover, in verse 10 it says, " these two prophets," 
and they alone of all the godly in the city are exempt 
from death for 1,260 days. Who they may be, can be 
but conjecture, and is best left in the obscurity in 
which God has surrounded them. Moses and Elias are 
usually named. It may be so, but I see no trace of it 
in Scripture. At any rate, it is a striking word we have 
in Luke 13. 33, " It cannot be that a prophet perish out 
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of Jerusalem," and these two men are slain there— 
the last of the prophets who shall suffer for their testi¬ 
mony—the last two to die and find their place and 
portion in the first resurrection (chap. 20. 4). 

Then again, they are men of power, divinely fitted 
for their special testimony. They are " the two olive 
trees, and the two lamps standing before the Lord of 
the earth" (v. 4, N.T.). Showing, I take it, that they 
have the fullness of spiritual energy for divine testimony 
(two olive trees), and are set for the Lord of the earth 
(two lamps to show it forth). The title the Lord here 
takes is instructive—" the Lord of the earth." The 
earth is His. He is Lord over it (Psa. 24.1), and is now 
engaged taking possession of it, and dealing with those 
who had used it as their own instead of His. These two 
witnesses then are invincible ! No one can hurt them. 
On the other hand they can hurt any one who attempts 
to hurt them. They have the power of both Moses and 
Elijah. They can shut Heaven, or call down fire from 
it if needs be as Elijah did. Or they can turn waters 
into blood if it be required, or smite the earth with 
plagues as often as they will, as Moses did. 

How very remarkable this is! While the Beast is 
rampant and raging in his blasphemous wickedness, 
and the Antichrist is playing into his hands, deceiving 
the people with his Satanic " signs and lying wonders," 
so that apostasy reigns, and all who refuse the mark 
of the Beast do so at the risk of their lives—yea numbers 
are slain—yet here are these two men, living, moving, 
and having their being in the midst of it, testifying 
against it all, day by day—tormenting the " dwellers 
on the earth," i.e., apostate Jews—and none dare 
molest them. Truly a wonderful thing indeed ! God 
saying, as it were, they shall hear and they shall see 
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My power, whether they will or not, and they shall be 
without excuse. They may, and indeed do kill many of 
God's saints as chapters 13. 7 and 15. 2 show, but 
here is a testimony they cannot silence ; and men 
whom they dare not even try to kill, sent by a gracious 
and patient God to warn them and remind them that 
" the Lord of the earth " is not the Beast, but the Son of 
Man, the Lord Jesus Christ, who is about to appear and 
take possession of it. 

Here, too, we are introduced for the first time to a 
characteristic of the Beast which we shall meet with 
again farther on in the book and have to examine— 
" The Beast who ascends out of the bottomless pit " 
(or abyss). What a fearful place to start up from ! 
He makes war against these two witnesses, and over¬ 
comes them and kills them (v. 7). It seems strange 
to think of the Beast " making war " with two men ! 
Ah, but we must not forget the lesson of 2 Kings 1, 
where Elijah sat on the top of the hill, and the captain 
and his fifty men were sent by the king to take him, 
and Elijah called down fire from Heaven and consumed 
them. Then the second captain and his fifty were 
destroyed in like manner. And these two witnesses 
have the same God-given power as Elijah. No wonder 
he has to make war with them. 

Indeed, it would appear as though the witnesses had 
used their power. Perhaps some of the " dwellers on 
the earth " in their rage had attempted to kill them, 
but only to be killed themselves, and this would be 
known. Therefore, at the close of their testimony 
when the 1,260 days are about fulfilled, the Beast, 
stung to action, and urged on by the Dragon and the 
Antichrist (though they know not that it is the close of 
that testimony) makes a planned attack upon them, 
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and eventually succeeds in killing them. The testimony 
of these two witnesses, however, was now finished. They 
had done their work and completed their service for 
God. Now their power was gone, and they seal their 
testimony with their blood—the Beast is allowed to 
slay them. 

Not only so, " they that dwell on the earth " rejoice 
at the news of their death, and send gifts to one another 
because these " tormentors " were dead. Nor would 
any trouble to bury them, and their bodies lie in the 
street of the city for three days and a half. How vile, 
inhuman, and fiendish men become when left to them¬ 
selves and the power and delusions of Satan ! How 
little the world at large realises to-day how much they 
owe to the presence of the Holy Ghost and the Church 
of God ! We need to get an insight into the character 
of the times after these restraints are removed, and as 
set forth in this Book of Revelation, to let us see the 
depths of human depravity and Satanic corruptness 
into which man can fall. Think, too, of the beloved 
city, Jerusalem, being characterised as Sodom and 
Egypt! How low it had fallen to be ranked morally 
as on a level with Sodom and Egypt in its abominations 
and idolatries ! And to mark it out so as to admit of 
no mistake it is added, " where also their Lord was 
crucified." O Jerusalem! Jerusalem! thou God 
forsaken city for the time being! How great thy sins, 
and how awful thy judgments! How deep and 
genuine must be thy repentance ere thou canst enter 
into thy glorious future ! 

But God now interferes on behalf of His two servants, 
and gives life to their dead bodies, and calls them up to 
Heaven. The apostle says, " I heard " (not they heard) 
" a great voice from Heaven saying unto them, Come up 
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hither." He was privileged to hear it. The ungodly 
heard it not, though they see them go up in the cloud, 
reminding us of Paul's experience in Acts 22. 9. No 
wonder surprise and fear seize upon the guilty crowd 
as they see i t ; and well it may when God so publicly 
vindicates His servants in their sight! But He judges 
their enemies at the same time, and we read," And in 
that hour there was a great earthquake, and the tenth 
of the city fell, and seven thousand men were slain in the 
earthquake " (v. 13). Truly " the wicked shall not go 
unpunished," and " strong is the Lord that judgeth 
them." With this fearful calamity the second woe 
ends. 

It seems to me that it will be at this time that all the 
martyred companies will rise to have their part in the 
first resurrection. There are no saints slain after this. 
The two witnesses are the last of the sufferers for God 
on the earth. And though only the two witnesses are 
seen to ascend, yet it seems to me the others will rise at 
the same time, though unseen, like the Church ; and 
make up the number who have part in, and are seen in 
their assigned places in the first resurrection (chap. 20.4). 

Chapter 6. 11 seems to point unmistakably to that 
time in the answer given to the cry of the souls under 
the altar who cry for vengeance. It is said, " And 
white robes were given unto every one of them ; and it 
was said unto them, that they should rest yet for a little 
season (not rise and go to Heaven) until their fellow-
servants also and their brethren thai should be killed as 
they, should be fulfilled." This anticipates those 
subsequently slain under the Beast's power, and 
necessarily includes the two witnesses who are the last 
to so suffer, so that it is in every way likely that they 
will then all rise together at that time, though, as 
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already said, only the two witnesses be seen, and that 
because of the peculiarity of their testimony as to its 
time, place, and manner. No one will see the saints of 
this dispensation—the first contingent—rise " to meet 
the Lord in the air" (i Thess. 4). And with the exception 
of those two witnesses, no one will see the second, 
and last, contingent rise, who complete " the first 
resurrection." 

The seventh angel now sounds his trumpet and great 
voices are heard in Heaven saying, " the kingdoms of 
this world are become the kingdom of our Lord and of 
His Christ; and He shall reign for ever and ever'' 
(v. 15). And at that blessed announcement the 
elders on their thrones fall upon their faces and 
worship God. The end has been reached. Not the 
end of time ; but the end of the judgments which 
subdue the evil and introduce the King. The judg¬ 
ment of the nations (Zech. 12) and the Lord's sessional 
judgment (Matt. 25) alone remaining to complete them. 
" The mystery of God " is now finished by the appear¬ 
ing of the King in Person to reign (chap. 10. 6, 7). 

We must carefully observe, however, what these 
elders say. " We give Thee thanks, Lord God Almighty, 
He who is, and who was ; " but they do not say " and 
is to come." These last words ought to be omitted 
here (see N.T. and R.V.). They could not use these 
words for He is seen present. How accurate Scripture 
is ! Then we have five things mentioned which we 
must carefully consider. 

First, " And the nations have been full of wrath." 
Where and when was this seen ? From the commence¬ 
ment of the breaking of the seals, up to the gathering 
together of the nations against Jerusalem—only, as we 
know, to be " gathered as sheaves into the floor " and 
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thrashed under the awful judgments of God (Micah 4. 
12, 13). Second, " And Thy wrath is come." It had 
been seen in both trumpet and vial judgments, but now 
even in a more direct and pronounced way by the 
vengeance which He executes at His appearing, when 
He " descends from Heaven with His mighty angels in 
flaming fire taking vengeance " at the sounding of the 
seventh trumpet. Third, " And the time of the dead 
that they should be judged " (or avenged). This has 
generally been viewed as looking right on to the great 
white throne. I consider this, however, to be a mistake. 
It is God's answer to the prayers of " the souls under 
the altar " in chapter 6. 10. It views God answering 
their prayer, taking up their cause, and bursting forth 
in avenging fury upon those who had slain His servants. 
They had said " How long, 0 Lord, holy and true, dost 
Thou not judge and avenge our blood on them that 
dwell on the earth ? " Then they were told to " rest for 
a little season, until their fellow-servants also and their 
brethren that should be killed as they were should be 
fulfilled" (v. 11) ; and now the time had arrived to 
avenge them all. Fourth, " And to give the recom¬ 
pense to Thy servants, the prophets, and to the saints, 
and to those who fear Thy Name, small and great." 
In fact, all who had earned and had title to recompense 
were now to receive it, for the kingdom was about to 
be established and their rewards given. Fifth, " And 
to destroy those that destroy the earth." It is at the 
appearing of the Lord that the destroyers of the earth— 
the Beast and Antichrist—are " taken and cast into the 
lake of fire, and Satan bound for one thousand years " 
(chap. 19 and 20). 

The more closely we examine these five things, the more 
clearly we see that they are events that characterise 
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and are connected with the Lord's appearing, and 
not the end of time and the great white throne. At 
that time (the great white throne) there are no de¬ 
stroyers of the earth to deal with; they are already cast 
into the lake of fire (chap. 19. 20 and 20. 10) ; nor 
nations, as such, to get angry, or people to be rewarded. 
Heaven and earth have fled away, judgment has 
already been executed on the nations, rewards have 
been given and enjoyed throughout the Millennial age, 
so it cannot possibly have in view the great white 
throne judgment. We get more detail as to it when we 
turn to chapter 19. 11-21, and 2 Thess. 1. 7-10 ; but 
the time spoken of here in our chapter is the Lord's 
appearing. 

As we have already seen, we have reached the end in 
chapter 11. That is, we have been carried on in these 
visions to the Lord's appearing on the sounding of the 
seventh trumpet. In the next two chapters we are 
turned back again. As before noted, the chapters are 
not consecutive. We are shunted back, as it were, to 
get another sidelight thrown on the scene. In chapters 
12 and 13 it is to view the chief actors in the last 
division of the week. Chapter 12 introduces the 
woman and the Dragon. Chapter 13, the Beast and 
Antichrist, thus bringing us back to the terrors and 
horrors of " the time of Jacob's trouble." 

It seems evident that verse 19 is really the beginning 
of a new section carried on up to chapter 14. It is 
another new commencement to show us the leading 
actors on the stage during the forty-two months of the 
Beast's special Satanic-given power. The temple is 
now seen opened in Heaven. It was seen on earth in 
the beginning of the chapter, and then it was " the 
temple of God and the altar, and them that worship 
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therein." That is, man and his responsibility to 
acknowledge and worship God are in view, therefore it 
is " the altar," and God remembers all such. Here, 
in verse 19 it is the temple opened in Heaven, and " the 
ark of His covenant "—that which is connected with 
God inside—His purposes, and counsels, and covenant 
with His people. 

From this point the temple is always seen in Heaven 
{see chap. 15. 5, 8; 16. 1, 17), because everything of 
an outward and visible religious character on earth has 
been thrown off—the mass have become apostate and 
given up of God. As to actual time, as I have already 
said, we are shunted back to the beginning of the forty-
two months, and are shown the chief actors who will be 
on the stage at that time, with a synopsis of some 
leading events (chap. 14) ; but God is viewed as in 
Heaven (chap. 11. 13 and 16. 11), and so the temple 
is likewise seen there. The ark (Christ) is there, hence 
all God's purposes concerning His people will be 
fulfilled from there. This is cheering in view of what 
is to follow. 

Then coupled with that revelation of the temple and 
ark being there, there are sudden and furious mani¬ 
festations of the divine displeasure with those on the 
earth—" Iightninp3, and voices, and thunderings, and 
an earthquake, and great hail." These had been seen 
in chapter 8. 5, just before the trumpets, and they are 
again seen in the last vial (chap. 16. 18). 
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CHAPTER XII. 

A GREAT sign is now seen in Heaven, " a woman 
clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, 
and upon her head a crown of twelve stars ; and being 
with child she cried being in travail, and in pain to 
bring forth." We are not left to guess work as to who 
this woman is, for Isa. 66. 6-10 tells us plainly it is 
Zion in her travail. It is usually said it is Israel. If 
by that expression is meant the godly Jews in the land, 
we quite agree with it. But we must bear in mind that 
when Scripture speaks of Israel it mostly speaks of the 
ten tribes, and Judah as the two tribes. And while 
Israel, in its broad aspect, embraces Jews (Rom. 9. 4, 5), 
Jews do not in any way embrace Israel. The woman, 
then, seen here in her travail, is Zion—in reality, the 
Godly remnant owned of God as the nation. 

She is seen " clothed with the sun." Now the figure 
here used, " clothed," would suggest the idea of 
covering, i.e., protection; especially in view of what 
follows in her history. She is seen under the protection 
of the supreme power, the Lord Himself. Then the 
derived authority, the moon (i.e., the nation as such), 
at that time is in darkness (apostasy) and given up of 
God, and consequently, the woman, being in the mind 
of God about it, it is seen " under her feet." She no 
longer benefits by it or recognises it. Moreover, she 
has " on her head a crown of twelve stars." That is, 
the perfection of administration in divine government 
on earth is here; it belongs to God's earthly people. 
All this lets us see that it is the Godly portion or remnant 
of the Jewish nation (the mass being apostate at the 
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time, and governed by the Beast and Antichrist) that is 
recognised as the nation by God during that awful 
crisis, and who are protected by Him and finally stand 
with God's King on Mount Zion spite of all the malice 
and power of the devil (Psa. 2. 6 and chap. 14. 1). 

The ten tribes are not taken into account in 
" Revelation," nor are they yet seen in the land at this 
time. As a matter of fact, they are not mentioned in the 
book except in chapter 7, to show that God will have a 
perfect number of all the tribes when the Millennium 
begins. This is easily understood, for the ten tribes 
had nothing to do with the rejection and crucifixion of 
the Messiah, and do not pass through " the time of 
Jacob's trouble " in the land at the " time of the end." 
They are scattered among the nations, and will be 
restored in quite a distinct way, and at a different 
time from the Jews, as Ezek. 20 and 37, and other 
Scriptures show. 

The fact is, the Revelation occupies itself with 
Judaism and Christendom, and the judgments meted 
out to both these systems in their apostasy, and merely 
mentions the gathering of the outside nations for the 
great battle. The revived Roman Empire is, of course, 
dealt with, because it is part of corrupt Christianity, 
in fact, the leading and principal part, for the woman 
rides the Beast in the first division of the week (chap. 
17. 3). Outside nations, with their sins and judgments, 
are set forth in the Old Testament, but have no place 
here. 

We must remember, too, that the apostle is not 
giving us history, but prophecy. He is showing us 
" things to come," not things that are past, and we 
shall see this in a marked way both in this and the 
following chapter. When we turn to Isa. 66 we are 
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told that " before Zion travailed she brought forth : 
before her pain came she was delivered of a man child " 
(v. 7). Then the next verse says, " Who hath heard 
such a thing ? or hath seen such things ? Shall the 
earth be made to bring forth in one day ? Or shall a 
nation be born at once ? For as soon as Zion travailed 
she brought forth her children." Observe, carefully, 
before her travail the man child is born; after her 
travail her children are born—all symbolical language 
of course. In our chapter (Rev. 12) she is seen in her 
travail—not before, and not after. 

Now let us turn to Micah 5.1-4. It speaks of smiting 
the judge of Israel on the cheek, and because of which 
they are given up. But till when ? " Until the time 
that she which travaileth hath brought forth." Brought 
forth what ? Not the man child, for she brought him 
forth before she travailed, but " her children." In 
other words, at the close of " the time of Jacob's 
trouble," which is the time of Zion's travail, all who 
come out of it are looked upon as her seed—her 
children. The Lord protects them through it (" he 
that endures to the end shall be saved ") ; then He 
appears to them, and publicly owns them once more. 
Thus we see it to be prophecy, not history; and how 
beautifully all Scripture hangs together. 

The next sign in Heaven is a great red dragon with 
seven crowned heads and ten horns, and a tail that 
influences the third part of the stars of Heaven, and casts 
them down to the earth. Isa. 9. 14, 15 informs us 
that " the prophet that teacheth lies, he is the tail." 
It would therefore appear to be the Antichrist who is 
here viewed as the tail of the dragon. In chapter 9. 
10, the demons, from the bottomless pit, have their 
stings in their tails, showing that by false teaching 
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they will deceive those who have revolted from God. 
The empire never existed in that form before, nor was 
it ever seen as under Satanic influence, so this passage 
cannot be applied to the time of our Lord's birth. 
The symbol would teach us that Satan (the red 
Dragon) has under his control and at his command, at 
this time, the whole power of the Roman Empire, seen 
in the seven heads crowned and the ten horns ; while 
he uses the Antichrist (the tail) to cast down and 
extinguish all heavenly light (the stars) that hitherto 
had shone for them. A fearful state of things surely ! 

Then he is here seen standing before the woman who 
was about to bring forth, in order that he might 
devour her child—or seed. Let me remark here again 
because of its importance, it is prophecy, not history 
we are looking at. He is seen standing before her 
in the time of her travail, not before, and not after, and 
with a view to destroy her seed (v. 4). Satan's 
object was to destroy all the godly, everything that was 
of God. Then verse 5, it seems to me, is distinctly 
parenthetical. It does not say she brought forth the 
man child when she travailed; as a matter of fact, she did 
not. It is simply to let us see that it is the same woman 
who had previously brought forth the man child. The 
chapter, therefore, does not carry us back to the birth of 
Christ, except in that parenthetical verse, and only to 
identify the woman, who is now in her travail, and 
the object of Satan's hatred and persecution. 

Verse 6, " And the woman fled into the wilderness 
where she hath a place prepared of God, that they 
should feed her there a thousand two hundred and 
threescore days." Here we see her escape during the 
time of her travail, not when it was over. She flees 
into the wilderness. Now a wilderness is a place where 
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there are no natural resources. She is therefore cast 
on God for preservation, and He sees to it that she gets 
it. She is sustained and preserved by Him in His 
goodness. The same God who cared for His people for 
forty years in the wilderness after He brought them 
out of Egypt, protecting them from their enemies, and 
providing for them in their needs, is seen in the 
activities of His grace and love doing the same thing 
again. What comfort this ought to give to every 
trusting heart to-day. It brings out into such relief 
the character of the One in whom we have placed our 
confidence. 

The next great event seen in our chapter is a remark¬ 
able one (vv. 7 to 12). It is " war in Heaven." Not 
that it follows the previous scene in consecutive order. 
Indeed, the other is the result of this. It is one of the 
proofs of " shunting " backwards and forwards seen 
in the book. It is one of the greatest events 
in the book, and with an awful meaning for the 
earth! The mass of people to-day, both saved 
and unsaved, are entirely ignorant of the fact that 
Satan and his angels at present inhabit " the 
heavenly places." They think of him only as in 
hell, from whence he tempts men to sinful and wicked 
actions ! He is not there yet. He is in " the heavenly 
places," and the Christian's true spiritual conflict is 
with "wicked spirits" there (Eph. 6. 12). Verse 7 
of our chapter, however, shows us that Satan is to be 
cast out, Michael and his angels fight against the Dragon 
and his angels, and cast them out of Heaven. He was 
there " accusing " those poor, distressed, and persecuted 
saints of chapter 6. 9, when suffering here, and who 
" loved not their lives unto the death," and doubtless 
he also witnessed the judgment seat of Christ, and the 
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saints given their rewards (2 Cor. 5, 10). But 
now he is cast out, and his names heaped on him to let 
us see his awful character—" the great Dragon," 
that " old Serpent, called the Devil, and Satan," 
the " deceiver of the whole habitable world." No 
wonder it is said, " Woe to the earth and to the sea, 
because the devil has come down to you, having great 
rage, knowing he has a short time" (v. 12, N.T.). 

No wonder Heaven rejoices at such an event! It is 
the announcement in Heaven of the salvation, and the 
power, and the kingdom of our God, and the authority 
of His Christ. They are about to be made good on 
earth ; but, meanwhile, the power has reached Heaven, 
and it is now cleared of the enemy. His time is to be 
short on earth and then earth will be cleared likewise 
by the same power, and the kingdom of our Lord 
established. A delighted and rejoicing Heaven is the 
result of Satan's defeat there. A tormented and 
blaspheming earth the result of the presence here. 
How blessed for the one I How terrible for the other ! 
What a mercy we shall be " with Christ! " What a 
hell upon earth it will be then ! No Holy Spirit here 
as a hindering power ! The salt of the earth gone, and 
complete corruption the result ! No hindrance or 
control of any kind! Lawlessness rampant! The 
earth given over to Satan for the last division of the 
week ! It is then that awful tragedy begins. It does 
not commence immediately Satan is cast out. But 
at the division of the week pandemonium will begin, 
and sinful and wilful men will have to endure it, 
whether they will or not. O that they would listen to 
God's Word now, and " flee from the wrath to come," 
and accept Christ as their present and personal Saviour. 
It is only thus they can escape " the day of vengeance 

G 
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of our God," when he allows Satan to be His scourge 
on the earth, or the " wrath to come " hereafter. 

We must again observe verse 6 before we look at 
verse 13 and onward. " And the woman fled into the 
wilderness where she has there a place prepared of 
God that they should nourish her there 1,260 days." 
When did she flee ? Was it after the birth of the man 
child ? Or was it after Satan was cast out of Heaven ? 
Verse 13 lets us see it is the latter. His direct and 
diabolical persecution of the woman, who had previously 
borne the man child, commences from this point, but 
God graciously cares for her. How precious ! And 
how gracious of Him ! How true to Himself and His 
promises to the Fathers! How like our God ! 

And so we read " And to the woman were given two 
wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the 
wilderness into her place, where she is nourished for 
a time, and times and half a time, from the face of the 
serpent" (v. 14), reminding us of those precious 
words, " Ye have seen what I did to the Egyptians; 
and how I bare you on^eagles' wings, and brought you 
unto Myself" (Exod. 19. 4). Here again it is " eagles' 
wings," which gives the thought of swift and certain 
escape from the malice and fury of Satan, and which 
lands them in the place where they receive comfort 
and sustenance from God. How cheering for per¬ 
secuted and troubled saints at such a time to 
know their safety is assured of God. How truly 
may all say " The Lord is good, His mercy 
endureth for ever," aye, and reacheth down to the 
deepest depths of human misery, trial and suffering. 

The times mentioned here and elsewhere in the 
book are of the greatest importance to be clear about. 
" Time, times, and half a time " is connected with 
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the woman and her preservation (v. 14), and also with 
the length of the tribulation (Dan. 12. 7 and 7. 25). 
The same period is mentioned in chapter n . 3 as 1,260 
days, and is connected with the two witnesses and their 
testimony ; every single day is measured, as well as 
with the sustenance of the woman (12. 6). The same 
period is again seen in chapter 13. 5 as forty and two 
months, and is connected with the Beast and his Satanic-
given authority to pursue his career of blasphemous 
wickedness; and also the treading under foot of the 
holy city (chap. 11. 2). All these periods refer to the 
same time, viz., the last division of Daniel's seventieth 
week, and let us see that during that awful crisis 
God cares for the godly remnant of His people, spite of 
all the malice and persecuting power of the devil. 

Verse 15 is Satan's effort to destroy the woman by 
" water as a flood " which he cast out of his mouth. 
But, as verse 16 tells us, " the earth helped the woman " 
by swallowing up the flood, so that his efforts were 
nullified and unsuccessful. Whatever the " water as 
a flood "just at that point may mean, it may be difficult 
to determine. It may be the event spoken of is the 
first and successful attack of the king of the North, 
instigated by Satan, and allowed by God, as recorded 
in Zech. 14. 2 ; and possibly the interference of the 
Beast, who is the head of the Roman Empire, or 
prophetic earth, may be used of God to save the remnant 
of the people at, or near the end of, that attack. But 
this is merely suggestion, though worthy of further 
thought. 

Then we read in verse 17, " The Dragon was angry 
with the woman, and went to make war with the 
remnant of her seed, who keep the commandments of 
God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ." " The 
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testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy." Who 
then can this remnant be that is so characterised, and 
to whom Satan turns in such rage ? It seems to me to 
point in a special way to the two witnesses, though it 
would perhaps be unwise to limit it to them. Probably 
it will embrace all the godly remnant. The two 
witnesses, however, are testifying in Jerusalem at that 
time, and he "makes war" on them, using the Beast 
for that purpose, and kills them. This, of course, is at 
the close of their testimony, as we have already seen 
in chapter n . How little the Beast dreams of the 
nearness of His own doom ! 

CHAPTER XIII. 

WE come now to the two principal actors on the scene— 
the Beast and Antichrist. Chapter 12 showed us Satan 
and the Dragon cast out of Heaven ; and here we have 
now before us this diabolic trinity of evil on the earth— 
the Dragon, the Beast, and the Antichrist. This 
chapter, to me, is the most awful in the book. It is 
the climax of individual human criminality, instigated 
by Satanic hatred of God and our Lord Jesus Christ. 
Truly an appalling disclosure ! 

The seer is standing on the sand of the sea when he 
beholds a beast " rising up out of the sea." But let 
us make no mistake here. This is not a looking back 
to the origin of the Roman Empire as set forth in 
Dan. 7 ; nor yet is it a description of its revival as such. 
We know, of course, that the empire and its imperial 
head are intimately linked together ; but we must not 
be blind to the fact that Scripture distinguishes between 
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them (chap. 17. 16; Dan. 7. 7, 8, 24), and if 
carefully examined, it will be seen it is the head of the 
empire and his doings that is treated of in our chapter, 
not the empire as such. But this calls for further and 
closer examination. 

We learn from Dan. 7. 8, 24 that when the eleventh 
or " little horn " rises up (afterwards known as the 
Beast) the ten kingdoms (symbolised by the ten horns) 
are then in existence, for he conquers three of the ten. 
And I do not doubt it is then, as the result of that 
victory, that he welds the ten into one consolidated 
and mighty empire, and we behold the revived Roman 
Empire in its ten-kingdom form. Doubtless his victory 
over the three, in its swiftness and completeness, leads 
the rest to recognise his military superiority, and wisely 
accept his suzerainty ; and as he evidently allows the 
three conquered ones to continue as separate kingdoms 
as before, the whole are seen under his domination and 
associated with him in the subsequent destruction of 
the woman (chap. 17. 16). Thus we see the revival 
of the Roman Empire in its imperial phase as the 
seventh head ; and which event, so far as I can see, can 
be placed nowhere else in the Book of Revelation than 
chapter 6. 2, and connected with the advent of the 
mighty conqueror as there noted. 

From a careful study of Dan. 2 and 7, we gather that 
the fourth world kingdom never ceases to exist till it is 
destroyed by the Lord at His glorious appearing. 
Phases of it pass away and make room for fresh ones, 
but the empire, as such, is ever in existence as in the 
thoughts of God and the language of Scripture. Its 
sixth head or form of government—the imperial—is 
said to have ended about A.D. 476. Then the seventh 
comes into display by the advent of the conqueror, and 
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imperialism is once more in evidence, but only for a 
very brief period (see chap. 17. 10). That same verse 
tells us, however, that there is to be an eighth—" The 
Beast that was, and is not, is himself also an eighth, 
and is of the seven; and he goeth into perdition " (R.V.). 
Thus we learn that the seventh and eighth refers not to 
the empire as such, but to the head of it, the Beast of 
our chapter. This is put beyond dispute when we 
read in verse 3 that he is seen rising up after his wound 
of death had been healed. That is, after the seventh 
head had been overthrown. 

We are still further helped if we carefully observe 
the description given of the Beast in our chapter. It 
is not here seen as Daniel saw it. Daniel describes it as 
" dreadful, and terrible, and strong exceedingly ; and 
it had great iron teeth; it devoured and brake in 
pieces, and stamped the residue with its feet, and it 
was diverse from all the beasts that were before it; " 
and, he added, " it had ten horns " (Dan. 7. 7). But in 
verse 24 he informs us that the ten horns are a future 
phase of the kingdom. Daniel never saw it with seven 
heads ; nor with diadem crowned horns ; nor yet with 
names of blasphemy on its heads; all that is new. Thus 
we see it is not history and a description of the past; 
but prophecy, and a description of the characteristics of 
the imperial head of the empire when he rises up for 
the second and last time as the eighth head. 

If we further examine his history, we see him first 
in his civil and military connection. He springs up on 
the scene as a remarkable and successful military 
genius and commander, not in any religious connection. 
He is the eleventh horn rising up among the ten, and 
making good his ambitious designs as world ruler. His 
first stroke must therefore be to prove his military 
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superiority over others. This he does in his success 
over three of the ten, and his consummate skill and 
generalship places him at the head of the ten. 

It is here, however, at this point, that he is faced 
with a state of things which proves his undoing for a 
time. It is the " feet and toes " stage of the great 
image of Dan. 2 that is in evidence at that time, and 
the " clay " is strongly asserting itself. All restraints 
have been removed. The " letting " power of 2 Thess. 
2. 7 has also gone with the Church, so that Socialism, 
Anarchism, Bolshevism, and all the human and sinful 
combinations of men for the obtaining of their objects 
are in evidence, asserting their rights, and consequently 
start up in rebellion and revolution to obtain them; 
and as against the autocratic rule of this new emperor, 
as in the French and Russian revolutions, but without 
the destruction of the man himself; and thus this 
hated position and government is overthrown ; and as 
before noted, this is forcibly set forth in the second 
seal, and its dire results following in the third and fourth. 
And it is here, I do not doubt, that he gets the death 
wound with the sword, and imperialism vanishes as 
the seventh head for the time being, having been short 
lived (chap. 17. 10). 

A close study of the seals seems to indicate that this 
mighty upheaval of the masses continues, and is 
intensified in the sixth seal, resulting in the overthrow of 
every form of stable government there symbolised, till 
the whole scene becomes one awful welter of blood, 
and from kings downwards to slaves, all are fleeing 
and hiding for safety, with the thought burnt into their 
very souls that such an awful state of things can only 
denote that " the wrath of the Lamb has come." The 
fear and anguish of men must be dire indeed at that 
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moment. What more apt figure could be used of such 
a state of things as is here seen than " the sea ! " I 
know of none ! Seething and hissing, heaving and 
lashing in its fury as it throws itself against the barriers 
raised to restrain it and keep it within bounds, but 
only to break and recede to try again ; and this is the 
symbol used in the next stage of the history of the 
Beast. But mark, and it is necessary to repeat and 
repeat again, it is not the empire, but its super-human 
chief we are considering. 

Chapter 13 opens with a vision of him " rising up out 
of the sea." Out of that tumultuous, wild, and lawless 
heaving mass, there emerges at this stage a man of 
power—a man of destiny—a man of fierce and relentless 
passion, who knows no fear and shows no pity. He 
had shown his military genius before, but now he has a 
backing he did not possess at that time. The time has 
come for Satan to step in and take a prominent part, 
and so we read " the Dragon gave him his power, and 
his throne (not seat), and great authority." And now, 
after his defeat by the masses, he is seen coming up 
with all the cunning and craft, as well as the power of 
Satan, from the bottomless pit. He starts up like the 
little Corsican lieutenant in the French revolution, but 
with that backing behind him, and allowed of God, 
which Napoleon never possessed, and in a short while, 
like a man lashing howling dogs into subjection, he, 
cowes and terrifies into submission and into some 
semblance of order once more the seething mass which 
had previously dethroned him. And may it not be 
(I mention it merely as a suggestion) that the whole 
power of the Papacy is given to secure his success, 
seeing their own existence is so precarious at such a 
time and in such a state of things ? Hence, as com-
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pensation, on the success of the effort, she is given the 
coveted position, and is allowed "to ride the Beast" 
(chap. 17. 3). That is, she secures for herself, but 
only for a short season (till the division of the week) the 
coveted position she has sought for years to regain; 
and thus once more the Papacy is seen as the head of 
both religious and civil power. 

At his advent we read of nothing to denote blasphemy, 
nor yet interference in religious matters, either Jewish 
or Christian. It is simply conquest to reach the coveted 
position of world power. The first part of the week 
seems to be passed in quietness. This can easily be 
understood. There will be need for rest from war, 
and time to quiet the fears of the populace, and revive 
commercial activity in order to make preparation for 
future plans, etc. Therefore, it is only at " the dividing 
of the week," that, urged on by Satan, his true character 
displays itself, and the evidences of Satanic control and 
hatred of God and His saints begin to be seen, taking a 
religious form of hatred. He " speaks great words 
against the Most High ; " and " wears out the saints of 
the Most High " (the faithful Jewish remnant) ; and 
" their times and laws are given into his hands " and 
changed by him (Dan. 7. 25). And all this is 
corroborated in Rev. 13, where he is seen in conjunction 
with the Antichrist in connection with apostate 
Judaism and Christianity. 

It is evident, then, from what has already come 
before us that it will be when he " rises up out of the 
sea " that he will " confirm a covenant " with the mass 
of Jews for one week (Dan. 9. 27), and that is the event 
which marks the commencement of the seventieth week. 
Then the next note of time given is, " in the dividing 
of the week," he causes the sacrifice and oblation to 
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cease, etc. And, observe, it is not Antichrist who does 
that, it is the Beast. Then at the glorious appearing 
of the Lord, both Beast and Antichrist are cast alive 
into the lake of fire (chap. 19. 20). With regard to 
the covenant, it looks as though it had been made 
already with them by some nation. It might be that 
the nation used to restore them to their land makes it, 
and guarantees them protection. Then, when the 
Beast springs into power for the last time, he confirms 
it, and guarantees a continuance of it. 

It has been taught by some writers that this rise in 
chapter 13 is the historic rise of the empire; while 
chapter 17 is its rise from the bottomless pit in the 
last half of the week, thus making two risings up of 
the empire. But this is quite a mistake. The two 
speak of the same event but in different connections. 
" Rising up from the sea," as we have seen, denotes 
not the rise of the empire, but of its illustrious chief, 
though intimately connected. It is his outward and 
visible rise into power once more, which men can take 
cognisance of. He is seen to spring up out of that 
heaving state of revolution in the sixth seal, and reduce 
it to a semblance of order by his military genius and 
his " mailed fist " mode of government. Whereas, 
" ascending out of the bottomless pit " denotes the 
invisible place from whence his Satanic-given power 
comes, and which puts him for the last time in the 
imperial position. 

Then again, he is viewed in our chapter rising up, 
having " seven heads and ten horns, and upon his horns 
ten diadems (not crowns). The imperial connection of 
these ten horns or kingdoms is thus denoted by their 
" diadems." Besides that he has on his heads " names 
of blasphemy" (v. 1). Now it is evident that this 
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last is not a characteristic of the empire in its original 
form as seen by Daniel; nor does it characterise its chief 
at his advent. It is a still further advance in 
wickedness under Satanic guidance, resulting in 
open apostasy and his revelation as " the man of 
sin" (2 Thess. 2. 4). 

Furthermore, he has all the characteristics of the 
three previous Gentile monarchies, but here set forth 
in their inverse order (v. 2). The swiftness of the 
Grecian conqueror (the leopard) seen, I judge, in the 
rapidity of his conquest when he comes forth 
" conquering " and subdues three of the ten kings. 
" And to conquer," subsequently seen in his marvellous 
and unprecedented spring into the imperial position 
and power for the second and last time, assisted by 
Satanic agency from the bottomless pit, as already 
stated. The weight of Persian oppression (the bear), 
seen in his oppressive and crushing rule, which had 
culminated in revolution, civil war, and much bloodshed, 
and which eventually cost him his position as imperial 
head, but which operates again on his recovery of that 
position. The majesty of Babylonian greatness (the 
lion), seen in his rising up once more for the second and 
last time into the place of power, and greatness, and 
glory, spite of every opposing element, with his own 
new and added phase of diabolic and blasphemous 
power, having received his throne and great authority 
from Satan out of the abyss. 

And does not this indicate that when the Beast is 
destroyed all these characteristics are destroyed at 
once at the same time ? Thus answering, surely, to 
Dan. 2. 35, where we see all the metals which formed 
the image and denoted phases of government " broken 
to pieces together." It seems so to me. 
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Moreover, verse 3 shows, unmistakably, that it is not 
his advent that is before the apostle ; because he is seen 
here as having " one of his heads as slain to death : 
and his wound of death had been healed" (N.T.). and 
therefore he is an object of wonder to all the world (or 
the whole earth). He is not viewed as suffering from 
the wound, but after it has been healed—after he has 
risen up again. " And they worshipped the Dragon 
which gave him his power, and they worshipped the 
Beast." Both Satan and the Beast thus become 
objects of worship; but nowhere in Scripture that I am 
aware of, do we read that the Antichrist is worshipped, 
or that he seeks it for himself. We know, too, that the 
worship of the Dragon and the Beast not only takes place 
as an ordered and public thing after the Beast's deadly 
wound had been healed and he has risen for the second 
and last time into power, but after the division of the 
week when he has thrown off the woman, and has openly 
apostatised. Indeed, verse 4, connected with verse 3, 
puts it beyond dispute. His admirers look upon him 
as invincible, and say, " Who is like the Beast ? Who 
is able to make war with him ? " While a mouth is 
given to him " speaking great things and blasphemies: " 
and " authority was given him to pursue his career 
forty and two months " (N.T.). This is manifestly a 
specially given Satanic authority for this forty-two 
months in the last division of the week. 

With regard to his " death wound with the sword," 
it is not a literal and physical body wound which slays 
the Beast himself, and from which he has an actual 
resurrection, as some seem to think. The language is 
plain enough. It is " one of his heads " slain to death. 
It is the imperial form of government that is over¬ 
thrown, and thus symbolised as " wounded to death." 
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And it is evident that event takes place under the 
second seal, as I have before noted. 

I see no other place where it could be symbolised. 
To place it under the sixth seal, as some do, is, to me, 
impossible ; for that gives no suited time for recovery 
before the week begins with the trumpets. Indeed, it 
is almost certain that it is out of that chaotic state, seen 
in the sixth seal, that he is brought by Satan for the last 
time into the imperial position and power; but just 
how it will be accomplished we are not told. 

It might be helpful to turn back to the second seal 
for a moment, even at the expense of repetition. It is 
a red horse that is there seen, " and him that sat on it, 
and to him it was given to take peace from the earth, 
and that they should slay one another ; and there was 
given him a great sword " (chap. 6. 4, N.T.). This 
symbolism would surely teach us that a terrible state 
of anarchy, revolution, and civil war has ensued, with 
all its attendant horrors of famine and death, as seen in 
the two following seals. 

It would seem as though the masses, with their 
Socialistic ideas, burst forth again into revolt (as in the 
French Revolution, and in Russia and elsewhere of late) 
against the despotic iron rule of the emperor, and 
utterly destroy, for the time being, his imperial 
position and power, but not the man himself. From 
previous and present happenings we see how easily this 
can be done when once men's passions are let loose ; 
how much more easily and more likely when the 
restraints are removed, and God leaves them to them¬ 
selves and Satan. 

To some it may appear too early in his career to put 
" the death wound " under the second seal; but we 
must not forget we are ignorant of the length of time 
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that may elapse in the seals, especially when we 
remember they are providential judgments before the 
week begins. There can be no question that the time 
will be comparatively short between the second, third, 
and fourth, because the two latter are simply the 
results of the previous ones. Moreover, he has to hold 
the imperial position for a short time only before he 
receives the death wound with the sword, as may be 
seen from chapter 17. 10, n ; and that is a very 
important factor in understanding the subject. We 
read, "And there are seven kings; five are fallen, and 
one is, and the other is yet to come ; and when he 
cometh, he must continue a short space." Then it 
adds, " And the Beast that was, and is not, even he is 
the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into 
perdition." That is, he is of the seven because there 
are only seven heads or forms of government, and he 
was the seventh. Then because of the new and diabolic 
phase added to the other, he is himself an eighth. 
Thus we see he continues as the seventh head only 
" a short space " after his advent, then he loses it, and, 
for the last time, regains it as the eighth head. 

There is another important passage, which affords 
additional proof if needed, which we must consider 
here, though belonging to chapter 17. Verse 8 reads, 
" The Beast that thou sawest was and is not, and 
shall ascend out of the bottomless pit, and go into 
perdition." This is usually interpreted as meaning that 
the empire existed, ceased to exist, and will exist again. 
It is also affirmed that " the deadly wound " which the 
Beast received was " the break up of the imperial power 
of Rome by the Huns and Goths in the fifth century," 
and " the healing of the deadly wound " is the revival 
of the Roman Empire as such, seen in chapter 13. 
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Then others speak of the rise of the Beast here as " the 
historical rise " of the empire ; and his rise " from the 
bottomless pit," as seen in chapter 17, as another and 
different rising which takes place in " the last half of 
the week " (as they express it). But what a sheaf of 
questions crop up in connection with such statements ! 

It was the sixth head, the imperial, which existed 
in John's day ; but we are told as above that it 
received the death wound from the Huns and Goths, 
and the empire ceased to exist in the fifth century. If 
this be so, then the empire on its revival will be the 
seventh head. Where, then, do they place the collapse 
of the empire as the seventh head to get its rise again 
from the bottomless pit in the last half of the week as 
the eighth ? for chapter 17. 8 informs us it is the eighth 
head that " ascends out of the bottomless pit and goeth 
into perdition" (see also v. 11), not the seventh. 

What a tangle we get into with such views ! And all 
through failing to see how Scripture distinguishes 
between the empire as such, as spoken of by Daniel, 
and the head or chief of it as spoken of by John in the 
Apocalypse; though both are intimately connected, 
and must not be separated. To be consistent with the 
above given interpretation, when it says " he goeth into 
perdition," we must still have the empire as such in 
view, and therefore assume it is the empire that is 
cast into the lake of fire (v. 11 and chap. 19. 20). 

Now had it been recognised that Scripture never 
views the empire as non-existent, and that John in the 
Apocalypse mostly speaks of its head on that account, 
this confusion and contradiction would have been 
avoided. To me, it is amazing how most expositors 
have missed that point. Apply chapters 6. 2; 13; 
and 17 to the head of the empire and his doings, and all 
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is clear and consistent; ending up with his " going 
into perdition," in other words, as in chapter 19. 20, 
" cast into the lake of fire." 

Then again we are told by some that the seventh 
head was Napoleon, because he continued his remark¬ 
able career in that part of the Old Roman Empire for 
a short time ; and it leaves room for the revival of the 
eighth head from the abyss. But this is only another 
evidence of confusion and inconsistency. Another 
attempt with man's " hammers and axes " to make fit 
what it is evident cannot otherwise fit, on account of 
their interpretation of its being the empire, instead of 
the head of it. Surely they know that none of these 
events between chapter 6 and the end of the book can 
transpire until the Church is taken up. How then can 
they sandwich Napoleon in as the seventh head ? 
Such an idea is untenable ! 

True, the kingdom existed, and in a certain sense 
ceased to exist, and will exist again ; but is that its 
meaning here in this passage ? I think not, for in 
John's day it did exist; so that he could not then say 
" it is not." Nor could he say so as speaking pro¬ 
phetically from the midst of the scenes themselves, 
if the empire itself is in view. No ! The legitimate 
meaning of the passage, and which is in keeping with 
the general prophetic teaching of the book is, " The 
Beast which thou sawest 'Was' ," refers to the 
revival of the imperial phase of the empire, when the 
conqueror arises in chapter 6. 2, and becomes the 
seventh head ; and to which the apostle who is, as it 
were, in the midst of the events in his visions, looks 
back to. Then " and is not " applies to the time when 
he, the head of it, in whom it is personified, receives the 
death wound with the sword, and imperialism once 
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more, for the time being, ceases to exist by the revolt 
of " the clay " against " the iron." Then " and shall 
be present " applies to the time when he springs up 
and assumes for the second and last time the imperial 
position given him by Satanic agency as the eighth 
head, as seen in chapter 13. 

John's mind is in the midst of the events, as I have 
said, and he speaks of them from that standpoint, and 
shows what characterises the Beast then. Moreover, 
it applies not to the empire as such, but to the Beast 
himself as its imperial head, though intimately 
connected; and the Revised Version puts that beyond 
controversy in chapter 17. 11, for it says, " And the 
Beast that was, and is not, even he is himself an eighth, 
and Ae^goeth into perdition." Does the empire as 
such, go there ? We read the Beast is taken and cast 
into the lake of fire (chap. 19). Is that true of the 
empire as such ? Thus we see that when the Beast is 
seen here in chapter 13 it is not at his advent, but it is 
his rise for the last time, and from the bottomless pit, 
after his death wound with the sword had been healed. 
He becomes the object of idolatrous worship under the 
influence of Satan and the Antichrist, only when the 
last division of the week is reached. How this rise will 
take place God has not been pleased to reveal to us. 

What a contrast we have if we take Luke 4. 5-8 and 
compare it with this chapter, verse 2. There we have 
the Lord Jesus, the second man, the man of God's 
counsels, in the place of dependence and obedience, and 
Satan offering Him all the power and glory of the 
kingdoms of this world if He would but worship him. 
He offers Him all, without the cross, on that condition, 
but only to be baffled and defeated by the perfectly 
obedient man using the Word of God. He refused it 

H 
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from Satan, and received it all from the hands of a 
faithful God in resurrection (Matt. 28. 18). How 
beautiful that is ! What a lesson for us ! 

Here we see Satan's man. The devil has found one 
who will do his will, and not scruple to put himself in the 
place of God and demand worship for himself; and 
Satan gives him " his power, and throne, and great 
authority." How terrible when we think of a human 
being so utterly apostate and so wholly governed by 
Satan ! It seems almost incredible ! Indeed, it would 
be so did we not know what man is, and what God has 
declared him to be. How truly this man is " the man 
of sin " who goes into perdition (2 Thess. 2. 3). 

What a frightful panorama of diabolical wickedness 
passes before our minds' eye, with a human being for 
its centre and head, in verses 4 to 8 ! It is 
something appalling to read them. Think of the 
multitude of human beings, creatures of God, owing 
everything to Him, and responsible to respond to the 
outgoings of His gracious and providential goodness, 
all worshipping the Beast—lauding the Beast— 
glorifying the Beast. And what vain person would 
not be affected and carried away by such a united and 
enthusiastic outburst of admiration as is here seen ? 
And thus it is that Satan works on the vanity of this 
darling of the populace, and so he repeats what other 
victorious emperors had done in the past, and presents 
himself as an object of worship, with this blasphemous 
addition, he " sets himself up in the temple of God," 
exalting himself above God, and " showing himself that 
he is God " (2 Thess. 2. 4). Satan had said to Eve, " Ye 
shall be as gods." It would seem as though he was 
making good that word, and here is a man usurping the 
place of God, and worshipped by the creature as such. 
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daring, too, to set himself up in the temple of God at 
Jerusalem ! There can be no question the Beast is 
there at that time, and actually and literally sits in the 
temple of God and as God. It is not the Antichrist 
who does this. 

The power, or authority, given him by Satan in 
verse 5, is a special authority for forty-two months. 
That is, in the latter part of Daniel's seventieth week. 
It is just before or at the commencement of that period 
that he becomes apostate and throws off the woman 
(the false and harlot church) which had to a certain 
extent at least dominated him up to that point, and 
then open blasphemy characterises him, and open 
persecution is meted out to the saints, the Jewish 
remnant; and his authority is exercised over " all 
kindreds, and tongues, and nations," and " all that 
dwell upon the earth shall worship him, whose names 
are not written in the book of life." 

We must bear in mind, however, that these 
expressions, " kindreds, tongues, and nations," and 
" all the world," apply here only to the prophetic, or 
western earth, and not to all the inhabitants of the 
globe. The Beast's power only extends over the 
Roman or Western earth. We must repeat, the Book 
of Revelation does not deal with the history of the 
outside nations; only those comprising what is termed 
Christendom, or connected in some special way with 
the history of God's earthly people, the Jews. It deals 
with apostate Judaism and apostate Christendom only. 
We learn the judgments of some of the nations from 
the Old Testament prophecies. This passage, however, 
shows us how complete will be the power of the Beast 
over the whole of Christendom and Judaism in that 
awful crisis. 
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Another thing not to be overlooked is, God will not 
allow any of His saints at that time to resist the Beast 
by force—" He that killeth with the sword must be 
killed by the sword." Or as Luke 21. 19 puts it, " In 
patience possess ye your souls," in contrast to resisting 
and fighting. There will have to be then quiet trust in 
God, and waiting His time for deliverance, and the 
acceptance of all the trial and bitter persecution as 
chastisement from His hand; and therein will be seen 
" the patience and faith of the saints." 

The apostle next sees " another Beast coming up 
out of the earth ; and he had two horns like a lamb; 
and he spake as a dragon" (v. 11). A horn is the 
symbol of power. This second Beast is undoubtedly 
the Antichrist; and his having two horns would denote 
that Satan uses him and energises him to travesty the 
twofold power of the Lord Jesus who said, " All power 
in Heaven and in eafth is given unto Me, go ye, therefore, 
and teach all the nations, etc." (Matt. 28. 18, 19). We 
see this Beast using this power in causing fire to come 
down from Heaven, and also in the various miracles he 
performs, and in connection with the earth. He has 
all the power of the first Beast, too. That is, he has the 
same Satanic power given to him that was given to the 
first Beast, and he uses it in the presence of the first 
Beast (before him) to ingratiate himself with him, as 
well as deceive " them that dwell on the earth " (the 
ungodly Jews), and get them first of all to worship the 
Beast, and then on his departure to make an image to 
him, and, as we learn from Matt. 24, set it up in the holy 
place ; then he causes it to speak, and compels men to 
worship it, on pain of death. What an appalling outlook 
in view of that coming day. 

The Antichrist then rises out of the earth ; not out of 
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the sea. Now this in itself is important, and an 
unanswerable proof that the first Beast, this " Man 
of Sin," is not the Antichrist. These two personages 
are so often confounded and used interchangeably by 
expositors of prophecy. The very place of their origin 
distinguishes them, besides so many other contrasts. 

From what part of the earth or empire the Anti¬ 
christ springs up we know not. Whether out of 
Palestine itself, or some one of the kingdoms which 
form the prophetic earth, we cannot say. But that he 
is a Jew there can be no question, with the description 
given of him in Dan. 11. 37 before us. He must be 
one indeed to be received by the Jews. We learn from 
that chapter that he is the king in the land, though a 
mere puppet in the hands of the first Beast, and the 
tool used by Satan to further the diabolic and blas¬ 
phemous designs of the Beast. He is the head of apostate 
Judaism—as the first Beast is the political head of 
apostate Christendom, at least in the western world. 

It is a very solemn thought that the Lord Jesus 
showed His credentials to the Jews when He came, and 
was rejected. The Antichrist will come with the same 
credentials and will be received. They rejected the 
Lord who came in His Father's name; they will 
receive the Antichrist when he comes in his own name 
(John 5. 43). Compare Acts 2. 22 with 2 Thess. 2. 9. 

It is very difficult to determine when the Antichrist 
springs up. He is abruptly brought on the scene in 
Dan. 11. 36, and we get no clue from that passage; 
but in all probability it will be sometime during the 
seal judgments, if not before. It is more than likely 
he will be established as their king in Jerusalem when 
the Beast confirms the covenant with them. Nor does 
2 Thess. 2. 7-10 help us in this, because it only lets us 
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see that it is after the hindering power has been removed 
that he is revealed (vv. 7, 8). 

There is one thing which is quite clear, however, and 
that is that the first Beast is in Jerusalem (whatever 
reason may be assigned for his being there) when the 
Antichrist is publicly revealed, and performing his 
miracles, for our chapter (Rev. 13.12) informs us," And he 
(the Antichrist) exerciseth all the power of the first Beast 
before him." Then, verse 14, " And deceiveth them 
that dwell on the earth (the ungodly and apostate Jews) 
by means of those miracles which he had power to do 
in the sight of the Beast." Again, in chapter 19. 20, 
" And the Beast was taken, and with him the false 
prophet that wrought miracles before him." So that 
it is quite evident the first Beast is there at that time, 
and literally " sits in the temple of God, showing him¬ 
self that he is God" (2 Thess. 2. 4). And, I should judge, 
it is on his departure that his image is set there as an 
object of worship and the Antichrist compels all to 
worship it. But nowhere in Scripture, that I know of, 
is the Antichrist said to sit there as an object of worship. 

It is surprising how expositors have overlooked this 
fact. They usually see the image of the Beast set up in 
the temple as the object of worship. But tell us it is 
the Antichrist who sits there and receives it, not the 
Beast. But this is certainly a mistake. It is not 
likely that this autocrat, then on the flood tide of 
popularity and power would allow the Antichrist, who 
is a mere puppet and tool in his hands, to place himself 
on equality with him! No! No! The statement in 
2 Thess. 2. 4 is absolute ! He brooks no rival! He 
allows no Antichrist to sit in the same place and on 
equality with himself at any time. 

Then from both Old and New Testaments we have 
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his character set forth so that there is no possibility of 
mistaking the person described. Daniel says, "He 
shall speak great words against the Most High " (Dan. 7. 
25). Paul says, " Who opposeth and exalteth himself 
above all that is called God or that is worshipped ; so that 
he as God sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself 
that he is God " (2 Thess. 2. 4). While John says, " He 
opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to 
blaspheme His name, and His tabernacle, and them that 
dwell in Heaven " (Rev. 13. 6). He is the antithesis to 
God, not Christ. 

We see at once this is no mere demanding divine 
honours as other Roman emperors had done in the 
past. It is a blasphemous and diabolic assumption of 
Deity, instigated by Satan; a monstrous outrage 
against God, and against every religious sentiment, 
whether Jewish or Christian; the act of an apostate 
who has wholly given himself over to Satan, and is thus 
ruled from the bottomless pit. How well named " the 
Man of Sin, the son of perdition," the very personifica¬ 
tion of everything that is impious, foul, and abandoned. 

There is another important point we must not 
overlook, seen in that passage quoted above (Rev. 19, 
20). It is positive proof that the false prophet and the 
Antichrist are one and the same person. It is said of 
both that they do the same things (compare chap. 13.12). 
It is needful to note this because it is taught by some 
that they are distinct persons. 

We often look round and feel staggered at the awful 
power of Satan seen in Spiritism, and the lengths to 
which that vile and devilish system has gone; but as 
yet it is a small matter compared with what will be 
done when the Antichrist appears on the scene, and 
begins his miracles. He will be the greatest Spiritist 
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medium the world has ever seen or known. Think of 
him giving breath to an image ! He cannot give life 
to it. Not even Satan, his master, can do that; that is 
God's prerogative alone. The magicians of Egypt, 
acting under Satanic influence, in their day could not 
produce life in the shape of lice from dust, and had to 
own they could not do it, that it was " the finger of 
God " (Exod. 8.18,19). But he can and does, under the 
influence and power of the devil, cause the image to 
breathe and also speak (N.T.). And, remember, this 
will be no hidden gramophone record, or anything of 
that kind, secreted within the image. No! No! It 
will be real, Satanic-created, vocal sound emanating 
from it—the voice of a demon in possession for the 
occasion, in order to carry conviction to those who have 
refused the truth of God, as well as despised the Christ 
of God, and who are given up to believe a lie. It is 
appalling to think of it, and makes one shudder at the 
prospect before the unsaved, while unfeignedly 
thanking God for salvation from such deception and 
horrors, and from " the wrath to come." May God 
have mercy on souls caught in that snare to-day, and 
turn them to Jesus and His precious blood ere it be 
too late. 

Then again, what is all this banding together of 
men in societies and unions ? This Socialism and 
Bolshevism that is becoming more rampant every day ? 
Is it not the prelude to what will be seen full-blown in 
the coming day—the lawlessness and selfwill of fallen 
man which will brook no restraints, and sets itself up 
against all government, and against the Lord and His 
Christ, saying, " Let us break their bands asunder, and 
cast away their cords from us " (Psa. 2.1-3). Restraints, 
either divine or human, are not to be tolerated, and 
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must be abolished, and man allowed to have his own 
way, whatever the cost. Yes, but they know not the 
price they must pay for it. It will be eternity in the 
lake of fire (chap. 20. 15). Fearful end for all such. 
All that which they are striving after has already been. 
It was allowed before the flood, and ended in the flood; 
and all such present and future efforts will end in a 
flood of fire (2 Peter 3. 7). 

Here then we see the culmination of all this. The 
devil's trinity is revealed. He has brought out his 
man and set him up as God; and also brought into 
prominence the Anii-Chxist, playing into the hands of 
the first Beast; with himself, the unseen power, 
helping both. The " Man of Sin " impersonating God. 
The Antichrist impersonating the true Christ. And 
Satan, with his awful unseen power, impersonating the 
Holy Ghost. These are the two master minds on the 
earth, helped and energised by Satanic craft and power, 
and this is what it all comes to. Men are compelled, to 
bow to them. Refuse, and it is death in this world. 
Obey, and it is damnation in the next world (chap, 14. 
9-11). Their trades union principles are here seen full 
blown, and no one can buy or sell without the mark of 
the Beast on forehead or hand. A hellish boycott, 
indeed ! But what a doom awaits all such when " He 
who sitteth in the Heavens shall laugh," when " the 
Lord shall have them in derision," as He " speaks to 
them in His wrath, and vexes them in His sore dis¬ 
pleasure." O the wondrous grace that still says, 
" Kiss the Son lest He be angry, and ye perish from the 
way when His wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed 
are all they that put their trust in Him" (Psa. 2). 

The number of the Beast, 666, over which there has 
been so much speculation and guessing, is not the 
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number of Antichrist, as is often said, but that of the 
first Beast, and will be easily recognised by those on 
the scene in that awful day, the men of understanding 
whom God will raise up to teach His people (Dan. u . 
35; 12. io). Meanwhile, we need not trouble our heads 
about it; rather let us exercise our hearts unto godliness 
and thankfulness for salvation, and in devoted service 
to Him who has " loved us, and washed us from our 
sins in His own blood." To Him be the eternal praise 
and worship. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

HERE, in chapter 14, we are greeted with a cheering 
sight—the Lamb standing on Mount Zion, and 144,000 
with Him. We are thus turned to view the Millennial 
earth, and a perfect number—twelve times twelve— 
who, spite of all the unutterable and unparalleled 
horrors of the tribulation, have been brought through 
into safety, and are seen with the Lamb on Mount Zion; 
like Noah brought in safety through the flood and set 
on a new typical earth. It is the King of Psalm 2 and 
His followers with Him—the remnant who have gone 
through all the horrors of those " forty-two months " 
of the Beast's power. 

They have His Father's Name written in their fore¬ 
heads—not their Father's. What a contrast to the 
apostates of the previous chapter, with the Beast's 
name wiitten on theirs. As we view this picture our 
minds instinctively turn to that day of eternal glory 
and blessedness for us, of whom it is written, " His 
servants shall serve Him. And they shall see His face, 
and His Name shall be in their foreheads." A day our 
hearts may well look forward to with joyful anticipation. 
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Next, we have the voice of a great company in 
Heaven, harping and singing. They are a distinct 
company from the elders. They sing their new song 
before the throne and the living creatures and the 
elders (v. 3). It is the martyred saints (chap. 15. 2), 
and their song is peculiar, and impossible to be sung 
by any others, except the 144,000 on earth standing on 
Mount Zion. Why is this ? Is it not because those 
singing it in Heaven had felt the Beast's power and 
died under i t ; while the 144,000 had also felt it and 
been preserved through it ? It would seem so. They 
had kept themselves, like virgins, from the defiling 
influences of a profane and idolatrous worship of the 
Beast, and had followed the Lamb wherever He had led 
them. They were therefore the firstfruits from and on 
the earth, and were now before the throne of God (on 
earth)—there in peace and rest, and owned as without 
fault. 

A glance at the different companies in the book 
might help us here. 

THE HEAVENLY COMPANIES. 

(A) The elders (chap. 4). 
(B) Those beheaded (chap. 6). 
(C) The two witnesses (chap. 11). 
(D) The heavenly harpers (chap. 14). 
(E) Those on the sea of glass (chap. 15). 

D and E I take to be the same company. 

THOSE WHO HAVE PART IN THE FIRST RESURRECTION 

(Chap. 20. 4). 
(A) The elders (chap. 4). 
(B) Those beheaded (chap. 6). 
(C, D, E) Those martyred under the Beast's power 

(chap. 11 14, 15). 
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From the above we see that the heavenly harpers 
include all martyred under the power of the Beast as 
well as the two witnesses of chapter n . This is still 
more apparent from the fact that the 144,000 can 
learn their song, seeing they (the 144,000) had felt the 
Beast's power and lived through it; while they (the 
harpers) had felt it and died under it, as already stated. 
But both companies knew what it was, and so could sing 
the same song. The song is given in chapter 15. 3, 4. 

T H E MILLENNIAL COMPANIES ON EARTH. 

(.4) The 144,000 of chapter 7—a symbolic number out 
of all Israel. 

(B) The great multitude of chapter 7—Gentiles. 
(C) The 144,000 of chapter 14—a symbolic number out 

of Judah, or the tribes in the land, but not 
out of the ten tribes. 

The next thing in our chapter is " the everlasting 
Gospel," preached " to them that dwell on the earth," 
and " to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and 
people." Observe, this is not " the Gospel of the grace 
of God " which is being preached in this, the day of 
grace. Neither is it " the Gospel of the kingdom." 
This latter had been proclaimed from the time the 
Church was taken away to Heaven; but it was rejected 
just as it had been rejected at the first. But now that 
men are worshipping the Beast, God, in His surprising 
and surpassing mercy, gives these wilful and wicked 
souls one more chance, and sends forth, at the very 
close, as it were, this message—a message which had 
ever been true from the beginning of man's sinful 
history, " Fear God, and give glory to Him," with this 
addition, " for the hour of His judgment is come ; and 
worship Him that made Heaven, and the earth, and the 
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sea, and the fountains of waters." From the beginning 
man has ever been responsible to fear God and to wor¬ 
ship his Creator, though in God's dispensational dealings 
with His creatures, new relationships have been formed, 
and other new responsibilities have come into operation 
from time to time, but not to the displacing of those 
which depend on our creatureship. 

Thus we see God, during the time of tribulation, 
calling men's attention to His creatorial title and 
claim, and demanding to be acknowledged and wor¬ 
shipped. Just as we read in Psa. 19, " The heavens 
declare the glory of God, and the firmament showeth 
His handiwork." And in Rom, 1. 19, 20, " Because 
that which may be known of God is manifest to them. 
For the invisible things of Him from the creation of the 
world are clearly seen, being understood by the things 
that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so 
that they are without excuse." Now " the hour of 
His judgment has come." It was just about to burst 
on these wicked men. Will they now listen and worship 
God instead of the Beast ? Will they acknowledge 
their creature responsibilities and bow to Him as the 
Creator ? What patient grace on His part! What 
unblushing and profane wickedness on theirs ! 

Another important point meets us in this chapter. 
This "everlasting Gospel" is sent to " them that dwell on 
the earth." Who are they ? It has been said they are 
those who have rejected the heavenly calling and 
settled down on the earth. In other words, the 
professors who were left behind when the Church was 
taken away. But this is impossible, and a grave 
mistake. 2 Thess. 2 negatives that completely, and 
shows there is no salvation for any Gospel hearers who 
have continued to be Gospel rejecters. God sends them 
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no Gospel of any kind, but a " strong delusion that 
they should believe a lie, that they all might be damned 
who believed not the truth." It is impossible then 
they can be those to whom the everlasting Gospel is 
preached. No ! It is the apostate Jews in the land 
who have received and are worshipping the Beast. 
They are distinguished from the rest in verse 6. God 
is giving them their last chance. These are the people 
thus characterised throughout the Apocalypse as " they 
that dwell on the earth." 

It stretches out, however, beyond those and takes in 
" every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and people." 
But we must remember this does not mean every 
nation on the globe. It simply embraces all those under 
the sway of the Beast, as in chapter 13. 7. It is, there¬ 
fore, what is usually called the prophetical earth that is 
in view—those who would be influenced by Antichrist 
and found worshipping the Beast. There will be 
multitudes in that day who have never heard the Gospel 
of the grace of God, and so are not guilty of rejecting it, 
and here we see God graciously giving them all a last 
chance to acknowledge His claims and bow to Him. 

It might be helpful for us to inquire just here what 
class of persons are these who are styled " them that 
dwell on the earth." Who are they ? It is usually 
said, " they are a moral class " or " they are those who 
have refused the heavenly calling, and deliberately 
chosen the earth, and settled down upon it." In other 
words, the Christless professors left behind at the 
rapture. 

The expression occurs nine times in the book. Ten 
times if we take the reading of chapter 8. 13 as given 
in the N.T. It evidently refers to a particular and 
recognised class of people, and who are only brought 
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before us in this book, and recognised as being on the 
scene after the Church is taken away. Doubtless there 
are those on the earth to-day whose moral character 
stamps them as those who prefer this earth to Heaven. 
That, surely, no one can question ; but such are not in 
view here. We shall find, as we proceed, that they are 
the ungodly Jews in the land at " the time of the end." 

It might be asked why are they termed " they that 
dwell on the earth ? " We must remember that to the 
Jews "the land" (Palestine) is "the earth" (see 
Isa. 24), and they are back in it in unbelief and dwelling 
in it once more in contrast to being outcasts and 
wanderers under the ban of Jehovah. And seeing the 
ungodly ones will form the greater part of the people at 
the time in contrast to the godly remnant, they are 
spoken of in this way. They subsequently become 
apostate Jews under the Satanic influence of the Anti¬ 
christ. But let us briefly glance at the passages which 
mention them. 

In chapter 3. 10 the Lord assures those who keep 
His Word that He will keep them from (not in) the 
hour of temptation which shall come upon all the 
habitable world to try " them that dwell upon the 
earth." He thus carries our minds on to the time of 
tribulation, and to a company thus characterised and 
on the earth then. 

In chapter 6. 10 we see the martyrs crying for 
vengeance on " those that dwell on the earth." They 
are not Christian martyrs. All such are then with the 
Lord. It is the martyred Jewish witnesses who had 
carried forth " the Gospel of the kingdom " and had 
been slain. It is the time which the Lord calls " the 
beginning of sorrows" (Matt. 24. 9). Now, it is quite 
evident that they do not carry this Gospel to apostate 
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Christians, so it cannot be apostate Christians who 
behead them. Who then are in view ? Surely none 
other than the ungodly Jews who are determined to 
refuse any announcement of any kingdom other than 
that which exists, and visit with death, as the Lord 
said they would do, those who dare to proclaim it. 

There is a very remarkable and noticeable omission 
in chapter 7. We read, " After this I beheld, and lo, 
a great multitude which no man could number, of all 
nations, and kindreds, and peoples, and tongues, stood 
before the throne and before the Lamb," etc. (v. 9). 
Now, why are " they that dwell on the earth " omitted 
here ? Simply because they are the ungodly Jews who 
will all have perished ere this Millennial scene spoken of 
here begins. 

In chapter 11 we are in the city of Jerusalem where 
the two witnesses are slain (vv. 7, 8), and we read, 
" Men of the peoples, and tribes, and tongues, and 
nations," see these two slain witnesses and refuse them 
burial. Then, and " they that dwell on the earth " 
rejoice . . . because these two prophets tormented 
" them that dwell on the earth." Can it be that these 
supposed apostate Christians are in Jerusalem and 
tormented by the preaching of these two prophets 
there ? Impossible ! The sphere is a limited one— 
Jerusalem. And while men of the nations are there, 
" those that dwell on the earth" evidently dwell 
there; and are tormented there for 1,260 days, and 
consequently rejoice at the death of these two 
witnesses. It was they alone who were tormented by 
that testimony. 

We learn from chapter 13. 7, 8 that the Beast has 
power over " all kindreds, and tongues, and nations " 
(the Western nations); and then we read, " all they 
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that dwell on the earth " shall worship him. Can there 
be a doubt that it is the ungodly Jews who are here 
spoken of ? It is they whom the Antichrist (their 
king) compels to worship the Beast (not himself) as 
verse 8 says they will do. Moreover, it is they who make 
the image of the Beast under the compulsion of their 
king, and worship both him and it, and Satan, too 
(v. 4). Apostate Christendom is found neither in 
Jerusalem, nor yet in the Holy Land, for this to be 
applicable then and there. 

In chapter 14. 6 we learn the reason why the 
expression could not possibly apply to apostate 
Christians. There is hope for these dwellers on the 
earth. A possibility of their being saved if they will. 
There is none for apostate Christians. The day of grace 
is past for them. For all Gospel hearers who have been 
Gospel rejecters there is no salvation, and 2 Thess. 2. 
10-12 puts this beyond dispute. But " the everlasting 
Gospel" is to be preached to these "dwellers on the 
earth," and also to " every nation, and kindred, and 
tongue, and people." It is God's last call to them. 

What wondrous grace ! The lingerings and beseech-
ings of divine love are truly marvellous ! Even here 
we can say afresh, " not willing that any should perish." 
At the same time it shows clearly, and beyond question, 
it is not apostate Christians, left behind at the rapture, 
that are so designated, but the apostate Jews in the 
land, and God, in grace and goodness, giving them their 
last chance—calling on them to worship Him, and fear 
Him, and give glory to Him, not to the Beast, and to do 
it, whatever it may cost, before His final judgments fall. 

In chapter 17. 8 the expression is used for the last 
time in the book, and it accords with chapter 13. 8. 
Comment on it is, therefore, unnecessary. 

I 
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Next, we have the fall of Babylon announced. 
Remark here it is not her destruction, only her fall. 
Her destruction takes place subsequently under the 
seventh vial, and is detailed in chapters 17 and 18 ; 
here it is simply the announcement of her fall. " She 
loses her place of active governing, involving her moral 
degradation," as another has wisely said. This event 
will be seen when the Beast becomes openly apostate, 
and throws off the woman which up to that point had 
been riding (governing) him ; and which event takes 
place at or about the dividing of the week. 

Then another angel threatens the worshippers and 
the receivers of the mark of the Beast with the wrath 
of God " poured out without mixture into the cup of 
His indignation." A most awful and eternal judg¬ 
ment. What a frightful state of things will exist at 
that time. On the one hand, the Beast demanding 
divine honours, and the Antichrist playing into his 
hands, and compelling men to give them to him on pain 
of death. On the other, God heralding forth by His 
angel the eternal judgment which will be inflicted on all 
those who do it. Truly it will be an awful time, and 
a testing time for the saints then on earth. 

What comfort rings out in the announcement of the 
voice from Heaven, in verse 13! What cheer to those 
tried saints carrying their lives in their hands, and 
liable to lose them under most painful conditions at 
any moment, to hear such words, " Blessed are the 
dead which die in the Lord from henceforth." If they 
die they certainly miss the earthly side of the kingdom ; 
but they gain the heavenly side, and are numbered 
amongst the heavenly saints, who live and reign with 
Christ (chap. 20. 4). 

We next see " One like unto the Son of Man " coming 
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upon a white cloud, crowned with a golden crown, and 
a sharp sickle in His hand. The harvest of the earth is 
now ripe, and ready to be reaped. This would seem to 
denote the ingathering of all the redeemed on the earth 
and for the earth. The firstfruits had been seen as 
gathered in the commencement of the chapter in the 
144,000. Now the harvest itself has come, and all are 
to be gathered. 

Then we have another angel with a sharp sickle like¬ 
wise, who gathers the clusters of " the vine of the 
earth," and casts them into " the winepress of the 
wrath of God." This is the vintage, as the other was 
the harvest. It is unmitigated judgment—God's 
terrific judgment on the mass of empty, Christless, and 
apostate profession on the earth of every description, 
and which is completed when the great battle takes 
place in connection with the appearing of the Lord. 

Israel was the vine, brought forth out of Egypt to 
produce fruit for God (Psa. 80), but only " wild grapes " 
were borne (Isa. 5), and judgment fell upon them. Then 
the Lord Jesus came, beginning the history of Israel 
afresh as it were. He was " the true vine " (John 15), 
and God found fruit from Him. Christendom has now 
taken the place of Judaism as a system on the earth, 
and responsible to bear fruit for God on account of the 
privileges and blessings granted to them (Rom. 11). 
But, alas, it too has become at the end a corrupt and 
apostate system, and is called " the vine of the earth." 
Every religious profession of whatever kind, Jewish or 
Christian, all have revolted from God, and at this time, 
as seen in our chapter, are in open apostasy under the 
Beast and Antichrist; and all meet their doom under 
the awful judgments in trumpets, vials, and the great 
battle at the close. Such will be the end and doom of 
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the present Christless, so-called Christian profession on 
earth, What a mercy from God to find oneself free and 
outside of it, and " waiting for God's Son from Heaven." 

We have then in this chapter a sort of synopsis of 
seven important events which take place after the 
Church is removed to Heaven. 

(1) The remnant of Judah (not of the ten tribes) out 
of the great tribulation (or " time of Jacob's 
trouble," Jer. 30. 7), and seen standing with 
the Lamb on Mount Zion, the firstfruits for the 
Millennial earth out of that appalling crisis. 

(2) The everlasting Gospel proclaimed throughout 
the prophetic earth ; God giving men their 
last chance of salvation. 

(3) The fall of Babylon announced—not her doom. 
This event carries us back to the division of 
the week when the woman is thrown off by 
the Beast. 

(4) The threat of eternal judgment on those who 
worship or traffic with the Beast. 

(5) The blessedness announced, as source of comfort, 
of those who die in the Lord during that 
awful crisis. 

(6) The harvest of the earth reaped and gathered for 
blessing. 

(7) The vintage cut and trodden—the unsparing and 
unmitigated judgment of God on all the 
apostate religious profession on earth, as also 
on the nations gathered against Jerusalem at 
the end. 

Well ma}' our hearts be bowed down in adoring wor¬ 
ship, when we think of the wondrous grace of God 
which has not only singled us out for blessing, but has 
given us, in any little measure by the Holy Ghost, 
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understanding in these ways and purposes of His in 
connection with these coming events on earth, and all 
in view of the glory of His beloved Son. Eternal praise 
be to His blessed Name. 

CHAPTER XV. 

ANOTHER sign is now seen in Heaven, " great and 
wonderful; " and seven angels are introduced, having 
" seven plagues, the last ; for in them the fury of God 
is completed" (N.T., V. I ) . There are no more 
plagues or dealings of God with men by outside 
agencies of whatever nature or character after these. 
They are the last. But they are terrible in their 
character and effects. There are of course other 
judgments after them, but they are from the Lord 
Himself when He appears " in flaming fire taking 
vengeance" (2 Thess. 1. 8) ; but these seven plagues 
" complete the fury of God." They are the final acts 
of God in dealing with the evil in that way, just as the 
destruction of the first-born was the culminating and 
final plague poured out on Egypt. The subsequent 
judgment of the Egyptians at the Red Sea was not a 
plague, but the direct interference of the Lord on 
behalf of His people, delivering them from Pharaoh and 
Egypt for ever. And so, after the seven vials are poured 
out, the next act will be the utter destruction of the 
ungodly and defiant masses by the Lord Himself after 
He appears in person, and deals with them, as chapter 
19. 11 and 22. 3 clearly sets before us. 

The next vision is a very comforting one for tried and 
suffering saints. " A sea of glass " is seen by the 
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apostle, " mingled with fire." He had seen it before ; 
but there it was seen in its perfect purity " like unto 
crystal" (chap. 4. 6). Here it is seen "mingled with 
fire " connected with judgment. What a remarkable 
sight here meets the prophet's gaze, " a sea of glass," 
and multitudes of people standing on it! The symbol 
is easily read. It is not a heaving, tossing, tumultuous 
body of water, but " glass." It is solid, and stable, and 
pure. It is fixed purity that is symbolised, and which 
constitutes the standing of those seen on it. They had 
reached it through fiery persecution. That fire had 
thoroughly tested them, but the only thing about them 
it had burnt was the dross which might be there, and 
they are now seen as victors. Like the three Hebrew 
children in Nebuchadnezzar's furnace, their bonds had 
been burnt, but not even the smell of fire clung to them. 
God had cared for them. Surely this is sweet and 
comforting for saints of God, either in this day or at that 
time, for " this God is our God for ever and ever." 

In chapter 13 the Beast is said to have " overcome 
them" (v. 7). He seemed to be the victor and they 
the vanquished. And so it was in the eyes of godless 
and sinful men. That was man's view and verdict of 
it. They never can see things as God sees them. To 
them, these saints were mere religious fanatics, who 
would not acknowledge the man of the hour, the 
darling of the populace, and so deserved only to be 
destroyed. They were a public nuisance and constant 
source of trouble to the rest, and so were overcome and 
slain. A repetition of Nebuchadnezzar's idolatrous 
command and the result to the faithful ones who 
refused to bow to it in that day. 

Ah, but think of what God thought about them. 
They had kept themselves pure. The Beast's name, or 
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number, was not on them. They refused to be so 
denied. Terrible were the consequences, but they 
quailed not before them; " They loved not their lives 
unto the death," and behold the answer. Here they 
are seen on the sea of glass. It is they who are the 
victors. God has set them there; and God lets us 
see them there to assure our hearts. It is His answer to 
their fidelity. Is not that a sweet and comforting 
lesson for tried, tempted, and persecuted ones to-day ? 
Hold fast, dear soul—hold fast. Be loyal and true to 
God and His Word. Consequences are His, leave them 
to Him. Obedience is yours. He will vindicate you 
in His own time and way, if needs be. Trust Him. 

Another thing we may notice about them, they have 
" harps of God," and " they sing;" joy and praise is 
their portion and occupation now. They are no longer 
hunted and harried and tortured, and groaning under 
their persecutions. All that is past. They are on the 
sea of glass harping and singing. Listen to their song. 
It is not the one we sing (chap. 1. 5). It is the song 
which Moses had sung, and He, who is the Lamb, had 
likewise sung it. It is not redemption that is here 
celebrated, either by power or by blood. It is the 
announcement of the great and marvellous character 
of the works of Him who is Lord God Almighty; the 
justice and truth of the ways of Him who is the King of 
Nations, or of the ages [margin). The One who is to 
be feared and glorified by every individual soul, and 
whom all nations shall worship ; compelled thereto by 
the manifestation of His judgments. 

Where, then, do we find anything like this in the 
history of either Moses or the Lamb ? Deut. 32 
gives the answer to the first. There we hear Moses 
singing of the great and marvellous works of the Lord 
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who is God Almighty, and of the justice and truth of 
all His ways; " He made known His ways to Moses, 
His acts to the children of Israel " (Psa. 103. 7), ending 
up in verse 43 with the Gentiles (nations) rejoicing 
with His people. 

Then the Psalms provide us with the Song of the 
Lamb, seen throughout them in various ways, though 
not, of course, spoken of there as the Song of the Lamb. 
See, for.instance, Psalms 45, 46, 93, 94, 95, and many 
others; all setting forth these same attributes of 
justice and truth in the ways and works of God. This, 
then, is the song of Moses and of the Lamb, and these 
Victors likewise celebrate it—good must triumph over 
evil. The heathen may rage ; and the peoples imagine 
a vain thing, led on by Satan in his hatred against 
Christ. But " He that sitteth in the Heavens shall 
laugh; the Lord shall have them in derision " (Psa. 2). 
The day of grace lasts not for ever. Divine power will 
eventually triumph over all evil, and all the earth shall 
see it and acknowledge it, and rejoice in it. 

" The temple of the tabernacle of witness in the 
Heavens " is next seen opened, and from thence come 
forth seven angels girded for their work of judgment. 
Then they receive from the hands of one of the living 
creatures the seven golden vials or bowls full of the 
wrath of God. What an awful, conscience-shaking 
expression that is—enough to make any creature 
tremble—" full of the wrath of God ; " and that wrath 
about to be poured out on the earth. Then the temple 
was filled with smoke from the glory of God, and from 
His power; and no man was able to enter into the 
temple till the seven plagues were fulfilled. 

If you remember, in Lev. 16. 17, no man was allowed 
in the tabernacle while the high priest went in to make 
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atonement for the people and the place. But this is 
not making atonement, but executing judgment. 
What a contrast! And that place has to be silent and 
empty till those plagues are executed. No one allowed 
inside. No Mediator or Intercessor's voice is to be 
heard there supplicating on their behalf, or sprinkled 
blood seen by the eye of God. It is the execution of 
judgment—unmitigated judgment—" the fury of God " 
in its last and fierce expression, and no one to restrain 
it. How terrible ! " 0 that men were wise, that they 
understood these things, that they would consider their 
latter end." Judgment is God's " strange work." 
How slow He is to commence. He is at home in 
blessing, and runs to meet returning and repentant 
prodigals, as Luke 15 shows us in that revelation of the 
Father's heart so exquisitely set forth there ; but alas, 
how few there are who believe it, and give Him the 
opportunity to prove it to them. 

And if that is the New Testament revelation of it, 
the Old Testament picture of Jehovah's love for His 
earthly people Israel is hardly less beautiful. The 
prophet Zephaniah paints it in lovely colours in 
chapter 3. 14. When Jehovah has gathered His 
sinful people back and restored them to their land, 
forgiven them their sins, put the law into their 
inward parts, and written it on their hearts, and 
taken His place once more in their midst, then will it 
be said, " The Lord thy God in the midst of thee is 
mighty ; He will save ; He will rejoice over thee with joy ; 
He will rest in His love; He will joy over thee with 
singing." Could the picture be more beautiful ? O 
that God would arise and make bare His arm and save 
many ere it be too late, and they perish in their sins. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

WE now come to the details of those vial judgments. 
They all take place under the sixth trumpet. They are 
not poured out after the seventh trumpet has sounded ; 
but have their place during the sixth and before the 
seventh sounds. This is gathered from the fact that 
the first vial is poured out on the men who have the 
mark of the Beast (v. 2). Now that mark is only 
given after the second part of the week has commenced, 
and the Antichrist is exercising his diabolical Satanic-
given power to compel men to worship the Beast and 
to receive his mark ; and it is under the sixth trumpet 
that the division of the week takes place, and " the 
time of Jacob's trouble" commences, as we have 
already seen in chapter 13. 

Then the doom of Babylon takes place under the 
seventh and last vial (vv. 17-21), and it is after that 
that the seventh trumpet sounds and ushers in the 
Lord Himself. So that we see by comparing the first 
and last vials that it is almost certain that they are 
poured out during the sixth trumpet, and towards the 
end of that, too. It has been thought by some, and 
taught too, that the vials are short, sharp judgments 
which fall after the Lord appears. But this is certainly 
a mistake, as may be seen from the evidence in the 
first and last vials to which I have just alluded. 

It is of interest to notice that the instructions to the 
seven angels comes " out of the temple" (v. 1). 
The temple is the place of praise and worship. The 
place where God is approached by His creatures, and 
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where the blood is sprinkled, which gives Him righteous 
title to bless them, and where priestly intercession rises 
on their behalf. But here, all is changed. The order 
to the angel to thrust in his sickle and reap the harvest 
of the earth comes from there (chap. 14. 15). The 
seven angels themselves come from there, with their 
breasts bound up with golden girdles (chap. 15. 6). 
And now the voice comes from there that gives them 
instructions to go and pour out their vials. 

O how man's sin changes everything that is of God, 
and compels him to take up attitudes and speak in ways 
that are righteous ways surely, but painful to Him and 
harmful to them; and so, instead of happy creatures 
entering into His courts with praise and receiving the 
blessing of the Lord, it has become, for the time being, 
the place from whence judgment issues forth. As we 
look at these vials they seem to impress one with the 
idea that God is starting afresh, as it were, because the 
trumpet judgments had wrought no change in the 
hearts of those affected by them. How solemn the 
thought. 

In the fifth trumpet the judgment falls on " those 
men which have not the seal of God in their foreheads " 
(chap. 9. 4). Here, in the first vial (chap. 16. 2), it is 
judgment on those who have the mark of the Beast and 
the worshippers of his image. Did they think they 
could defy God and escape the vengeance of Heaven 
because they had banded themselves together in such 
unholy Socialistic and Satanic confederacy, under the 
authority and protection of the Beast and Antichrist 
to crush all others who refused such an unholy alliance 
and such marks ? How foolish! God can strike 
when He sees fit, apart from man. The ashes of the 
furnace sprinkled towards Heaven became fine dust, 
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and brought forth boils and blisters on man and beast 
in Egypt (Exod. g. 8-12). And so here, the poured out 
vial brings a grievous sore on those " marked " men, 
and neither Beast nor Antichrist can hinder it. 
Probably they, themselves, suffer. What a warning 
this is for men to-day, but alas, still unheeded. 

The second vial is poured out on the sea, and " it 
became as the blood of a dead man ; and every living 
soul died in the sea." The blood of a dead man ceases 
to flow and vitalise the body. It becomes stagnant 
and corrupt. And this is the symbol used to describe 
the condition of those who form " the sea " under this 
second vial. It would seem to teach that all healthful 
profession, of whatever kind, had so far preserved them 
from moral death and corruption is given up, and they 
become corrupt in their apostasy; hence, "every 
living soul died in the sea." 

In the third vial we see the sources of life and 
prosperity, " rivers and fountains of water," turned 
into channels of death—" blood," and God is acknow¬ 
ledged as righteous in the execution of this judgment 
because of the cruelty of these abominably wicked and 
lawless men who had " shed the blood of saints and 
prophets." And of such a judgment as is being 
meted out to them the Spirit of God adds, " they are 
worthy." Yes, God never forgets, however long He 
may wait. Then do not let us forget that. 

What a remarkable contrast is found here to what 
is seen in chapter 3. 4. There in the midst of the 
deadness of Sardis was found a " few names " who 
had " not defiled their garments," and of such the 
Lord says, " they shall walk with me in white for they 
are worthy." Here they had slaughtered saints and 
prophets, and God repays them as this symbol shows : 
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" Thou hast given them blood to drink, for they are 
worthy," with the added acknowledgment from the 
altar, the place of sacrifice, or intercession, according 
to which altar may be referred to—" Even so, Lord 
God Almighty, true and righteous are Thy judgments." 

The fourth vial is poured out on the sun. If taken 
literally, then all the world will feel the effects of its 
scorching and fiery torment, but which, alas, only 
produces fresh blasphemies from their lips—there is no 
repentance. If, on the other hand, it applies to the 
Beast as the then supreme ruler of the Empire of the 
West, it will only affect those under his cruel, autocratic 
and crushing rule. At any rate, its result is to make 
men blaspheme God—not vent their wrath on the 
Beast. Man's heart is unchanged and unchangeable, 
except under the regenerating influences of God's grace 
and Spirit. 

The fifth vial is poured out on the kingdom of the 
Beast. Darkness reigns in i t ; and they gnaw their 
tongues for pain, and blaspheme the God of Heaven 
because of their pains and their sores, but repent not of 
their deeds. Is it not dreadful to contemplate the state 
of things which will then exist ! Think of men gnawing 
their tongues for pain ! and then blaspheming the God 
of Heaven because of their pains and their sores ! 
To-day many scout the very idea of there being either 
a God or Heaven. At that awful time they are 
compelled to believe in both, but only to foam out 
their blasphemies against Him who dwells in Heaven. 
But it discloses to us the veritable pandemonium that 
will then exist. Men of the world have no idea of what 
lies before them if left behind when the Lord comes. 
How true is that word. " The god of this world hath 
blinded the minds of them that believe not, lest the 
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light of the Gospel of the Glory of Christ should shine 
unto them " (2 Cor. 4. 4). 

Men dream and chatter and tell us what is needed to 
make the world better, but they all leave out God. 
Neither education, nor environment, however valuable 
in their place, nor the added dream of a socialistic, earthly 
paradise has or can satisfy the cravings of the un¬ 
satisfied human heart, hence its outbursts of Anarchism 
and Bolshevism—the maddest of all mad acts. Not 
even the crushing of despotic imperialism, or even the 
judgments of a holy and righteous God in His govern¬ 
ment on the back of i t ; it all leaves the heart un¬ 
changed, and emphasises more than ever the truth of 
the Saviour's words, " Ye must be born again." A new 
life is absolutely essential. It is man's only hope. 

It is possible that it is under this vial and at this 
time that " the great tribulation " ends. God, by the 
infliction of His judgments on the throne and kingdom 
of the Beast, causes such a state of terror and misery and 
chaos there, that it will be impossible to persecute the 
Jews any longer. They are turned in upon themselves 
and their own sufferings. The moral darkness (if not 
literal darkness) which brings in such confusion and 
disaster, added to the pains and sores which fell on 
them in the outpouring of the first vial, will completely 
turn them away from their hostility and persecution of 
the Jews. I must, however, make a few more remarks 
as to this. 

It may come as a surprise, to some at least, to think 
of the tribulation ending at this stage ; the usual 
thought being that it goes on to the close of Daniel's 
seventieth week, and is ended by the appearing of the 
Lord. This idea, the common one, too, is the result of 
assuming that the week is divided into two exact halves, 
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which is not the case, as I have before pointed out in 
these " Gleanings." What, then, are the facts ? What 
does Scripture say as to it ? for Scripture alone can 
settle it. 

Matthew 24. 21, 22 reads, " For then shall be great 
tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the 
world to this time, no, nor ever shall be. And 
except those days should be shortened, there should no 
flesh be saved ; but for the elect's sake those days shall 
be shortened." Then verse 29 says, " Immediately 
after the tribulation of those days " other events take 
place. What are they ? Does it say the Lord comes 
and ends the tribulation ? Nay, just the reverse. It 
shows it has ended by some cause or events not there 
stated, and then goes on to say, immediately after it has 
ended, " the sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall 
not give her light, and the stars shall fall from Heaven, 
and the powers of the Heavens shall be shaken. And 
then shall appear the sign of the Son of Man in Heaven ; 
and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and 
they shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of 
Heaven with power and great glory." I t is, therefore, 
evident that after the tribulation ends there are other 
judgments which are to follow and fall on the evil, 
symbolised by sun, moon, and stars. And it is only 
after that that the Lord comes. 

This being so, it shows how exact Scripture is in all 
its statements. We previously saw that the sixth 
trumpet occupies the latter three years and seven months 
of Daniel's week. And that " the time of Jacob's 
trouble " or " great tribulation " occupies " forty-two 
months " or three and a half years, there is still another 
month left ere the seventh trumpet sounds and ushers 
in the Lord. Therefore, it may well be possible that 
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the fifth vial symbolises the events which end that 
important but awful period, and the sixth and seventh 
vials following quickly on the fifth find their fulfilment 
running on into this last month of the seventieth week. 

Another thought I would emphasise is, that while 
each of the seals, trumpets, and vials follow each other 
in regular succession, it does not necessarily follow that 
there must be a complete fulfilment of every detail of 
each one before the next can follow. It might, of 
course, do so in some, but not necessarily so. I should 
judge that when one vial has been poured out and the 
events commence, the next ones will follow in rapid 
succession, and so run concurrently with the previous 
one till it is concluded. 

But let us return to the vials themselves. The sixth 
is poured out " on the great river Euphrates, and its 
waters are dried up." This is interpreted by many 
as the removal of certain national boundaries which 
will facilitate the gathering together of the eastern 
hordes. Others think it is a literal drying up of that 
great river, and with the latter I incline to agree. But 
whichever it is, it is evident from Joel 3 that the Lord 
intends to gather all the nations at that time "as 
sheaves into the floor " (Micah 4.12) in order to execute 
His judgments upon them. With this end in view we 
have the way prepared in the drying up of the river. 
Then the three unclean spirits, like frogs, go forth out of 
the mouth of the Dragon, and the Beast, and the false 
Prophet—this trinity of evil—to prepare the people and 
gather them to the great battle of Armageddon. 

It is striking that under the sixth trumpet frightful 
judgments came from the direction of the Euphrates ; 
while in the sixth vial, the Euphrates is dried up to 
allow all the eastern nations to be gathered and 
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receive their judgment. And it is round about 
Jerusalem where they are to be gathered and receive 
the reward of their wickedness. 

We now come upon a parenthetic verse, verse 15, 
which must not be overlooked. It is another instance 
of the goodness of the Lord shining out in the midst of 
the darkness. By it He would remind His own now, 
and those who will be in the midst of those testing 
times then, that He is coming, though coming as a 
thief, when least expected. And the fact that this is 
said when we are so near the end in these visions makes 
it the more striking. " Behold, I come quickly. 
Blessed is he that watcheth, and keepeth his garments, 
lest he walk naked, and they see his shame." Happy 
they indeed whose hearts are awake, and who remain 
on the watch. Who keep their garments " unspotted 
from the world." Who are not denied by the existing 
abominations, and who consequently do not present a 
spectacle of shame for others to see. An important 
principle for application to our own souls to-day. May 
we take heed to it. 

The seventh angel poured out his vial " into the air " 
and all healthful, moral influences are thereby affected, 
just as breathing foul air affects the body. Then the 
most serious earthquake the world has ever known 
takes place. It is noticeable that there is a great 
earthquake under the sixth seal—the sixth trumpet— 
and the seventh vial. Whether these are to be taken 
as literal or symbolic may be open to question ; but 
that they are direct manifestations of divine displeasure 
I think all will agree. 

In this tremendous earthquake " the great city " was 
divided into three parts. It is such a passage as this 
that makes one question the literality of the earthquake. 
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So far as I remember there is only one city that is called 
" the great city," and we see at once it is not a literal 
city, but the huge idolatrous system of Rome, 
symbolised both as a " woman " and as a " city " (chap. 
17 and 18, 16-21). If this be so, then it seems to be a 
mighty upheaval sent by God to break up the boasted 
unity of the harlot church, just previous to its doom. 
It is " divided into three parts." What that may 
mean, or how brought about, I have not as yet been able 
to " glean." 

But there is more affected by this great earthquake 
than " the great city." We read, " the cities of the 
nations fell; " and then it is that " great Babylon " 
comes up before God for her final judgment and doom. 
It seems to me that if we are to take " the great city " 
(compare chap. 16. 19 with 17. 18) as symbolic of a 
religious system, it would be consistent to do so 
likewise with the expression, " the cities of the nations." 
It would then teach us that all religious profession, of 
whatever kind, that may have characterised these 
" nations " has now reached its end, and been destroyed 
or given up. And this thought carries weight, seeing 
we are just at the close of the second woe and on the eve 
of the third, which is the judgments executed by the 
Lord Himself in connection with His appearing. 

Previously we had the fall of Babylon mentioned 
(chap. 14. 8), and subsequently it is recorded in 
chapter 18. 2. But here it is her doom—her end has 
come at last. Details of this are given us in the next 
two chapters from different points of view. With the 
doom of Babylon "islands" and "mountains" 
disappear. Powers that had been isolated from the 
rest, or great powers as mountains, all fall and 
vanish in the great crash which takes place ; while God 
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rains huge hail-stones from Heaven on these hardened 
sinners, but only to make them blaspheme the more, and 
furnish another proof that men are utterly lost and 
ruined, and apart from the grace of God meeting and 
saving them, must perish. 

The seven vials which contained the " seven plagues, 
the last; for in them the fury of God is completed " 
(chap. 15. 1), having now been poured out, we are 
quite prepared to hear the " great voice out of the 
temple of Heaven, from the throne, saying,' It is done' " 
(chap. 16. 17). There was no more to fall. The next 
judgment would be inflicted by the Lord Himself in 
Person in connection with His appearing. All that 
now remained was for the seventh trumpet to sound 
and usher in the Lord to complete the third and last 
woe. 

CHAPTER XVII. 

IN this chapter we are again shunted back ere the last 
woe trumpet sounds, in order to give us more detail 
about this idolatrous woman—" the great whore that 
sitteth on many waters "—and to see the unsparing 
judgment that God meets out to her for all her filthiness; 
a judgment that is to be executed by the hands of 
those she had governed and intoxicated with the cup 
of her abominations. 

Let no one imagine a real living woman is meant here. 
In verse 18 it says, " And the woman which thou 
sawest is that great city which reigneth over the kings of 
the earth." Nor must we imagine a literal city. It 
is a huge religious system, symbolised by " a woman,'' 
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to set forth its guilty illicit intercourse with the world 
instead of being subject to Christ the Head, as the true 
Church is. And, on the other hand, as "a city," to show 
it as a centre of government, for all forms of worldliness, 
political, commercial, or otherwise. It is, in fact, an 
unmistakable symbol of Popery that is set before us, 
and its final judgment declared. 

This system came into prominence in chapter 2 with 
Thyatira. There we saw the Lord's anger stirred 
against that Church because they " suffered that 
woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to 
teach and to seduce My servants to commit fornication, 
and to eat things sacrificed to idols. And I gave her 
space to repent . . . and she repented not." All the 
vile and wicked deeds of Jezebel, the wife of Ahab, 
King of Israel (1 Kings 16) were being repeated in the 
Church at Thyatira, till at last it became characterised 
by them. The woman stepping out of the place of 
subjection to her husband, and taking the place of the 
head, and governing and murdering, and teaching 
and seducing the Lord's people to commit spiritual 
fornication. 

This is exactly what the system of Popery has done. 
It calls itself " the Church ; " and instead of being 
subject to Christ, the Head, and governed by His 
Word in the Scriptures, in the power of the Holy Ghost, 
she takes the place of governing, and demands sub¬ 
mission to her teaching. Not to the Scriptures, but 
" the voice of the Church." Seducing her followers to 
bowing down before images and pictures, and per¬ 
secuting, even to the death, those who refuse her 
blasphemous pretensions. 

The Word of God is thus set aside by her; and 
individual conscience, which is ever responsible to God 
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alone, and guided by His Word, is silenced by tradition 
and the so-called voice of the Church. Her history is 
indeed a dark and guilty one. Yet even so, God did 
not strike at once. He might have done so. But He 
has " long patience." And so we read, " I gave her 
space to repent," but " she repented not; " con¬ 
sequently the Lord removed the candlestick in Thyatira. 
He had threatened to do so to Ephesus ; but he does 
it at last in Thyatira, and the unity and undivided 
character of Church testimony disappears from that 
point. From henceforth a remnant is seen and 
acknowledged by God. It is, therefore, easy to see in 
our chapter (17) further instruction as to the history 
of this terrible system leading on to her doom. 

She is here seen as " the great whore that sitteth 
upon many waters." It is a system that lends itself 
and sells itself for gain, no matter how it is obtained. 
A system that governs " peoples, and multitudes, and 
nations, and tongues," and which " reigneth over the 
kings of the earth" (vv. 1, 15, 18). "What a life-like 
photograph is here seen with the prophetic eye, and 
recorded centuries before it came into manifestation ! 
How wonderful God's Word is ! She speaks and boasts 
of herself as the one and only Church outside of which 
there is no salvation ; and her followers tremble to 
hear her anathemas. God calls her " the great whore," 
thus wrapping up in three words all her vileness and 
filthiness. And to the true child of God, taught by the 
Holy Ghost and the Word, her pretensions, as well as 
her threatenings, fall harmlessly on his ears. Oh how 
much we have to thank God for ! what a mercy to have 
His mind revealed to us in His Word and unfolded by 
His Spirit, and so our souls rest quietly and in'peace. 

To see this great sight the seer was carried away in 
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the Spirit to the wilderness. Much depends on our 
standpoint in viewing a picture. Balaam said, " From 
the top of the rocks I see him, from the hills I behold 
him." He had to look down from God's standpoint 
and get the mind of God about His people, whether he 
would or not, and then tell forth the thoughts of God 
about them; their separation, their justification, 
their beauty and usefulness for God and man, and 
their dominion under the Star and Sceptre out of Jacob, 
after the destruction of all their enemies (Num. 23 
and 24). 

Farther on in this book we see the apostle taken up 
in the Spirit to a great and high mountain to see " the 
holy city, Jerusalem, descending out of Heaven from 
God, having the glory of God, etc." (chap. 21. 10, 11). 
But here it is " the wilderness," the place where there 
are no fresh springs from God. It is a God-forsaken 
woman, in a God-forsaken place, because of her filthiness 
and sin, and refusal to repent. What a solemn thought! 
She had given up " the guide of her youth," and given 
herself over to Satan, and here we see her decked out in 
all her meretricious splendour, sitting on a scarlet 
coloured beast. 

The symbolism here is very significant. She is seen 
" riding " this beast. That is, this system of Popery is 
once more seen dominating the civil power. There was 
a time when this so-called Church, with the Pope as the 
head of the system, ruled the world, and even kings 
trembled before him. That has not been the case 
since the deliverance God vouchsafed at the Reforma¬ 
tion, and for that we devoutly thank God. There are 
not wanting, however, many who fondly dream (for it is 
a dream) that Popery as a system is decaying and fast 
going to complete extinction. What a delusion it is! 
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And Catholics laugh in their sleeve at the dream, and 
the success of the delusion. 

No! No! Popery is not decaying or dying. It is 
very much alive. In places such as Central and South 
America and elsewhere, countries which have been 
under its baleful influence for centuries, and the people 
steeped in ignorance, superstition, and immorality, 
through the teaching and conduct of many of its 
priests, this is so. Secular education, however, has 
invaded these places, spite of them, and men now see 
the results of the system as retarding all progress of 
education and outward prosperity in those lands, and 
they are giving it up. But, alas, true, Scriptural 
Christianity, which makes for righteousness and holi¬ 
ness and true progress, is not taking its place and being 
taught; and so atheism and infidelity, or other 
Satanic systems of the times, are in danger of supersed¬ 
ing it, while only a comparatively small number of 
real, true, godly men are trying to reach these peoples 
with the truth and the open Bible. Oh that God 
would raise up more, for many of those fields are 
already " white unto harvest," and waiting to be 
reaped. 

In the so-called Protestant countries, however, it is 
altogether different. There, in the State Churches 
specially, Ritualism, that handmaid of Popery, has 
made a successful invasion, carrying captive most of 
the clergy, and leading its willing devotees " a day's 
march nearer Rome ; " while the latter is multiplying 
its converts, especially from among the upper classes— 
the idle rich—who are glad of a religion that pleases the 
flesh, removes all responsibility from them to their 
so-called spiritual guides, and promises them rest here 
and Heaven hereafter; while allowing them as much 
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vvorldliness and license as they please, provided they 
give a corresponding financial support to the Church ! 

On the other hand, Rationalism has come in like a 
flood among the masses of Dissent, as the result of the 
so-called Higher Criticism, clergymen and ministers 
being carried away by it (they have hardly woke up 
yet to the fact that it was " made in Germany "), 
which has weakened their faith in the Bible. Then 
Socialism, Trade Unionism, and all the other 
modern and lawless institutions around us which have 
sprung up and voted God out, and man of all import¬ 
ance, with the Bible banished from the schools and 
unknown in most of the homes ; so that in a few years 
hence we shall see nations of civilised heathens. All 
these things are paving the way for the full blown 
results which will be seen under the Beast and Anti¬ 
christ, as we saw in chapter 13. 

What then do we see in our chapter ? " The woman 
riding the Beast." Showing us from the unerring 
Word of God that once more she will be found in the 
place of power and authority, both civil and ecclesi¬ 
astical. Yes, the day is fast approaching when Rome 
will once more have " dominion over the kings of the 
earth," and " peoples, multitudes, nations, and tongues." 
Men may smile and treat these and such like state¬ 
ments as the silly notions or delusions of religious 
fanatics, and dream that the facts aie all the other way. 
But there it stands ! Nothing can set it aside. The 
woman is to ride the Beast once more. God's Word 
must be true. 

Now this fact lets us see that up to a certain point, 
that is, until the Beast throws her off, which will be at 
the dividing of the week, he has been governed to 
some extent, at least, by an outward acknowledgment 
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of religion. But at her " fall," i.e., when he throws 
her off, he gives up all profession, and becomes openly 
apostate. 

Then again, the name written on her forehead clearly 
reveals to us this same system. It is " Mystery, 
Babylon the great, the mother of harlots and abomina¬ 
tions of the earth." I need not enlarge on this ; other 
writers have done so in ways I could not, and which 
render it superfluous for me to attempt it. 

Let us not forget, however, it is Christendom so-
called that is in view. It is not the abominations of 
heathenism. It is abominations of apostate Christen¬ 
dom, and Popery is the mother of it all. It is " Babylon 
the great"—confusion—a system of lawlessness that 
began at Babel (Gen. n ) , and only ends here under 
the vengeance of Heaven. She is here seen drunken 
with the blood of the saints and martyrs which she has 
caused to be shed and flow like rivers. No marvel the 
apostle wondered with great wonder. God, however, 
does not leave us to mere guess work. He gives us 
instruction as to this woman and the Beast that 
carries her, which cannot be mistaken. 

It is hardly necessary to repeat my interpretation 
here of verse 8. I have already done so in chapter 13. 
I would merely remark once more, it is not history the 
apostle is dealing with but prophecy, and this is most 
important to bear in mind. 

We come now to the interpretation of the seven heads 
on the Beast. They are " seven mountains on which 
the woman sitteth," as though to mark out the 
locality, the place where- she rules from. It is generally 
accepted as referring to the seven-hilled city of Rome. 
Then we have an additional thing presented. It says, 
" And there are seven kings." This is usually inter-
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preted, and I think rightly so, as significant of the 
seven forms of government which have characterised 
the empire. John says, " Five are fallen, and one is " 
—the sixth—i.e., the line of Caesars which existed in 
John's day. " The other, the seventh, is not yet come, 
and when he cometh he must continue a short space." 
Then " The Beast that was, and is not, even he is the 
eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition." 
That is, the seventh is the same as the sixth—the 
imperial—in a ten-kingdom form; but only continues 
for a short time. On the rise of the Beast for 
the second and last time, he is then the eighth, but 
of the seven, for it is still the same imperial form of 
government, with its additional power from the 
bottomless pit. 

The " ten horns," we are told, are ten kings which 
had received no kingdom in John's day, but are to 
receive power (authority, N.T.) one hour with the Beast. 
That is, a certain Satanic-given authority is to be given 
to them at the end, and a oneness of mind with the 
Beast to " fulfil God's will" in the destruction of the 
woman, and then they make war with the Lamb, and 
are destroyed themselves. 

Before they make war with the Lamb, however, they 
combine with the Beast to enrich themselves with the 
fabulous wealth of the Church. The whole system 
of Popery, with its immense riches, becomes an object 
of envy to them, and God allows them to be, in that 
way, the executioners of His judgment on the harlot. 
They proceed to the wholesale confiscation and 
appropriation of Church property and wealth, and 
completely destroy the system as such. Their enjoy¬ 
ment of their ill-gotten gains, however, will be of short 
duration, for their own destruction is nigh at hand. 
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She had continued after her fall. But here we see her 
doom, and she is utterly destroyed. They make her 
" desolate and naked, and eat her flesh, and burn her 
with fire." Such is to be the end of Popery. " God 
hath put it into their hearts to fulfil His will, and to 
agree to give their kingdom unto the Beast until the 
words of God shall be fulfilled." How certain is her 
doom ! How awful when it does come ! How thank¬ 
ful the true Christian may well be, to know he will be 
with the Lord ere all these horrors take place, and for 
present and intelligent deliverance from such a Satanic 
governed system. 

It appears to me in every way probable that " the 
woman " will play a very prominent part in the rein¬ 
stating of the Beast in his imperial position again, after 
he receives " the death wound with the sword." We 
know the Catholic hierarchy hates Democracy and 
Socialism as the deadly foes of the Church, and systems 
of lawlessness. The Beast, too, will hate them as 
opposing his ambitious designs and his autocratic rule. 
Therefore, I judge it everyway likely that she will fall in 
with the schemes of the Beast to once more place 
power in " the mailed fist " in order to checkmate the 
others, and thus reinstate imperialism. Then, as 
compensation for her timely help, she will be given the 
coveted position she has striven for so long, and thus we 
see her " riding the Beast." I merely suggest this, 
but personally I think it highly probable, as the 
explanation of how she reaches that position then. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

IN this chapter we are still taken back, in the first part 
of the chapter at least, to that important point, the 
division of the week when the woman is thrown off and 
the Beast becomes openly apostate, and thus we have 
the announcement of her fall by the angel from Heaven : 
" Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become 
the habitation of demons, and the hold of every foul 
spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird." 
Satan has taken full possession of her, and every 
semblance of sanctity has fled. The description is 
certainly appalling. And that is the system that to-day 
claims to have the keys of the Church and of Heaven, 
and the right to torture and slay those who believe God, 
and refuse her wicked and blasphemous assumption ! 
The Lord, in His rich mercy, open the eyes of its 
votaries ere it be too late. 

We are carried on to her doom in verse 8. But 
before it takes place we have another of those sweet 
and gracious touches of the Holy Ghost, disclosing to us 
the heart of our God. How He thinks of the safety of 
His own and warns them, guilty though they be, for 
being found there, ere the judgment falls. And so we 
read, " I heard another voice from Heaven, saying, 
'Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partaker of 
her sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues'." The 
same gracious way of our God was seen ere the destruc¬ 
tion of the literal Babylon took place (Jer. 51. 6, 45). 
But is it not strange to think of any of the Lord's 
people being found there at that time ? Who can 
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they be ? How have they got there, we may well ask ? 
It seems to me this verse has a double application. 
It is surely a word for to-day to any of the Lord's own 
who have " ears to hear," and who may be found in 
this unholy system, or in any other which savours of 
its spirit and ways. But it will have a special appli¬ 
cation at the end, after the Church is gone to be with 
the Lord. We must not forget that it will be a time of 
unparalleled trial, persecution, and tribulation. Small 
wonder, then, if some, in their weakness and lack of faith, 
flee for shelter to the bosom of that which, for the time 
being at least, seems able to afford them one. God, 
in His pity and compassion, takes notice of such, and 
is seen here calling them out of it ere it be too late, and 
they are engulfed in her judgments, as set forth in 
verses 8, 10, 24. 

From this point (v. 8) we see the effects of her 
destruction on all classes of the community. Kings 
bewail her when they see the smoke of her burning. 
Merchants mourn over her as they behold the end of 
their advantageous commercial dealings with her. The 
seafaring class weep and wail as they witness the end 
of their prosperous dealings with her. All earth 
laments ; for all are affected by the destruction of a 
system which ministered to their selfish and worldly 
lusts and instincts, while she " glorified herself and 
lived deliciously " in defiance of the revealed will of her 
God. 

Truly it is a fearful disclosure that is here made of the 
extent to which the world ministered to the ambitions 
and glorification of this apostate system. The 
merchandise which was traded in her commences with 
" gold and silver," and ends with " the bodies and souls 
of men" (vv. 12, 13). The word " slaves" ought to 
be " bodies." 
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But if earth laments " Heaven rejoices over her, 
with the holy apostles and prophets ; " for " strong is 
the Lord God who judgeth her; " and He at last 
" avenges " His own on her. " 'Vengeance is Mine,' 
saith the Lord, ' I will repay.' " We may think Him a 
long time about it sometimes, but He never forgets, and 
it comes at last. Well for us to remember this, and 
bide His time. 

The closing verses of our chapter let us see the utter 
destruction and complete extinction of that horrid 
system of lawlessness, corruption, persecution, and 
profanity. No wonder Heaven rejoices, as we see in 
the first five verses of chapter 19, " God hath avenged 
the blood of His servants at her hands," for " in her had 
been found the blood of prophets, and saints, and of all 
that were slain upon the earth." But vengeance falls 
at last, and the heavier because of its long delay. 

CHAPTERS XIX AND XX. 

THE first five verses of this chapter give us the announce¬ 
ment of the joy of Heaven. God is praised and wor¬ 
shipped for His " true and righteous" judgments, 
while a mighty Hallelujah, " like the voice of strong 
thunders," rises to " our God, the Almighty," for 
" taking to Himself His kingly power " (N.T.). It had 
long been delayed, and evil allowed a seeming triumph. 
All that state of things, however, was now to end, and 
He who possesses the power, but had for His own glory 
and wise reasons so long refrained from publicly exer¬ 
cising it, is now " subduing all things to Himself," and 
so Heaven rejoices. 
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But more than that, " the marriage of the Lamb has 
come, and His wife hath made herself ready." No 
details as to the marriage is vouchsafed to us. The fact 
itself is recorded, and there it is left. Two things are 
mentioned. (1) To her was granted that she should be 
arrayed in fine linen, clean and white ; for the fine linen 
is the " righteousnesses of the saints." Precious grace to 
her, surely ! It is not righteousness imputed as in 
Rom. 4. 22. Nor is it the state of subsisting righteous¬ 
ness before God, the fruit of Christ's work and our 
consequent new state as in Him (Rom. 5. 18). It is 
practical righteousness—" the righteousnesses of the 
saints," i.e., the righteous acts of each. It was granted 
to her to be arrayed in this fine linen, bright and pure, 
for display before others. Many of these righteous acts 
had been unnoticed and unknown to others. Now the 
time has come for them to be seen, and each one is 
arrayed in them for the eyes of others. What wondrous 
grace ! (2) " Blessed are they who are called to the 
marriage supper of the Lamb." Wondrous privilege to 
them ! Curiosity is not to be permitted, much less 
satisfied, over this marriage, so far as earth is concerned. 
Nor are we to be invited to the marriage feast, as is 
often said. We (Christians) form the Bride, and there¬ 
fore must be there if there is to be marriage, or marriage 
feast. But the joy of the Bridegroom and Bride, as 
also of the invited guests, will be full indeed. It is not 
an earthly scene, it is realised in H eaven. What she is 
like when the marriage has taken place we learn later 
on when we see her come down out of Heaven 
(chap. 21). 

We are next told of the apostle's mistake. He fell 
at the angel's feet to worship him. But angels are not 
the objects of worship, or saints either, though there 
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are not wanting those who worship both. God and 
the Lamb alone are that, and Heaven and earth alike 
proclaim their worthiness. And so the angel says, 
" See thou do it not. I am thy fellow-servant; and 
the fellow-servant of thy brethren that have the testi¬ 
mony of Jesus: worship God : for the testimony of 
Jesus is the Spirit of prophecy" (v. 10). Thus we see 
the mistake of John, the faithfulness of the angel 
maintaining his place as a servant, the object of 
worship—God. And the form " the testimony of 
Jesus" takes in that day, viz., " the spirit of prophecy." 
A very full and important verse. 

A very remarkable and instructive series of visions is 
next passed before us, each introduced by the 
words," And I saw." We have seven of them, commenc¬ 
ing with the coming forth out of Heaven of the Lord 
Jesus as the " Faithful and True," seated on a white 
horse (v. n ) , and ending up with the great white 
throne judgment. Then we have an eighth in chapter 
21. i—a new beginning, but which has no ending. A 
new Heaven and a new earth, and there will be no ninth, 
for the eighth is the eternal state. What follows in the 
book is the Millennial display of the Church as " the 
Bride, the Lamb's wife." 

The first of these visions then is the coming forth of 
the Lord, seated on a white horse (chap. 19. 11). A 
white horse is symbolical of victorious conquest, as we 
have already seen in chapter 6. 2. The various 
characteristics of the Lord Jesus, as here set forth, are 
very significant, and present to us a wonderful display 
as He issues forth for His warrior judgments: " to 
smite the nations," " to tread the winepress of the 
fierceness and wrath of Almighty God," and to take 
possession of the earth. He comes " with power and 
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great glory" (Matt. 24. 30)—comes in " His own glory, 
and in His Father's, and of the holy angels" 
(Luke 9. 26). What a contrast to His coming in incarna¬ 
tion—born in a stable and cradled in a manger ! 

(1) He is the " Faithful and True "—faithful to 
God as Son, Servant, Witness, or Sacrifice, and Priest 
(chap 1. 5). " True," for He is the truth about every¬ 
thing—"He that is True" (chap. 3. 7). True in 
everything as well as the truth as to everything. 
Everything finds its true place as connected with 
Him. 

(2) " He judges and makes war in righteousness." 
Not for self aggrandisement or lust of conquest, as 
sinful and worldly potentates. 

(3) " His eyes as a flame of fire"—searching, 
penetrating ; withering and burning up all that is 
unsuited to His holy nature and character. 

(4) " On His head many diadems "—all the imperial 
dignity and power of earth is now His. 

(5) " A Name "—a written one, too, yet known to no 
one but Himself. 

(6) " Clothed with a garment dipped in blood "— 
typical of the result of the execution of judgment 
(Isa. 63. 3). 

(7) " His Name "—not a Name—is, " The Word of 
God." He is the fulfiller, and fulfilment, and embodi¬ 
ment of all God's thoughts (John 1). 

(8) " The armies of Heaven followed Him on white 
horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean." No 
spot or soil on their garments, nor had there ever been ; 
they are unfallen creatures. 

(9) " Out of His mouth goeth a sharp sword with 
which He smites the nations "—judgment pronounced 
upon them by Him, and executed by His armies, the 

L 
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angelic hosts who follow Him, as seen in 2 Kings 19. 35, 
1 Chron. 21. 15, 27, and other Scriptures. 

(10) " He rules them with a rod of iron "—righteous 
and stern government, not grace. Righteousness 
reigns then. 

(11) " He treads the winepress of the fierceness and 
wrath of Almighty God "—unsparing and unmitigated 
judgment is executed (chap. 14. 17-20). 

(12) " He has on His vesture and thigh a name 
written—King of kings, and Lord of lords." Jesus, 
the lowly, despised, rejected, and crucified one, stands 
here before us as set in the highest imperial position. 
And there, not by lust and successful conquest, but 
by the perfection of His obedience unto death and the 
righteous answer of satisfied justice, and divine satis¬ 
faction placing Him there, and making His enemies 
His footstool. Eternal praise be to His blessed and 
peerless Name! 

A few words of explanation in connection with No. 8 
of those characters of the Lord may be required here 
to make matters clear. The armies of Heaven seen 
following the Lord out of Heaven I take to be the 
angelic hosts, not the saints {see Dan. 4. 35, Psa. 68. 
17, Matt. 25. 31, Mark 8. 38, 2 Thess. 1. 7-9). While 
Jude writes, " Behold the Lord has come amidst His 
holy myriads, to execute judgment, etc." (N.T.). I need 
not quote more passages as to this. 

It seems to be altogether out of character and keeping 
with the occasion, and indeed with the general 
teaching of the book, to apply the symbol of armies to 
the Church, which at this point is the Bride of Christ, 
the marriage having just taken place, and she seen, as 
it were, fresh from the marriage ceremony. One thing 
is evident, and that is, God had an army in Heaven 
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before He had any Christian saints on earth. Nor do I 
think we are mistaken in believing that the language 
used by the apostle in chapter 19. 14 refers to the 
same angelic warriors as was before the mind of the 
converted heathen monarch in Dan. 4. 35 when he 
made his wonderful confession of faith. And also 
before saintly Enoch's mind when he uttered his 
prophecy. Consistency demands that the symbol be 
connected with the angelic host and not with the 
saints. 

I am fully aware of the objections usually advanced 
by those who view the armies as the saints—that " the 
fine linen of verse 8 denotes the righteousness of the 
saints." Surely it does, the verse says so ! But when 
they add " and cannot apply to angels," I judge that 
to be a mistake. When it is mentioned in verse 14 it 
is to denote the spotless purity of those executors of 
the Lord's judgment. Angels are holy beings, unfallen 
creatures, kept by God's power, and are said to be 
clothed with white linen as well as saints {see Dan. 10. 
5, Rev. 15. 6). Then white horses, on which they ride, 
whether His or theirs, would denote victorious power, 
as also seen in chapter 6. 2. 

Moreover, if we are to view this passage as the 
coming out of the saints, and a fulfilment of other 
Scriptures which speak of our " appearing with Him in 
glory," then we must accept the alternative, that there 
are two comings out of the saints with Christ—this one 
and chapter 21. 10. To my own mind, the evidence is 
overwhelming for it being angels and not saints, and 
that the return of the saints to, or over the earth, is seen 
in chapter 21. 10 and onward, where she is seen as 
" the Bride, the Lamb's wife, descending out of Heaven 
from God, having the glory of God ; and her light like 
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unto a stone most precious. Like a jasper stone, clear 
as crystal." But I will not further discuss the question, 
though very much more might be said, and supposed 
difficulties met. Each one must study it, and pray 
over it for themselves. 

The second of our seven visions is, the call to all the 
fowls that fly in the midst of Heaven to " come and 
gather themselves together unto the supper of the 
great God" (v. 17, 18). They are to hold high 
carnival over the terrific slaughter of sinful and wilful 
men. 

In the third vision the Beast and false prophet are 
taken and cast alive into the lake of fire (w. 19-21). 
Two men had been taken to Heaven without dying— 
Enoch and Elijah. Blessed translation for them! 
Now these two men, the Beast and Antichrist, are cast 
into the lake of fire without dying. Fearful and 
eternal doom for them ! Then, subsequently, Satan is 
also cast in there, so this trinity of evil ends in the lake 
of fire. No longer do they lead others to their eternal 
doom, but suffer it themselves (chap. 20. 10). How 
very solemn this is ! 

The fourth vision is the binding and imprisoning of 
Satan in " the bottomless pit," the place where evil is 
kept under restraint, for one thousand years. Not yet 
is it the lake of fire, where evil is judged. He is cast 
into the latter at the end of the 1,000 years. During 
the Millennium there will be no Satan at large to deceive 
the inhabitants of the earth. And yet, although that 
is the case, none the less men will still be sinful creatures, 
and even the outward peaceful privileges and blessings 
of the Lord's reign will not change their hearts. Psalm 
18. 44, which looks on to that time says, " the strangers 
shall yield feigned obedience unto him [margin). 
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Multitudes will be found thus. Besides which, multi¬ 
tudes will be born who have never been " born again ; " 
consequently, at the end there will be immense hosts of 
unregenerate people for Satan to work on and deceive 
again when he is loosed from his prison for his " little 
season." Thus we can easily understand where Satan's 
hosts come from at that time. 

There will be outward conformity to law and order, 
and consequent peace and prosperity, for the king will 
" reign in righteousness, and princes rule in judgment " 
(Isa. 32. 1), so that if wickedness openly rears up its 
head it will instantly be cut off. Such sinners will 
perish at once. Otherwise, converted or unconverted, 
they will continue to live throughout the Millennium 
(Isa. 65. 20). What a time of marvellous blessing it will 
be when Christ sits on the throne of this world we may 
learn from Isa. 11, 32, 35, 60, 62, and many 
other Scriptures. One can only say, Lord haste that 
day for this poor world, even though it means frightful 
judgments ere it can be fulfilled. 

The fifth vision is the different companies of heavenly 
saints who are to live and reign with Christ during the 
1,000 years (chap. 20. 4). The first of the companies 
are the Old Testament saints and those of this 
dispensation. The verse is divided thus: "And I 
saw thrones, and they sat upon them, and judgment 
was given unto them." We are not expressly told who 
these are ; but from the general teaching of Scripture 
on the subject there is no difficulty in seeing it is those 
stated above. We are told that saints shall judge the 
world and angels. 1 Cor. 6. 2, 3 and Daniel 7. 22 
uses similar language. 

The second company are " those that were beheaded 
for the witness of Jesus and for the Word of God." 
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These are they spoken of in chapter 6. 9-11 ; and here 
we are told the manner of their death—they were 
beheaded. Maybe the guillotine will be brought into 
operation once more. The third company are those 
" who had not worshipped the Beast, neither his image, 
neither had received his mark upon their forehead or 
in their hands." These are those mentioned in chapter 
15. 2. Thus we have the three companies who " live 
and reign with Christ 1,000 years." 

The sixth vision is mentioned in verse 11. " And 
I saw a great white throne, and Him that sat on it, 
from whose face the earth and the Heaven fled away ; 
and there was found no place for them." What a 
solemn sight ! Heaven gone, and earth gone; yet 
manifest to every eye is the great white throne and its 
occupant. All earthly thrones have vanished, but 
this one just comes into view, and both rulers and ruled 
will stand before it and find strict, impartial justice 
from Him who is the Son of Man who sits on it. 

The seventh vision lets us see those whose unhappy 
lot it is to stand before that throne, and the results 
(w. 12-15). " And I saw the dead, small and great, 
stand before the throne." Thank God, not one saint 
will be there. All the impenitent from Cain down¬ 
wards will be there. Oh, my reader, will you be there ? 
The good Lord forbid it! May you be numbered 
among the redeemed who are with Him who is on the 
throne, " washed in the blood of the Lamb" and 
reigning with Christ. Real, living faith in Christ alone 
is the only way of escape for sinful men. 

The books will be opened. Men may laugh at the 
idea, but God's Word has ever been and ever will be 
true, and each unsaved sinner will have to face the 
throne and the Man Christ Jesus who sits on it (John 5. 
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22, 27), and be judged for the things done in the body. 
None will be judged for what they are, creatures born 
in sin, but " out of those things which were written in 
the books, according to their works." That is the 
ground of judgment. " Every man according to their 
works.'' On such a ground " who shall be able to stand 
before this Holy Lord God ? " Well might the Psalmist 
say, " Enter not into judgment with thy servant, for 
in thy sight shall no man living be justified " (Psa. 143.2). 
Alas, every one who stands there is " cast into the lake 
of fire, which is the second death." What a fearful 
end ! Eternity in the lake of fire ! One shudders to 
think of it. 

Men dare to make light of such a solemn and serious 
matter as this, and say it will soon be over and they will 
be burnt out. Ah, they forget the two men cast into 
it at the commencement of the 1,000 years, are still in 
existence there unconsumed when Satan is cast in at 
its close. They likewise forget the three Hebrew 
children in Daniel 3, who were thrown into the fiery 
furnace—a fire so hot that it slew those who cast them 
in, yet they came out untouched by it. 

Others lightly say, it is only a figure and not literal 
fire. Be it so. I do not contend for literality. But 
is it a figure of joy, and peace, and happiness, and bliss 
eternal ? Or has God purposely used that figure, " a 
lake of fire," to show us the awfulness of the judgment, 
misery inexpressible ? There is no ebbing and flowing 
tide in a lake ; nor will there be in " the lake of fire." 
It will be eternally the same, fixed and unalterable 
judgment; no flow to increase it, and no ebb to give 
relief; and symbolical or literal it is " everlasting 
punishment." 

Would it not be wise to escape it while there is 
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opportunity given to do so ?—while Divine love 
beseeches man to do so rather than continue in sin till 
cast into it for ever ? " God commands all men 
everywhere to repent" (Acts 17. 30). And likewise 
answers the question of the anxious soul, eager to 
escape it, and who asks, " what must I do to be saved ?" 
in those memorable words to the Philippian jailer, 
" Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be 
saved " (Acts 16. 31). Be wise and do it, my reader, 
if you have not already done so. It is God's way to 
save you. All other ways end in death—eternal death. 
Faith in Christ alone gives life—eternal life, and ends 
in eternal glory. 

CHAPTERS XXI. AND XXII. 

CHAPTER 21 opens with an eighth vision. It is a new 
start. The seven have carried us to the end of time, 
to the end of this earth's sin-stained history. The 
eighth commences with eternity. It ushers in the 
eternal state. The numeral eight is ever that which 
introduces something new. This is, however, so well 
known and generally accepted that it would be 
superfluous for me to say more as to it. 

What a relief to the mind of the apostle who had 
watched in his vision the disappearance of " earth and 
Heaven " from the face of Him who sat on the throne, 
to witness the thrilling sight that now bursts upon his 
view—" A new Heaven and a new earth " and " no 
more sea ! " A state impossible for time and our 
present condition, but fitted for eternity. " No more 
sea." Literal, I doubt not, but showing likewise 
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symbolically that all that which separates men on 
earth—all that, too, which denotes restlessness—is gone, 
and gone for ever; and only that which is solid and 
stable, and based on righteousness, and the abode of it, 
and suitable for the creature in his new condition (new 
creation), and fresh in all its unfading glory and beauty 
from the hand of a beneficent Creator, and which will 
abide for ever, is seen. " New Heavens and new 
earth." How precious the thought. The fruit, too, of 
that wondrous work of Calvary, where the Son of God 
was forsaken that we might be accepted and introduced 
into eternal blessedness. Wonderful indeed ! 

And now that the new sphere has been introduced, 
the inhabitants who are to occupy it next come into 
view, and we see the new earth inhabited by all the 
redeemed except the Church. Is it not remarkable, 
God gives us no word or hint of how He will transfer 
them from the old earth to the new? We simply 
behold them there. But that must, yea does, satisfy 
us. Curiosity has no place here. They have ever been 
earthly saints, though many of them enjoyed heavenly 
blessings for a time, and now the new earth has come 
in they are all transferred to it for the eternal ages; while 
the heavenly people, " the tabernacle of God," 
" the holy city "—the place where He dwells—is seen 
coming down and taking its place with men, still 
" over the earth " I take it. But observe, it is with 
men, not with Jews, nor any one particular nationality, 
but with men. All nationalities have then ceased for 
ever, and God's original thought is fulfilled. No longer 
Jews and Gentiles, but God and men ; and man happy 
with God on the ground of redemption by blood, 
which laid the basis for the righteous fulfilment of His 
purpose in Christ and spite of sin. 
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On the other hand, He lets us see " the holy city, 
Jerusalem, coming down from God out of Heaven " for 
the second and last time ; showing that she had been 
taken there again, to the place she belongs to, after the 
Millennium until the final outburst of Satanic and 
human wickedness, led by Satan, let loose from the 
bottomless pit, and the gathered hordes of Gog and 
Magog had been crushed, and the Heavens and earth 
had been purged by fire, and then she comes down once 
more, and for the last time. But not on to the earth, 
but to her own place with the Bridegroom " over the 
earth." And how beautiful it is to see her in her 
pristine beauty and glory as " the Bride," and an 
"adorned" Bride, "prepared for her husband," 
though He is no longer spoken of as " the Lamb." It 
would appear as though that title, and the rejection 
which was wrapped up in it, is now a thing of the past 
and gone for ever. 

Here God finds His eternal rest. Here men find 
themselves in the rest of God. " He dwells with them," 
" and wipes the tear from every eye." No more death, 
sorrow, crying, or pain. These are part of " the former 
things," the result of sin, and which " have passed 
away," and behold, all things are made new. It is 
not, however, new creation—Scripture never so speaks 
of it. Man in Christ is the only new creation there is in 
Scripture (2 Cor. 5. 17). But it is the old earth and 
Heavens purified by fire and re-made, and in that sense 
new. Just as the six days work at the beginning was 
not creating another earth, but re-making the original 
one which had become waste or void (Gen. 1.2). 

Then we have one of the sweetest touches imaginable. 
Ere He leaves the subject to go back and give us 
details of the Church in its Millennial display, He 
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thinks once more of the poor, needy, thirsty souls, and 
declares who He is—the Alpha and Omega, the first 
and the last—and offers to give to the thirsty ones who 
may read it, " of the fountain of the water of life 
freely." Is it not simply beautiful ? Not merely of the 
water of life, but presents the fountain of it—offers to 
take them up to the very spring and source and let 
them drink their fill freely. Just like God, is it not ? 
On the other hand, a last warning is given, and the 
doom of the impenitent made known who prefer their 
sins to the Saviour, and refuse the water of life. 
Nothing remains for them, but the lake of fire, which is 
the second death. Here ends the eight remarkable 
visions, commencing with the words, " And I saw," 
taking us from the appearing of Christ to the eternal 
state. 

There have been many stoppages and changes and 
shuntings in the book. We have plainly seen it is not 
one straight consecutive history of events which can 
be read as occurring one directly after the other. But 
here, we are taken back for the last time, in verse 9, to 
the commencement of the Millennium, and shown more 
details in connection with the holy city. The apostle is 
carried away in spirit to a great and high mountain 
from which to see " the holy city, Jerusalem, descending 
out of Heaven from God." This is the coming out and 
coming back of the Church, the Bride. There is none 
before. I know it is said we come back with Christ as 
" the armies of Heaven." With that view, however, 1 
feel myself compelled to disagree. It was the angelic 
host who came out with the Lord when He came forth 
to execute His warrior judgments (chap. 19. 14). 
The Church is kept from the hour of temptation 
(chap. 3. 10). And, as we have seen, she is taken to 
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Heaven again at the close of the Millennium, and not 
allowed to witness the awful and final outburst of 
wickedness at the end when Satan is let loose. Not 
only so, the marriage has already taken place in 
Heaven, and she is after that ever seen in her wedding 
dress. Even though she does not participate in actual 
warfare, it is unthinkable that she, as the Bride, would 
come out in connection with warfare under the symbol 
of armies. No! no! That symbol applies to angels 
alone (Dan. 4. 35, Psa. 68. 17, 2 Thess. 1. 7), not the 
Church. This is her coming out, and she comes down 
in her bridal garments as the Bride—seen, known, 
loved, and admired as the Bride of the Lamb. 

When we think of her as " the Bride," we think of 
what the Church is to the heart of Christ. It is the 
dearest, most intimate and most affectionate term of 
relationship there is. On the other hand, when we 
think of her under the symbol of a city, we see what she 
is meant to be to the eyes of men who see her from the 
earth as the vessel to display the light and glory of God, 
and the wealth of love which Christ has lavished upon 
her to make her what she is. Men can understand 
perfection connected with a city, and see and admire 
its form, and its beauty, and the perfection of its 
administration ; so God gives us that symbol because 
we can understand that, and admire the beauty and 
perfection of the Church as the holy city, and in contrast 
to the earthly Jerusalem, " the city of the great king ; " 
and also in contrast to the Church's deplorable failure, 
in her time history on earth, as God's witness to the 
glory of His beloved Son in Heaven, and thus we see 
her coming down. 

If we think of the foundation of this city, and which 
is the first thing laid ; or its gates, which in an ordinary 
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way is the last thing set up; or of its walls and street— 
all are absolutely perfect. In every view of it, and 
every part of it, it reflects the light and glory of God and 
the Lamb. It is seen " having the glory of God, and 
her light was like unto a stone, most precious, even like 
a jasper stone, clear as crystal" (v. 11). The glory 
of God shines in it and out of it. No other illumination 
is needed. 

The wall, "great and high" (v. 12), speaks of 
protection and security. 

The twelve gates—of egress and ingress. There will 
be connection with Heaven and earth, doubtless, as 
seen in Jacob's vision. Also the gates are the place 
of judgment. A sentinel stands before each one— 
twelve angels. On each gate is inscribed the names 
of the twelve tribes, one on each, as the twelve 
apostles are to " sit on twelve thrones, judging the 
twelve tribes of Israel" (Matt. 19. 28). Each tribe 
may have their own particular gate and judge. 

The foundations of the wall (v. 19) speak of 
stability and divine beauty and glory. The foundation 
is Apostolic. 

City, Gates, Walls, are all measured by the " golden 
reed " (v. 15)—divine, righteous measurement—and 
are absolutely perfect in every way and aspect. 

The Street.—The place of public resort is " pure gold, 
as it were transparent glass" (v. 21). No dust or 
defilement of earth is seen, while every precious stone, 
with its gorgeous display of reflected light, adorns and 
garnishes the foundations and gates. 

The Light.—No artificial light is needed, whether 
ancient or modern. The glory of God is centred and 
focused in the Lamb, and He is its light. Blessed 
thought! 
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No Temple.—"And I saw no Temple therein." Why? 
Because " the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb are 
the Temple." They are there. Publicly seen. Publicly 
worshipped. What wonderful thoughts ! " The 
nations of the earth walk by its light" (v- 24), and 
both kings and people bring their glory and honour into 
it, but not their wealth. It is not needed there, though 
accepted in the earthly Jerusalem (Isa. 60. 6). 

The gates never need to be shut. There are no 
intruders. And there is no night there—no darkness, 
moral or otherwise, and nothing defiling. 

Its refreshment flows from the throne of God, " the 
water of life " (Christ in the power of the spirit), and 
clear as crystal. 

Its food, " the tree of life" (Christ), producing 
perpetual fruit; and its leaves for healing for the 
nations, while there are nations to heal. 

No curse—to spread its withering blight—all is 
perfect sinlessness. 

The Lamb and His Bride bask in the light of the Lord 
God who shines upon them, and they shall reign to the 
ages of ages. And best of all, may we not say, " They 
shall see His face." While " His Name shall be in 
their foreheads." Blessed, precious, peerless Saviour ! 

" He and I in that bright glory, 
One deep joy si.all share , 

Mine, to be forever with Him, 
His, that I am there." 

The first five verses of chapter 22 really belong to 
chapter 21, and end the account of the holy city and 
the prophetic teaching of the book. The rest is a sort 
of postscript to it. Three times the Lord says He is 
coming "quickly" (v. 7, 12, 20). In the first 
passage (v. 7), it is connected with " keeping the 
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sayings of the prophecy of this book," But there is 
no response to such an announcement. How could 
there be ? We can only hang down our heads in view 
of our miserable, wretched failure in our responsibility. 

In the second (v. 12), it is connected with giving 
rewards, and again there is no response, because 
conscious that we deserve none. But in the third 
(v. 20) it is pure grace. It is the heart of Christ 
expressing itself—letting out His confidence to His 
friends—His farewell word to them, " Surely I come 
quickly." It is the last word that ever fell from His 
blessed and holy lips that we have any record of. No 
other has He ever uttered since—" quickly " was the 
last. And at once the heart of the saint responds to 
such grace, and says, "Amen! Even so, come, Lord 
Jesus." May we each ever be found in such a state of 
soul, that we can give a true response in our own 
individual hearts, and say, " Come, Lord Jesus." 

There is a solemn word in verses 11 and 15. It 
stretches out to the end, and brackets together the 
unjust and the filthy, and the righteous and the holy, 
and lets us see their fixed condition. There can be no 
change in their state when the end comes, and " which 
is at hand" (v. 10). Here and now is the time for 
change—for a new birth with its new life and nature. 
To-morrow may be too late for ever. Inside the city 
is the tree of life, with its perpetual fruit, for those 
" who wash their robes " (N.T.) . But without axe found 
all who are unregenerate and strangers to the life of 
God (Eph. 4. 18). Happy they, surely, who have title 
to enter in by the gates and enjoy the fruits of the tree 
of life. 

We have an exceptionally sweet touch in verses 16, 
17, ere the book closes. " I, Jesus, have sent mine 
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angel to testify unto you these things in the Churches." 
It is not as the Lord, or Christ, that He presents 
Himself, but I, " Jesus." It is the Name that won our 
hearts at the first, that charms and cheers them at the 
end. It opens the New Testament in Matt, i, and 
closes it in Rev. 22. " Thou remainest " and " changest 
not " is the sheet anchor of our souls. " The same 
yesterday, and to-day, and for ever," JESUS! JESUS! 
JESUS ! " MY LORD AND MY GOD ! " 

It is He who has sent His angel to testify these 
things. It is He who is the root and the offspring of 
David, to make good to His earthly people all the 
promises made to the fathers. It is He who is "the 
Bright and Morning Star" for us to-day. How sweet 
all this is! Gen, 1 gives us the sun set in the Heavens. 
Mai. 4 assures the down-trodden Jew that to those who 
fear the Lord's Name " the Sun of Righteousness will 
arise with healing in His wings." Matt. 2 gives us the 
Star. " His Star "—leading the wise men to Jesus. 
Rev. 22 lets us see the Bright and Morning Star is 
Jesus Himself, and that He is coming quickly. 

Observe, too, the moment He presents Himself in 
that gracious way as " the Bright and Morning Star " 
there is an immediate response on the part of the 
Spirit and the Bride. They both say, " Come." Then, 
let him that heareth say, " Come." This is addressed 
to Jesus, of course. His speedy return has touched the 
affections of their hearts, and caused the longing cry, 
"Come." Then, " Let him that is athirst, ' Come.'" 
And " Whosoever will, let him take the water of life 
freely." Here at the very close of the book, grace 
gives its farewell invitation, and says, " Whosoever will, 
let him take ; and let him take freely of the water of 
life." Blessed, loving, life-giving Saviour ! Thou 
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wouldest not allow the book to be closed until Thou 
had'st given one more chance to poor sinners to be 
saved. The outgoings of Thy love are seen at the close 
as they were seen at the start, and lead our hearts and 
lips to say, and sing afresh, 

" Jesus, Thou alone art worthy, 
Ceaseless praises to receive ; 

For Thy love, and grace, and goodness. 
Rise o'er all our thoughts conceive." 
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